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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an analytical Markovian
model to compute the performance of a network composed by
four radios in a line wireless multihop configuration, with data in
only one way, considering four operation modes, with half duplex
and full duplex communications and omnidirectional and directional antennas. This kind of network was previously presented
in the literature, but its performance has been analyzed only
based on simulation. We use the proposed Markovian model to
compute the performance of the system considering that no buffer
is available on the servers, based on the following performance
metrics: throughput, capacity, block probability, drop probability,
and the average number of packets in the network. We showed
that in a system without buffer the performance of half duplex
operation can be better than the performance of full duplex
operation in terms of capacity and throughput.
Keywords–5G; full duplex communications; performance analysis; Markovian models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of traffic demand in mobile communication networks, the future fifth generation (5G) mobile
network is facing considerable challenges in spectral efficiency.
5G is expected to provide 1000-fold throughput of today’s 4G
[1].
To deal with it, several techniques have been recently
developed. Among them, In-Band Full Duplex (IBFD) communications, which enable a device to transmit and receive
simultaneously at the same frequency, can potentially double
the spectral efficiency [1]. Until very recently, the concept of
transmission and reception at the same time and frequency
domain IBFD did not seem to be very promising, because of
the Self-Interference (SI), which is generated by the transmitter
on its own receiver [2]. Fortunately, with the recent advances in
interference cancellation techniques [3]–[7], SI can be reduced
to acceptable levels.
In order to perform IBFD, a new radio design has been
developed. The new radio design differs mostly in the way the
SI cancellation is implemented, and also in the number and
types of antennas. For example, [8] proposed a radio design
with two omnidirectional antennas and [9] proposed a radio
design with two directional antennas and one omnidirectional
antenna. In [9], Miura and Bandai analyzed the performance
of the proposed scheme based only on simulation.
In this paper, we propose a first approximate Markovian
analytical model to investigate the performance of the system
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proposed in [9], considering the same line wireless multihop
network with data in only one way.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the considered radio design and the network. Section III presents the proposed Markovian model of the network.
Section IV derives the performance metrics of interest. Section
V presents the numerical results. Finally, the paper concludes
in Section VI.
II. N ETWORK S CENARIO AND A SSUMPTIONS
We use the proposed network shown in Figure 1, reproduced from [9], to evaluate the radio design in a multihop
network. In this network, each node can communicate with its
neighbor node and can not do carrier sense from two separated
nodes, such as Node S and Node 2 in the figure.
Half duplex nodes cannot transmit and receive simultaneously, while full duplex nodes can.
Omnidirectional antennas transmissions interfere with the
anterior neighbor node; for example, Node 2 transmission
interferes with Node 1 reception. In this case, only one
operation is allowed for a successful transmission. Directional
antennas do not have this problem.
We defined the following representations of the transmission possibilities, called operation modes:
•

•

•

•

A[Half,Omni]: representation of a conventional node
using one omnidirectional antenna to transmit and
receive in a half duplex mode.
B[Full,Omni]: representation of an IBFD node using
two omnidirectional antennas, one to transmit and one
to receive, as proposed in [8].
D[Full,Direc]: representation of an IBFD node using
two directional Transmission Antennas (TX), TX1 to
transmit from 0 to π and TX2 from π to 2π, and one
omnidirectional Reception Antenna (RX). TX1 and
TX2 cannot be used simultaneously. Therefore, the
node can operate in two modes: TX1-RX and TX2RX. This mode was proposed in [9].
C[Half,Direc]: representation of the same radio design
as proposed in D[Full,Direc], but operating in a half
duplex mode.

In Figure 1, we have the transmission processes in the
network for each operation mode. The network operation
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Figure 1. Transmission process for each operation mode [9].

Figure 2. Mode A[Half,Omni] State Diagram.

depends on the type of nodes that it uses, so each network
operates differently according to the type of nodes used.
The representation shows how each network should operate
in order to achieve the maximum end-to-end throughput.
Figure 1 Mode A[Half,Omni]. In this mode, a transmission
from S to D needs three steps to be completed: (i) transmission
from S to 1; (ii) transmission from 1 to 2; and (iii) transmission
from 2 to D. This is necessary to obtain the maximum end-toend throughput, because only one node can transmit at a time
to avoid interferences since they are not full duplex capable.
Figure 1 Mode B[Full,Omni]. In this case, nodes S and 1
can transmit simultaneously. However, the full duplex operation in node 2 can not be used, because a transmission from
node 2 will interfere with the reception of node 1. Thus, in
order to obtain the maximum throughput, the pattern (i) and
(ii) must be repeated.
Figure 1 Mode C[Half,Direc]. Here, node 2 can transmit
simultaneously with node S. However, node 1 can not transmit
and receive at the same time, because of the half duplex
operation. Thus, in order to obtain the maximum throughput,
the pattern (i) and (ii) must be repeated.
Finally, Figure 1 Mode D[Full,Direc]. Here, nodes S, 1 and
2 can transmit simultaneously, due to the full duplex operation
and the use of directional antennas.
For each one of these four operation modes, [9] has computed the maximum throughput and, based only on simulation,
the throughput and the number of retransmissions as a function
of the number of nodes.
The main contribution of this paper is to propose a
Markovian model to investigate the performance of the system
proposed in [9] in terms of throughput and other performance
metrics.

The transitions in the Markovian model occur due to arrival
or departure of a packet in a given node. The arrival processes
follow a Poisson distribution with average value λ packets/s;
the service time follows an exponential distribution with mean
value 1/µ seconds, resulting in a maximum departure rate or
service rate equal to µ packets/s.

III. M ARKOVIAN M ODEL
In this section, multidimensional Continuous-Time Markovian Chains (CTMCs) are used to model the system, one for
each operation mode. The network consist of 4 nodes and three
hops. The last node is the destination, so it does not transmit.
Figure 2 shows the state diagram for mode A[Half, Omni].
The same approach is applied to the other modes in order to
compute the desired performance metrics.
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Finding and solving a Markovian model to evaluate the
performance of the presented systems is a complex task. Thus,
in order to simplify the model, we considered a system without
queue. This assumption could be unrealistic for most applications. However, the results and conclusions obtained using
this simplified model is useful to give us some insights about
the comparative performance of the systems. A new model,
considering a more realistic system, is under construction.
Let x = {i, wi, j, wj, k, wk} be the general state representation of the system, where i indicates a transmission in
the first hop, wi indicates a packet waiting in the first node,
j indicates a transmission in the second hop, wj indicates a
packet waiting in the second node, k indicates a transmission
in the third hop, and wk indicates a packet waiting in the
third node. For example, x = {0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0} represents a state
where there is a transmission in the second hop and no packets
waiting in the nodes.
Only one packet can be on a server at any given moment.
The packet can be in transmission in the proper hop or waiting
for transmission. Thus, we have: i + wi ≤ 1; j + wj ≤ 1; and
k + wk ≤ 1. The set of generic feasible states is denoted as
S = {x|0 ≤ i, wi, j, wj, k, wk ≤ 1; 0 ≤ i + wi ≤ 1; 0 ≤
j + wj ≤ 1; 0 ≤ k + wk ≤ 1}. More specific sets of feasible
states for each mode are presented in Tables I to IV.
To simplify the notation, we considered that the subset
{hop, node} denotes a server, so we have three servers: server
i {i, wi}, server j {j, wj} and server k {k, wk}. Only one
packet can be in a server at a moment, the packet can be in
a state of being transmitted {1, 0} or waiting for transmission
{0, 1}; i.e., if i = 1, wi = 0 and if wi = 1, i = 0, meaning
i + wi will never be greater than 1. The same is valid for all
other servers.
The stationary probabilities, π(x) can be calculated from
the global balance equations and the normalization equation,
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which are given as
πQ = 0,

X

π(x) = 1.

(1)

where Successful Transmission (ST) is the probability that
once a packet enters the network, it completes the transmission
with success. This is computed by:

x∈S

ST =
where π is the steady state probability vector and Q denotes
the transition rate matrix. The detailed transition rates and
conditions for each mode can be found in Tables I to IV below.
The total transition rate from state i to state j, namely
qij is the summation of transition rates from state i to state
j considering all possible transitions. Once we determine the
qij for all i, j(i 6= j) ∈ S, the diagonal elements in Q, i.e.,
qii i ∈ S are found as
X
qii = −
qij .
(2)
j∈S,j6=i

When the steady state probabilities are determined from
(1), the performance of the system can be evaluated with respect to different parameters. The derivations of mathematical
expressions for these parameters are presented in the following
section.
IV. P ERFORMANCE M ETRICS
To analyze the performance of the system we considered
the following metrics: blocking probability, drop probability,
capacity, throughput and the average number of packets in the
network.
A. Blocking Probability
The blocking probability, denoted by P, is defined as the
probability of the network being in a state where there is a
transmission or a packet waiting in the server i and, therefore,
no packet can enter the network. This is computed by:
X
P =
π(x), if i + wi = 1.
(3)
x∈S

where P is equal to the summation of all states probabilities
where i + wi = 1; i.e., there is a packet being transmitted or
waiting in the server i.
B. Capacity
The capacity, denoted by C, is defined as the average
number of successful transmissions per time unit. This is
computed by:
X
C=
π(x)µ, if k = 1.
(4)
x∈S

where k = 1 represents a transmission from server k
to destination node, that is a successful transmission, and µ
represents the maximum departure rate in server k.
C. Drop Probability
The drop probability, denoted by D, is defined as the
probability that once a packet enters the network, it doesn’t
complete the transmission with success, meaning it is dropped.
This is computed by:
D = 1 − ST.
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(5)

C
.
λ(1 − P )

(6)

where C is the capacity, and λ(1 − P ) represents the
average number of packet that enter in the network.
D. Throughput
The throughput, denoted by Th, is defined as the relation
between the successful transmission rate by the total arrival
rate in the network and can be computed by:
Th =

C
.
λ

(7)

E. Average Number of Packets in the System
Let N (x) represent the sum i + wi + j + wj + k + wk in
each state. The average number of packets in the system can
be computed by:
X
Eq =
π(x)N (x).
(8)
x∈S

V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present the performance analysis of the
four modes described in Section II. All computation was done
in MatLab using the analytical model proposed in this paper.
To compute the performance metrics, we set the arrival rate
λ varying from 1 to 10 packets/s and the maximum departure
rate µ equal to 10 packets/s.
The goal of this paper is to compare the performance of half
and full duplex systems. Thus, the channel is considered error
free. In addition, it is important to note that the performance
parameters used in the paper are normalized and, therefore,
depend only on the utilization factor (λ/µ) and not on the
actual data rate in the channel.
Figure 3 illustrates that the mode A[Half,Omni] has the
greater blocking probability because only one server can
transmit at a time and also because, while a packet does
not reach the end of the network, no other packet can enter
the network. The mode D[Full,Direc] has the lowest block
probability due to the fact that a new packet can enter
into the network at any moment (if server i is empty). The
B[Full,Omni] and C[Half,Direc] modes have almost the same
blocking probability.
In Figure 4, we can observe that the mode A[Half,Omni]
has no drop probability. This is because only one packet can
be transmitted in the network at a time. The B[Full,Omni] and
D[Full,Direc] modes have the greater drop probability because
they use full duplex transmission, meaning a server can receive
and transmit at the same time, but a packet is dropped if it
is received when the server is still transmitting, due to the
absence of queue positions in the servers.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show that mode C[Half,Direc] has
the best performance in terms of capacity and throughput. This
result is due to the high drop probability of mode D, compared
with mode C. Finally, Figure 7 shows the average number of
packets in the system. Again, in this case, mode D[Full,Direc]
has the best performance.
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TABLE I. T RANSITION RATES AND CONDITIONS FOR M ODE A[H ALF, O MNI ]
S = {x|0 ≤ i, wi, j, k ≤ 1; wj = 0; wk = 0; 0 ≤ i + wi ≤ 1; 0 ≤ i + j + k ≤ 1; }
Activity
Packet arrival (PA). No transmission in all network.
Transmission in server j or k. PA and goes to Server i
waiting position.
Transmission from server i to j.
Transmission from server j to k.
Transmission from server k to destination.
Transmission from server k to destination. Packet in
server i waiting position is moved to transmission
position.

Dest. State
i + 1, wi, j, wj, k, wk
i, wi + 1, j, wj, k, wk

Trans. Rate
λ
λ

i − 1, wi, j + 1, wj, k, wk
i, wi, j − 1, wj, k + 1, wk
i, wi, j, wj, k − 1, wk
i + 1, wi − 1, j, wj, k − 1, wk

Condition
i = 0; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0.
i = 0; bi = 0; j + k = 1; bj = 0; wk = 0 .

µ
µ
µ
µ

i
i
i
i

=
=
=
=

1; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 0; k = 0, wk = 0.
0; 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0 .
0; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0 .
0; wi = 1; j = 0; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0 .

TABLE II. T RANSITION RATES AND CONDITIONS FOR M ODE B[F ULL , O MNI ]
S = {x|0 ≤ i, wi, j, k, wk ≤ 1; wj = 0; 0 ≤ i + wi ≤ 1; 0 ≤ k + wk ≤ 1; 0 ≤ i + j + k ≤ 2; 0 ≤ wi + wk ≤ 1}
Activity
Packet arrival (PA).
Transmission in server k. PA and goes to Server i
waiting position.
Transmission from server i to j.
Transmission from server j to k.
Transmission from server k to destination.
Transmission from server j to server k waiting position,
because server i is also transmitting.
Blocked transmission from server i to j, when both
servers are transmitting and server i is the first to finish.
Transmission from server k to destination. Packet in
server i waiting position is moved to transmission
position.
Transmission from server i to j. Packet in server k
waiting position is moved to transmission position.
Blocked transmission from server j to k, when both
servers are transmitting and server j is the first to finish.

Dest. State
i + 1, wi, j, wj, k, wk
i, wi + 1, j, wj, k, wk

Trans. Rate
λ
λ

Condition
i = 0; wi = 0; 0 ≤ j ≤ 1; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0
i = 0; wi = 0; 0 ≤ j ≤ 1; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0

i − 1, wi, j + 1, wj, k, wk
i, wi, j − 1, wj, k + 1, wk
i, wi, j, wj, k − 1, wk
i, wi, j − 1, wj, k, wk + 1

µ
µ
µ
µ

i
i
i
i

i − 1, wi, j, wj, k, wk

µ

i = 1; wi = 0; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0

i + 1, wi − 1, j, wj, k − 1, wk

µ

i = 0; wi = 1; 0 ≤ j ≤ 1; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0

i − 1, wi, j + 1, wj, k + 1, wk − 1

µ

i = 1; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 1

i, wi, j − 1, wj, k, wk

µ

i = 0; 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0

=
=
=
=

1; wi
0; wi
0; wi
1; wi

=
=
=
=

0; j = 0; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0
0; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0
0; 0 ≤ j ≤ 1; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0
0; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0

TABLE III. T RANSITION RATES AND CONDITIONS FOR M ODE C[H ALF, D IREC ]
S = {x|0 ≤ i, wi, j, wj, k ≤ 1; wk = 0; 0 ≤ i + wi ≤ 1; 0 ≤ j + wj ≤ 1; 0 ≤ i + j + k ≤ 2; 0 ≤ wi + wj ≤ 1}
Activity
Packet arrival (PA).
Transmission in server j. PA and goes to Server i
waiting position.
Transmission from server i to j.
Transmission from server j to k.
Transmission from server j to k. Packet in server i
waiting position is moved to transmission position.
Blocked transmission from server i to j, because server
j waiting position is occupied.
Transmission from server k to destination.
Transmission from server k to destination. Server j has
a packet waiting but can not transmit because server i
is also transmitting.
Transmission from server i to server j waiting position,
because server k is also transmitting.
Transmission from server k to destination. Packet in
server j waiting position is moved to transmission
position.
Blocked transmission from server i to j, because server j
waiting position is occupied. Packet on server j waiting
position is moved to transmission position.

Dest. State
i + 1, wi, j, wj, k, wk
i, wi + 1, j, wj, k, wk

Trans. Rate
λ
λ

Condition
i = 0; wi = 0; j = 0; 0 ≤ wj, k ≤ 1; wk = 0
i = 0; wi = 0; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0

i − 1, wi, j + 1, wj, k, wk
i, wi, j − 1, wj, k + 1, wk
i + 1, wi − 1, j − 1, wj, k + 1, wk

µ
µ
µ

i = 1; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0
i = 0; wi = 0; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0
i = 0; wi = 1; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0

i − 1, wi, j, wj, k, wk

µ

i = 1; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 1; k = 1; wk = 0

i, wi, j, wj, k − 1, wk
i, wi, j, wj, k − 1, wk

µ
µ

0 ≤ i ≤ 1; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0
i = 1; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 1; k = 1; wk = 0

i − 1, wi, j, wj + 1, k, wk

µ

i = 1; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0

i, wi, j + 1, wj − 1, k − 1, wk

µ

i = 0; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 1; k = 1; wk = 0

i − 1, wi, j + 1, wj − 1, k, wk

µ

i = 1; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 1; k = 0; wk = 0

TABLE IV. T RANSITION RATES AND CONDITIONS FOR M ODE D[F ULL , D IREC ]
S = {x|0 ≤ i, j, k ≤ 1; wi = 0; wj = 0; wk = 0; 0 ≤ i + j + k ≤ 3}
Activity
Packet arrival (PA).
Transmission from server i to j.
Transmission from server j to k.
Blocked transmission from server i to j, when both
servers are transmitting and server i is the first to finish.
Transmission from server k to destination.
Blocked transmission from server j to k, when both
servers are transmitting and server j is the first to finish.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2018.

Dest. State
i + 1, wi, j, wj, k, wk
i − 1, wi, j + 1, wj, k, wk
i, wi, j − 1, wj, k + 1, wk
i − 1, wi, j, wj, k, wk
i, wi, j, wj, k − 1, wk
i, wi, j − 1, wj, k, wk

ISBN: 978-1-61208-625-5

Trans. Rate
λ
µ
µ
µ

Condition
i = 0; wi = 0; 0 ≤ j ≤ 1; wj = 0; 0 ≤ k ≤ 1; wk = 0
i = 1; wi = 0; j = 0; wj = 0; 0 ≤ k ≤ 1; wk = 0
0 ≤ i ≤ 1; wi = 0; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 0; wk = 0
i = 1; wi = 0; j = 1; wj = 0; 0 ≤ k ≤ 1; wk = 0

µ
µ

0 ≤ i ≤ 1; wi = 0; 0 ≤ j ≤ 1; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0
0 ≤ i ≤ 1; wi = 0; j = 1; wj = 0; k = 1; wk = 0
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Figure 3. Blocking Probability.

Figure 4. Drop Probability.

Figure 6. Throughput.

Figure 7. Average Number of packets in the System.

VI.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a first approximate Markovian
analytical model to evaluate the performance of four operation
modes in a line wireless multihop network, considering half
and full duplex operations and omnidirectional and directional
antennas, including a new IBFD mode proposed in [9], where
this mode was analyzed based only on simulation.
We considered a scenario with no buffer (no queue in
the servers). In this scenario, we conclude that the use of
full duplex operation with directional antennas mode has the
best performance in terms of blocking probability and the
average number of packets in the system and the mode using
half duplex operation with directional antennas has the best
performance in terms of capacity and throughput.
Figure 5. Capacity.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2018.
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For future works, we intend to analyze the performance of
a system considering buffer (queues) in the servers.
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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) and emerging wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) have been widely adopted in various
fields and are attracting attention. In addition, low power wide
area (LPWA) technologies have shown great advances and are
applicable to IoT and WSN solutions. LPWA-based WSNs are
effective when wireless data transmissions are sent at long
periodic time intervals. However, vast amounts of forwarding
data cannot be handled due to collision and congestion. To
overcome this technical issue, in this paper, we propose a novel
cooperative (hybrid) reception scheme using mobile aerial base
stations (MBSs) mounted on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
Moreover, we fundamentally demonstrate that the proposed
mechanism can improve frame-reception probability based on
exhaustive computer simulation. As a result, the proposed
scheme achieves up to 8.32-times better performance than a
comparable scheme without using MBSs.
Keywords-wireless sensor network; unmanned aerial vehicle;
low power wide area network; mobile aerial base station

I.

INTRODUCTION

As one of the fastest growing technologies, the Internet of
Things (IoT) promises to revolutionize the way we live and
work, and advanced wireless sensor network (WSN) systems
have become technically easy to build in the past several years.
With this background, there is great potential to meet the huge
demands for IoT systems. However, major challenges remain,
such as the tradeoff between low energy consumption and
extensive wireless area coverage. Notably, typical sensor node
(SN) devices have become tiny and cheap, including
resource-constrained processing modules and small batteries
with a limited energy budget [1].
To construct a long-lived WSN system, most studies adopt
such measures as cooperative communication techniques,
network coding schemes, clustering mechanisms, and so on.
On the other hand, other solutions require the emergence of a
new-type of architecture. Low power wide area (LPWA)
network [2][3] techniques represent a novel wireless network
paradigm that complements traditional cellular and shortrange wireless communications in addressing the diverse
requirements of IoT applications. These techniques include,
for example, long-range wide area network (LoRa WAN) [4],
Sigfox [5], and narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) [6].
A variety of LPWA technologies can provide the means to
sense and collect environmental data anywhere and anytime:
several kilometers-order coverage areas, narrowband channel
occupancy, periodical transmission, and the unsophisticated
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physical (PHY) and media access control (MAC) protocols.
In fact, at the PHY layer, a low-bit-rate and noise-robust
modulation scheme, such as the binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) method and the (Gaussian) frequency shift keying
((G)FSK) method, is typically used. In addition, LPWA
systems commonly use the radio frequency of sub-GHz bands,
such as 915 MHz for the USA, 868 MHz for the EU, and
920 MHz for Japan. Furthermore, at the MAC layer, a pureALOHA procedure is commonly adopted, where data are sent
if a node has data to send, collisions occur when any new data
are released while any node is transmitting, and both of these
data are lost. To investigate the effectiveness of LPWA
systems, Adelantado et al. [7] surveyed the capabilities and
limitations of LoRa WAN systems. Bor et al. [8]
experimentally demonstrated that the current LPWA scheme
could not provide sufficient performance for typical smart city
deployment, that is, 120 nodes per 0.038 km2. At the same
time, conventional LPWA-based WSN systems can operate
effectively even if the PHY and MAC protocols are
constructed by a simple procedure that only requires data
transmitted at a sufficiently long-interval for uploading
requests. However, in the near-future, we cannot expect vast
amounts of forwarding data to be handled based on a
traditional scheme due to collision and congestion.
In this paper, as a way to overcome this technical issue, we
propose a novel cooperative (hybrid) reception scheme by
using mobile aerial base stations (MBSs) mounted on
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), such as drones and small
planes [9][10]. The goal of this paper is to present a
fundamental analysis technique for improving the probability
of frame reception. Its performance for UAV-mounted MBSs
in LPWA-based WSNs is still unknown. Nevertheless, our
study shows significant results from our preliminary analysis.
Regarding related studies, Li and Cai [11] proposed an
MBS-based offloading mechanism for solving the problem of
increased traffic volume in heterogeneous cellular networks.
Sharma et al. [12] investigated the same concept, but they
proposed a user-driven MBS deployment scheme. For the
MBS placement’s and UAV trajectory’s decision formula,
Lyu et al. [13] proposed a placement algorithm to minimize
the number of MBSs needed to provide wireless coverage.
Furthermore, Mozaffari et al. [14] and Alzenad [15] expanded
the technique of Lyu et al. [13] for the 3D location scenario.
On the other hand, another study of Mozaffari et al. [16]
investigated a topic similar to that taken up in this paper. In
that work, they did not take into account the MAC protocol
design, and their simulation was conducted under a traditional
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Figure 1. Network model of proposed scheme

WSN usage, with the radio frequency set to the 2-GHz
industry science medical (ISM) band and 500 SNs distributed
over a 1 km2 area. — In the proposed scheme, the radio
frequency is set to 920 MHz (i.e., a sub-GHz band) and up to
500,000 SNs are distributed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the proposed scheme. Section III provides
computer simulation result. Finally, in Section IV, we
summarize our findings and conclude the paper.
II.

PROPOSED SCHEME

In the proposed scheme (Figure 1), the SNs periodically
transmit the sensing data, which their neighbor base stations
(BSs) receive and forward to the cloud servers. In addition,
the UAV flies at the edge of the cell coverage area, which
offers a poor radio-propagation environment, as well as the
gap area outside the BSs’ coverage range and the hotspot area
where the sensing data are generated at a greater rate than in
the surrounding area. We assume that BSs, MBSs, and cloud
servers are ideally connected with each other through mobile
cellular networks, and we focus on the wireless links between
SNs and BSs and between SNs and MBSs. Moreover, the BSs
and MBSs are provided with sufficient power supply, while
the SNs have a strictly limited battery capacity, since the
battery exchange cost is non-remunerative and relatively
expensive due to use of cheap hardware devices. Therefore,
ensuring sophisticated and intelligent transmission control in
the SN device is not realistic. In other words, the proposed
concept using UAV-mounted MBSs that cooperatively
operate with legacy BSs at the receiver side might be a
reasonable idea.
In the rest of this section, we explain how to improve the
frame-reception probability by using the proposed mechanism.
As shown in Figure 2 (a), we assume that three SN devices (𝔸,
𝔹, and ℂ) are deployed within the BS’s coverage cell, where
𝔸 and 𝔹 are located at the same distance from the BS while ℂ
is located in the cell-edge area at a farther distance, and that
the UAV aviates in the border region between adjacent cells.
In this case, as shown in Figure 2 (b), we assume three MAC
procedure scenarios: typical transmission, collision occurring
in the hotspot, and long-distance data transmission in the celledge region. We found that the proposed scheme can work
effectively in the latter two scenarios.
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Figure 2. Typical scenarios in which proposed scheme operates

For the typical transmission and collision occurring in the
hotspot scenario, the conventional LPWA-based WSN system
works without causing collisions due to its sparse channel
allocation requests. According to the increased SN, in
Figure 2 (b), 𝔹 tries to send its frame while 𝔸 transmits its
own frame; consequently, both 𝔸’s frame and 𝔹’s frame are
lost due to the pure-ALOHA feature. In this situation, their
frames should be retransmitted after random back-off time,
which might contribute to additional frame collisions. In the
proposed scheme, if the MBS’s channel were by chance not
busy and 𝔹’s frame could be moved from the BS to the MBS,
both frames might be successfully transferred. Here, among 𝔸,
𝔹, BSs, and MBSs, the wireless links are selected in the shared
radio frequency band. On the other hand, 𝔹 sends its frame
via an exclusive radio channel different from that for 𝔸’s
frame. Hence, we can assume that 𝔸 and 𝔹 can be
communicated with BSs and MBSs without interference.
For long-distance data transmission in the cell-edge
scenario, ℂ’s frame request does not fatally affect 𝔸’s frame
transmission. In other words, ℂ ’s frame is inevitably lost
regardless of the scenario. In the proposed scheme, since
MBSs can collect the cell-edge node’s frame, such as ℂ’s
frame, the overall frame-reception probability can be
improved.
The proposed scheme does not check the availability of
the MBS channel in order to avoid system complexity for the
SN device; instead, we consider compatibility with the
traditional LPWA’s MAC protocol like the pure-ALOHA
procedure. On the other hand, to further improve throughput,
we should introduce an intelligent frequency-sharing
mechanism for use among SNs, BSs, and MBSs: This remains
our important future work.
III.

COMPUTER SIMULATION

In this section, we demonstrate the fundamental
performance of our proposed mechanism, i.e., the ability to
improve frame-reception probability, using an exhaustively
prepared computer simulator implemented in C++ language.
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TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Figure 3. Deployment and trajectory of SNs, BSs, and MBSs (UAVs)

A. Simulation model
In the computer simulation model (Figure 3), BSs are
deployed in the lattice (grid) pattern, MBSs (on UAVs) aviate
between BSs, and SNs are randomly scattered over the surface
of the observation area. We assume that the UAVs can aviate
at all times by changing to alternate aircraft along the given
fixed trajectory (red line in Figure 3). The detailed simulation
parameters are summarized in Table I. Individual SNs
generate the sensing data with equal frequency, and the
parameter settings of the MAC layer are set based on the
Japanese LoRa WAN specifications [17]. For frame
reachability, we calculate the received signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) based on the manner described in Section III.B, and we
compare the obtained SNR with the required SNR based on
the manner given in Section III.C.
B. Radio propagation model
In our computer simulation, we calculated the receiver
side’s signal strength based on the distance between the
transmitter side and the receiver side. According to the typical
link budget formula [18], the received signal strength in
decibel can be calculated as
𝑃RX = 𝑃TX − 𝐿TX + 𝐺TX − 𝐿P (𝑑) + 𝐺RX − 𝐿RX ,

(1)

where, at the transmitter and receiver sides, respectively, 𝑃TX
and 𝑃RX denote electrical radio powers, 𝐿TX and 𝐿RX denote
electrical power loss in the physical circuit and impedance
mismatching, and 𝐺TX and 𝐺RX denote antenna gains.
In (1), 𝐿P (𝑑) denotes radio propagation loss, and it can
generally be represented as
𝐿𝑃 (𝑑) = 𝛼 + 10 ⋅ 𝛽 ⋅ log10 (𝑑) + 𝒮 ,

(2)

where 𝑑 denotes the distance between terminals, 𝒮 denotes
shadowing variation, and both 𝛼 and 𝛽 are given by
individual radio propagation models. In this paper, we select
the model of Erceg et al. [19] for the link between SNs and
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Terms
Observation area
Number of SNs
Sensor
node
Trans. interval
Number of BSs
Base
station
Antenna height
Number of aircrafts
UAV
Altitude
Velocity
Protocol
Number of channels
Transmission time
Max retrans. num.
MAC
layer
Max back-off time
Frame length
Req. frame error
prob.
Modulation method
Error control coding
Radio frequency
PHY
layer
Channel model
Radio-propagation
model
Parameters of Erceg’s model
(Flat surface ground, light tree
density)
Parameters of Amorim’s model
Transmission power
Linkbudget
Antenna gain
constant
parameters
Circuit loss

Values
Square, 20 km × 20 km
1,000–500,000
1,200 s (= 20 min.)
25
ℎBS = 50.0 m
20
120 m
5.56 m/s (= 20 km/hr.)
pure ALOHA
3
4s
3
30 s
ℓ = 50 byte (= 400 bit)
𝑃e = 0.5 %, 1 %, 2 %, 5 %
BPSK, Binary FSK
NA
920 MHz ( 𝜆 = 0.326 m)
Rayleigh fading
Erceg’s model (SN–BS)
Amorim’s model (SN–UAV)
𝑎 = 3.6, 𝑏 = 0.005, 𝑐 = 20.0,
𝜀 = 0.59, 𝑑0 = 100 m, 𝜇𝒮 = 8.2,
𝜎𝒮 = 1.6
𝜎𝒮 = 3.4
𝑃TX = 13.0 dBm (20 mW)
𝐺TX = 0 dBi,
𝐺RX = 3.53 dBi
𝐿TX = 𝐿RX = 0 dB

BSs and the model of Amorim et al. [20] for the link between
SNs and MBSs. These models were formulated based on
experimental measurements, and we separately used them by
considering the difference between line-of-sight (LOS)
propagation (for SNs-MBSs) and non-LOS (NLOS)
propagation (for SNs-BSs).
Consequently, the parameters of 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝒮 in (2) can be
characterized as follows:
Erceg et al.’s model: 𝒮 is a random variable with normal
distribution of 𝒩(𝜇𝒮 , 𝜎𝒮2 ), and both 𝛼 and 𝛽 can be calculated
as
log (4𝜋𝑑 /𝜆) ,
{ 𝛼𝛽 == 20
(𝑎 − 𝑏ℎ + 𝑐/ℎ ) + 𝜀 ⋅ 𝑧 ,
10

BS

0

(3)

BS

where ℎBS denotes the antenna height of BS, 𝜆 denotes the
carrier radio wavelength, and 𝑎 , 𝑏 , 𝑐 , 𝑑 , and 𝜀 denote the
constant values depending on the surrounding
environment [19]. In addition, 𝑧 is a random variable with a
normal distribution of 𝒩(0, 1).
Amorim’s model: 𝒮 is a random variable with normal
distribution of 𝒩(0, 𝜎𝑠2 ), and both 𝛼 and 𝛽 are given by 𝛼 =
35.3 and 𝛽 = 2.0, depending on the UAV altitude [20].
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Figure 4. Frame length, ℓ, versus required SNR for BPSK method
Figure 6. Number of SNs versus frame-reception probability

0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 5% for the BPSK and Binary FSK
methods, respectively, based on the above procedure.

Figure 5. Frame length, ℓ, versus required SNR for Binary FSK method

C. Required SNR calculation
In this paper, we consider the BPSK method and Binary
FSK method as the modulation scheme. In general, the bit
error probability, 𝑝b , under the Rayleigh fading environment
can be theoretically calculated [18] as follows:

{

𝑝b = [ 1 − √𝛾/(1 + 𝛾) ]⁄2

(BPSK) ,

𝑝b = [1 − √𝛾/(2 + 𝛾 ) ]⁄2

(Binary FSK) ,

(4)

where 𝛾 denotes SNR, and the relationship between 𝛾 and
𝑃RX is given by
𝛾 = 𝑃RX /𝜅𝜏o ,

(5)

where 𝜅 (= 4.0 × 10-21 W/Hz) denotes Boltzmann’s constant
value and 𝜏o (K) denotes the system device’s absolute
temperature. Therefore, by letting ℓ (bit) denote frame length,
we can calculate the frame error probability, 𝑝e , using (4) as
𝑝e = 1 − (1 − 𝑝b )ℓ .

(6)

Figures 4 and 5 show the calculation results for the frame
length, ℓ, versus the required SNR when the 𝑝e values are
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D. Numerical result
When the frame error probability is 0.5% and ℓ = 50 bytes
(i.e., the maximum LoRa frame length transmitted in the
airtime allowed by Japanese regulations [17]), based on
Figures 4 and 5, we can obtain the required received power as
-126 dBm and -129 dBm for the BPSK and Binary FSK
methods, respectively. In (5), the required 𝑃RX can be
obtained as 43 dBm and 46 dBm based on Figures 4 and 5,
and in the general condition, 𝜅𝜏o is given as -172 dBm.
Figure 6 shows the number of SNs (and number of SNs
per hectare) versus frame-reception probability, 𝑝r , which is
calculated as
𝑝r = 𝑁r / 𝑁all ,

(7)

where 𝑁r and 𝑁all denote the number of successfully received
frames and the number of all generated frames, respectively.
Consequently, in the comparable scheme without using MBSs,
the frame-reception probability was dramatically degraded.
This is because frame collisions and retransmissions
significantly increased as they exceeded the multiple access
capability of the pure-ALOHA method. We believe this
phenomenon led to the same conclusion reached in
Adelantado et al. [7] and C. Bor et al. [8].
On the other hand, the proposed scheme could reduce the
worse degradation in the frame-reception probability curve,
even if the SNs increased. When the required frame-reception
probabilities were 0.9, 0.8, and 0.5, the proposed scheme with
MBSs could increase the number of SNs (and per hecare) by
5.77, 7.00, and 15.8 times, respectively, compared to the
scheme without MBSs, while still keeping the same farme
reception rate in the end. Finally, the proposed scheme
achieved up to 8.32 times better performance in framereception probability than the comparable scheme.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel cooperative (hybrid)
reception scheme using UAV-mounted mobile aerial base
stations for LPWA-based WSNs. Computer simulation
demonstrated that the proposed scheme achieved up to 8.32
times better performance than a comparable scheme without
using MBSs in terms of the frame-reception probability. In
future work, we should consider such issues as an extended
receiver-side cooperation mechanism, MBS placement and
algorithms for detetmining the UAV’s flight path and aircraft
selection.
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Abstract—Packet reordering in a short fixed period is
considered in this paper. We believe that data will be
transmitted dynamically and in parallel in the near
future, which will require more frequent periodic packet
reordering. This in turn will lead to unnecessary retransmissions and throughput degradation to the TCP
(Transmission Control Protocol). There has been much
research to improve the TCP performance with packet
reordering, but the considered reorder intervals have
been based on measurements on the existing Internet,
and the short, fixed reorder intervals caused by the
flexible transmission schemes have not been studied
suﬃciently. Therefore, in this paper, we vary the fixed
reorder interval from within the Round-Trip Time
(RTT) to over the RTT, and evaluate the communication performance of TCP NewReno and Cubic. From
the simulation results, we show that the performance of
TCP Cubic is highly aﬀected by the packet reordering.
Keywords–TCP; Cubic; NewReno; packet reordering.

I. Introduction
Packet reordering is out-of-order packet arrival at the
receiver. Namely, the destination receives a packet in a different order from its sending one. Although there are several causes, one of the main reasons for packet reordering
is that some packets take diﬀerent paths because of route
oscillations over the network layer. TCP (Transmission
Control Protocol) addresses this issue by performing sequence control and sends back duplicate ACKs (Acknowledgments) to report the packet gap. However, the TCP
sender assumes packet loss after receiving three duplicate
ACKs from the receiver, and decreases the transmission
rate, which causes a substantial throughput degradation.
To avoid this performance deterioration, various methods
have been proposed in previous studies [4]–[10].
In contrast, recent development trends in network technologies, in addition to the usual communication performance metrics, such as fault tolerance and delay, have
included multipath routing for a variety factors such as
power savings. Furthermore, research and development are
also being conducted extensively on maintaining communication while simultaneously using diﬀerent types of media
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on mobile devices, such as LTE and IEEE 802.11 wireless
LAN. Networks in the future are therefore expected to
move further toward dynamic multipath routing, which
will generate more packet reordering along the path and
change the reordering pattern. Especially, packet reordering may occur continuously at regular intervals because
of, for example, simultaneous multipath use in order to
achieve high-speed and eﬃcient communication. However,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the impact of
packet reordering occurring at short, regular intervals on
the performance of TCP communication has not been
previously studied.
Therefore, the objective of this paper is to study the
impact of packet reordering occurring at regular intervals
on the performance of TCP communication. Specifically,
this paper examines the communication performance when
frequent packet reordering occurs continuously within and
over the Round-Trip Time (RTT) using NewReno and
Cubic as TCP congestion control algorithms, and shows
the requirement to adapt the packet reordering from simulation results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the related studies. Section 3 describes
the simulation model and the packet reordering schemes
used in this paper. Section 4 presents the communication
performances of TCP NewReno and Cubic when packet
reordering occurs, and Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.
II. Related Work
Many studies [1]–[3] show actual measurements of
packet reordering occurrence on the Internet. When a
packet arrives out of order, the TCP receiver sends out
a duplicate ACK on the missing packet. If at least three
duplicate ACKs arrive, then the TCP sender interprets
them as packet loss, and retransmits the packet indicated
by the duplicate ACK. Then, fast recovery is triggered
with fast retransmit, and congestion window cwnd is set
to half its value, which causes significant performance
degradation. To date, there have been many studies [5]–
[10] aimed at solving this problem.
Proposed solutions for packet reordering are classified
as follows: (1) dynamically control the number of duplicate
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ACKs to enter fast recovery [4], [6], [7]; (2) detect the
occurrence of packet reordering by the TCP timestamp
option and restore the reduced cwnd and ssthresh to
their original values [5]; and (3) detect packet loss not by
duplicate ACKs but by using timers [8]. The advantages
and disadvantages of these proposed solutions, as well as
their evaluation through a simulation study, are provided
in detail in Leung et al. [9]. In addition, Feng et al. [10]
evaluated the performance of the proposed solutions for
packet reordering in a high-speed communication environment.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed solutions,
these previous studies use actual measurements on the
Internet. In simulations, they vary the packet delay between relay routers to invoke packet reordering. However,
we believe that data packets will be transmitted more
dynamically and in parallel to achieve eﬀective performance on the near-future Internet, which will cause more
frequent periodic packet reordering. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, TCP communication performance with
frequent and continuous packet reordering within and over
the RTT has not been studied suﬃciently.
III. Simulation Model
In this study, we use the network simulator ns-3 [11]
after adding a packet reordering function. The simulation
topology for the simulation is given in Figure 1. The
sending terminal S sends TCP segments with a size of
1,500 bytes to the receiving terminal D. It is assumed that
each TCP flow is used for greedy file transfer. Assuming
concurrent use of multiple paths, packet reordering was
modeled to occur at the bottleneck link between routers
R1 and R2 with a link bandwidth of 10 Mb/s and a delay
of 5 ms. In contrast, the link bandwidth of the access
links between each terminal and routers R1 and R2 is 100
Mb/s with a delay of 15 ms, resulting in an RTT of 70
ms between the terminals. The TCP congestion control
algorithms used for the study are NewReno [12] [13] and
the Linux-standard Cubic [14], [15]. Simulation time is 10.2
s, and TCP starts transmission at 0.2 s after starting the
simulation.
In previous studies, the setting of the packet reordering
interval is based on arrival distributions obtained by actual
measurements. In contrast, in this paper, we assume that
reordered packets arrive predetermined interval or more.
Specifically, if the buﬀer size of R1 is larger than the
predetermined variable RI (Reorder Interval), then the
head of line packet in R1 is moved behind by the RI
packet size. Note that other packets are not reordered until
transmission of the moved packet is completed.
Reordering behavior in our study is illustrated in Figure 2. First, assume that there are 11 packets in R1 , packets
10 to 20, as shown in Figure 2(a) and RI = 4. Since the
buﬀer size is 11, which is larger than RI, and head of line
packet 10 has not been reordered before, packet reordering
occurs and packet 10 is moved behind by RI = 4 packets as
shown in Figure 2(b). Packets are thereafter sequentially
transmitted until packet 10 as shown in Figure 2(c). After
packet 10 is transmitted, six packets, packets 15 to 20,
still remain in R1 . Since the packet reordering condition
is satisfied, the head of line packet 15 is moved behind
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TABLE I. SIMULATION CONDITIONS
Segment Size
RTT
Reorder Interval
TCP variants
Simulation time
Simulator

1,500 bytes
70 ms
4–100 packets
(Minimum 4.8–120 ms intervals)
NewReno, Cubic
10.2 s
ns-3

Figure 1. Simulation model.

by 4 packets as shown in Figure 2(d). Based on this
scheme, packet reordering occurs and packets at every RI
are moved backward if the buﬀer size of R1 is larger than
RI.
In the simulation, RI was set from 4 to 100 packets.
Note that since the TCP segment size is 1,500 bytes and
the link bandwidth between R1 and R2 is 10 Mb/s, the
forwarding time of one packet is 1,500 bytes × 8 bits/10
Mb/s = 1.2 ms. Thus, if RI = 4, then packets are reordered
at intervals of 1.2 ms × 4 = 4.8 ms. Moreover for RI =
4, since the RTT between terminals is 70 ms, reordering
can occur 70/4.8 ≃ 14 times at most within one RTT. The
simulation conditions given above are shown in Table I.
IV. Simulation Results and Discussion
The simulation results are presented in this section.
We set the buﬀer size of relay router R1 suﬃciently in
order not to lose packets, and the impact of packet reordering alone on the performance of TCP communication
is studied. Next, we show how packet reordering impacts
communication performance both when RI is within and
over RTT.
A. Fundamental Characteristics
As a preliminary step, throughput was measured when
packet reordering does not occur under the same simulation conditions. A throughput of 9.54455 Mb/s was
confirmed for both Cubic and NewReno. Figure 3 shows
the normalized throughput (= throughput with packet
reordering / throughput without packet reordering) when
RI is varied from 4 to 100. Figure 4 shows the number of
fast recovery events.
From Figure 3, normalized throughput of both
NewReno and Cubic are not strictly increasing, since the
packet reordering pattern in each RI is diﬀerent. However,
the occurrence of packet reordering caused throughput
to decrease by a maximum of approximately 50 % for
NewReno and a maximum of approximately 65 % for
Cubic. The throughput performance of Cubic is lower than
that of NewReno except for RI = 30. In addition, Figure 4
also shows that packet reordering causes fast recovery for
RI below 100. Moreover, a shorter RI corresponds to a
larger number of fast recovery events. Note that for RI =
100, Figure 4 shows that there is no fast recovery, and since
packet reordering does not occur at R1 , the normalized
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Figure 4. Fast recovery count.
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1

after fast recovery, as demonstrated in Figure 8.
To understand Cubic’s behavior, cwnd from 0 to 2
s is considered in Figure 9. As shown in the figure, in
Cubic, the size of cwnd after fast recovery is gradually
reduced until it falls to the minimum value of 2. This is
because Cubic updates cwnd and ssthresh according to
the following equation [15].

NewReno
CUBIC

0.8

0.6

0.4

cwnd = ssthresh =
0.2

max(
0

10

20

30

40
50
60
70
Reorder interval [packets]

80

90

100

Figure 3. Normalized throughput [Mb/s].

throughputs of both TCP variants are equal to 1. Furthermore, a comparison of Figures 3 and 4 reveals that,
for Cubic, throughput performance deteriorates regardless
of the number of fast recovery events. We can therefore
consider that both frequent occurrence of packet reordering (small RI) and occurrence of packet reordering with a
large cwnd (large RI) aﬀect throughput performance for
Cubic. Thus, in the next section, we examine the behavior
of NewReno and Cubic for diﬀerent RIs.
B. For RI shorter than RTT
We first consider the case that RI is 8 (1.2 ms × 8 =
9.6 ms), where the interval for packet reordering is shorter
than RTT. The cwnd of NewReno and Cubic are shown
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. cwnd increases even after
fast recovery due to packet reordering in TCP NewReno,
whereas cwnd fluctuates at a low range in TCP Cubic, as
illustrated by Figures 5 and 6. To show their behaviors in
more detail, the time range between 2 and 2.3 s is shown
in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows that, after fast recovery
is invoked because of packet reordering, NewReno sets
cwnd to half its value before fast recovery and continues
communication in congestion avoidance mode. In contrast,
Cubic repeatedly decreases cwnd to its initial value of 2
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cwnd × β
, 2)
BICT CP _BET A_SCALE
(1)

We use β = 819 and BICT CP _BET A_SCALE =
1024 for the simulation, thus multiplicative decrease factor
is 0.8. Based on (1), cwnd with successive fast recovery gradually becomes smaller and eventually converges
to the minimum value of 2, which significantly reduces
throughput. These results show that, for frequent packet
reordering, the throughput performance of TCP Cubic is
highly aﬀected by the packet reordering because Cubic
updates cwnd based on (1).
C. For RI longer than RTT
In this section, we consider the case that RI is 80 (1.2
ms × 80 = 96 ms), where the interval for packet reordering
is longer than RTT. The cwnd for each congestion control
algorithm is shown in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 shows
that NewReno can send packets in congestion avoidance
mode even after the occurrence of packet reordering. In
contrast, as shown in Figure 11, increase of cwnd in Cubic
occurs intermittently in the range between 2 and 8 s. In
Cubic, cwnd can be increased after receiving the number
of ACKs given by cnt. The count variable cnt is calculated
according to the following equation [15].
if

(cwnd < W (t + RT T )
cwnd
cnt = W (t+RT
T )−cwnd

(2)

cnt = 100 × cwnd

(3)

else
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Figure 8. TCP Cubic (RI = 8; 2.0–2.3 s).
Figure 5. TCP NewReno (RI = 8).
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Figure 6. TCP Cubic (RI = 8).

Based on (2) and (3), cnt becomes large if cwnd
becomes somewhat large and the diﬀerence between W (t+
RTT) and cwnd is small. In other words, a large number
of received ACKs is required to increase cwnd. For the
case of RI = 80 considered in this section, the value of
cnt is relatively large because packet reordering occurs
when cwnd has increased to some extent. Thus, the cwnd
increase is intermittent for a long period of time, whereas
NewReno can increase cwnd with normal congestion avoidance mode. In order to improve the performance of TCP
Cubic when packet reordering occurs with large cwnd,
diﬀerent packet loss detection aproach is required.
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Figure 7. TCP NewReno (RI = 8; 2.0–2.3 s).
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2.3

From these simulation results, we have shown that the
throughput performance of Cubic may deteriorate considerably when packet reordering occurs at intervals longer
than RTT and cwnd is large, even if the number of packet
reordering events per unit time is small. Furthermore,
results of Sections 4.2 and 4.3 show that there is a need for
packet loss detection that does not rely on duplicate ACKs
and a transmission method with higher tolerance to packet
reordering, whereas the cause for the lower throughput in
Cubic varies depending on how packet reordering occurs.
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200

other TCP variants, such as Compound TCP and TCPPR [8], which detects packet loss using timers rather than
duplicate ACKs, in the same packet reordering environment as in this paper. In addition, congestion control
algorithms with high tolerance to packet reordering should
be considered.
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Abstract—In this paper, first we review a multirate loss model,
whereby we can assess the call-level Quality of Service (QoS) of
the Long Term Evolution (LTE) X2 link supporting calls of
different service-classes with fixed bandwidth requirements.
The X2 interface connects directly two neighboring evolved
NodeBs and is mainly responsible for the transfer of user-plane
and control-plane data during a handover. In the model, the
X2 interface is modelled as a link of fixed capacity. Handover
calls are accepted in the X2 link whenever available bandwidth
exists. Secondly, we propose a multirate loss model where calls
arrive in the X2 link according to a quasi-random process and
compete for the available bandwidth under the Complete
Sharing (CS) policy. The CS policy allows calls to enter the
system when available bandwidth exists. We propose recursive
formulas for the calculation of time and call congestion
probabilities as well as link utilization for the CS policy.
Keywords-LTE; X2; Quasi-random process; congestion;
recursive formula.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks provide increased
throughputs via better spectrum exploitation and the use of
multiple antennas, minimized latencies and a relatively
simplified (the so-called “flat”) architecture for the Evolved
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS)
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) [1].
The main components of an LTE network are the
Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and the E-UTRAN. The EPC is
responsible for the management of the core network
components and the communication with the external
network. The E-UTRAN provides air interface, via evolved
NodeBs (eNBs), to a User Equipment (UE) and acts as an
intermediate node handling the radio communication
between the UE and the EPC. Each eNB covers a specific
cell and exchanges traffic with the core network through the
S1 interface. An active UE is quite likely to cross the
boundary of the source cell, causing a handover. A handover
is the process of a seamless transition of the UE’s radio link
from the source eNB to one of its neighbors. During this
transition, the direct logical interface (link) between two
neighboring eNBs – the X2 link – is used, for the user data
arriving to the source eNB via the S1 link, to be transferred
to the target eNB (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The S1 interface and the X2 interface between source and
target eNBs.

The X2 interface is mainly used for the handover
operation but it also supports load management and intercell interference coordination functions. However,
considering that load management requires a constant but
negligible bandwidth and assuming homogeneous LTE
networks, in which interference coordination is not used [2]
[3], we consider only the bandwidth required for the
handover support. Based on the above, the X2 link carries
both control and user plane traffic. However, according to
[4][5], control plane traffic is negligible compared to user
plane traffic. Therefore, we study herein user plane traffic
only.
The determination of congestion probabilities in the X2
link can be based on multirate teletraffic loss models [2]
[4][5]. In [2], a simple model is proposed by Blogowski,
Klopfenstein and Renard (BKR model) that studies the
impact of UE mobility in congestion probabilities. A
circular source cell is considered, that accommodates a
finite number of users, who generate quasi-random
handover traffic [6] and have different bandwidth
requirements. All UEs are considered having a constant
velocity and moving in a straight line. The X2 link is
modeled as a link of fixed capacity that accepts handover
calls if their total bandwidth requirement is available upon
their arrival. The calculation of congestion probabilities is
based on analytical formulas that take into account UEs
mobility, but can be complex in the case of large systems
with large capacities and many service-classes. This is
because enumeration and processing of the state space are
required. In [4], a richer stochastic model is proposed by
Widjaja and La Roche (WLR model), which is based on a
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fluid mobility model [7][8] and the classical Erlang
Multirate Loss Model (EMLM) [9][10]. Calls arrive in the
X2 link according to a Poisson process, have fixed
bandwidth requirements and compete for the available
bandwidth under the Complete Sharing (CS policy). In the
CS policy, a call is accepted in the system if its bandwidth
requirement is available. Otherwise, the call is blocked and
lost without further affecting the system. Although the BKR
and WLR models provide similar congestion probability
results, we adopt the WLR model
since: a) basic
performance measures including congestion probabilities,
link utilization and average number of calls in the system
can be recursively determined, without the need of state
space processing (which is essential in [2]), b) various other
bandwidth sharing policies (e.g., the bandwidth reservation
policy, also known as guard channel policy, [11]-[16], the
multiple fractional channel reservation policy [17]-[19] or
the threshold policy [20]-[26]) can be applied in the X2 link,
based on [4] and c) various handover arrival processes can
be studied, e.g., the quasi-random arrival process, the
batched Poisson process or an ON-OFF process [27]-[32].
Finally, in [5], a multirate loss model is proposed, based on
the EMLM, assuming that traffic in the X2 link is elastic.
Elastic traffic refers to calls whose allocated bandwidth is
not fixed during their lifetime in the system. To model the
bandwidth sharing policy in the case of elastic traffic the
processor sharing discipline is considered [33]-[40].
In this paper, we study the X2 link at call-level and
analyze it as a multirate loss system. To this end, we extend
the WLR model to include the quasi-random arrival process
(WLR-q model). In the quasi-random process, calls are
generated by a finite number of users, a realistic assumption
in the case of handover calls. Thus, the quasi-random
process is smoother than the random (Poisson) process
where calls are generated by an infinite number of users
[12], [41]-[45].
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
review the WLR model of [4]. In Section III, we propose the
WLR-q model. In Section IV, we present analytical TC
probabilities results for the proposed model and the model
of [4]. We conclude in Section V.
II.

REVIEW OF THE WLR MODEL

Consider a circular source cell of radius R , which
accommodates Poisson arriving calls of K different serviceclasses. Calls of service-class k (k=1,…,K) follow a Poisson
process with arrival rate λk and have a generally distributed
service time, k1 . Contrary to the BKR model, in the WLR
model a fluid mobility model is considered for the
determination of the offered traffic-load in the X2 link.
The fluid mobility model of [4] considers traffic flow as
the flow of a fluid. Such a model can be used to model the
behavior of macroscopic movement (i.e., the movement of
an individual UE is considered of little significance) [8].
This fluid mobility model formulates the amount of traffic
flowing out of a circular region of a source cell to be
proportional to the population density within that region, the
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average velocity, and the length of the region boundary. For
a circular region with a population density of ρk (UEs of
service-class k per km2), an average velocity of vk, and a
diameter of L=2πR, the UE crossing rate per unit time, CRk ,
from a source to any neighbor cell is:
CRk   k vk L   2  k vk R

(1)

Based on the above and assuming Poisson handover
traffic, the offered traffic-load of service-class k calls, ak , in
the X2 link equals [4]:

ak  p A (k )

 k vk L
  2 p A (k )  k vk R


(2)

where: p A (k )  k  k   k  is the probability that a serviceclass k UE is active (i.e., when there exists a Radio
Resource Control (RRC) connection between a UE and
eNB) and δ is the interruption time of the radio link between
the source eNB and the UE.
Let bk be the data rate of an active service-class k UE
and nk be the in-service service-class k UEs in the X2 link.
By defining the corresponding vectors n  (n1 ,..., nk ,..., nK )
and b  (b1 ,..., bk ,..., bK ) then the occupied bandwidth j in
the X2 link can be expressed as:
K

j  nb   nk bk , j  0,1,..., C X 2

(3)

k 1

To determine the X2 link occupancy distribution, q(j), it
is assumed that UEs compete for the available bandwidth
under the CS policy. Following the analysis of the EMLM,
the un-normalized values of q(j)’s can be determined by the
classical Kaufman-Roberts recursive formula [9][10]:
1 for j = 0
K

q( j) =

1
akbk q( j  bk ) for j =1,...,CX 2
j k=1
0 otherwise

(4)

Based on q(j)’s we calculate the Time Congestion (TC)
probabilities of service-class k, Bk, by the formula [4]:

Bk 

CX 2



G 1q( j )

(5)

j  C X 2  bk 1
CX 2

where: G   q( j ) is the normalization constant.
j 0

TC probabilities are determined by the proportion of time
the system is congested and measured by an outside
observer. Call Congestion (CC) probabilities refer to the
probability that a UE is blocked and lost. Due to the
assumption of Poisson arrivals, TC and CC probabilities
coincide (PASTA property, [6]).
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III.

THE PROPOSED WLR-q MODEL

In the WLR model, calls compete for the available
bandwidth of the X2 link under the CS policy. In this
section, we extend the WLR model by considering the case
of quasi-random traffic.
Consider the X2 link of fixed capacity C X 2 that
accommodates K different service-classes. Calls of service
class k (k =1,…,K) require bk channels and come from a
finite source population Nk while the mean arrival rate of
service-class k idle sources is λk,fin = (Nk - nk)sk where nk is
the number of in-service calls and sk is the arrival rate per
idle
source.
Assuming
a
population
density
2
of  k  N k  R for a circular region and that the UEs are
always active, then the total offered traffic load of serviceN v
class k is 2 k k while the offered traffic-load per idle
R
source of service-class k is given by ak , fin  2vk  /  R (in
erl). This arrival process is known as a quasi-random
process [6]. If N k   for k = 1,…,K, and the total offered
traffic-load remains constant, then the arrival process
becomes Poisson.
The global balance equation for state n=(n1,…,nk,…,nK),
expressed as rate into state n = rate out of state n, is given
by:
K

 (N
k 1

To avoid the complex calculations based on the PFS, we
prove a recursive formula for the calculation of the X2 link
occupancy distribution, qfin (j), of the proposed WLR-q
model. By definition:
q fin ( j ) 

bandwidth is exactly j, i.e. Ω j  n  Ω : nb  j and Ω is
the system’s state space, Ω  n : 0  nb  C X 2 , k  1,..., K  .
K

Since j=nb =  nk bk we write (9) as follows:
k 1

K

jq fin ( j )   bk
k 1

k 1

K

k 1

k 1

  ( N k  nk ) sk P (n)   nk  1 P (n)

n j


k

 (N

n j

(6)

Nk

Since

(7)

where: ak , fin  sk  .

  Nk  n 
where G  G(Ω) =      ak k, fin  .
nΩ  k 1  nk 

K

 nk  1)ak , fin P (nk ) 

 n P ( n)

n j

k

(11)

k

 nk  1)ak , fin P( nk ) 
k , fin

P (nk ) 

j

 (n

n

k

 1) ak , fin P (nk )

(12)

j

P( nk )  ak , fin q fin ( j  bk ) the first term of the

right hand side of (12) becomes:
Nk

a

n j

k , fin

P(nk )  N k ak , fin q fin ( j  bk )

(13)

The second term of the right hand side of (12) is written as:

 (n

n

k

 1)ak , fin P (nk )  ak , fin yk , fin ( j  bk )q fin ( j  bk ) (14)

j

where yk , fin ( j  bk ) is the average number of service-class k
calls in state j  bk .
Based on (13) and (14), (12) becomes:

 ( N

The PFS that satisfies both (6) and (7) is the following:

 K  Nk 

P(n)  G1     aknk, fin 
 k 1  nk 


n

k , fin

and P (n), P (n ), P (n ) are the probability distributions of

( N k  nk  1)ak , fin P( nk )  nk P (n)

k

 a

a

nΩ j


k

between adjacent states nk , n or n, nk . The local balance
equations, for k=1,…,K, are of the form:

k

The left hand side of (11) can be written as:

 (N

the corresponding states n, nk , nk , respectively.
The proposed model has a Product Form Solution (PFS)
for
the
determination
of
the
steady
state
probabilities P(n) due to the fact that local balance exists

(10)

k

of (7) over Ω j :

n j

where:
nk  (n1,..., nk 1, nk 1, nk 1,..., nK ) nk  (n1 ,..., nk 1 , nk 1, nk 1 ,..., nK )

 n P ( n)

nΩ j

 n P(n) in (10), we sum both sides

To determine the

 nk  1) sk P (nk )   (nk  1) 1 P (nk )

K

(9)

where Ω j is the set of states whereby the occupied

K

k

 P ( n)

nΩ j

n

k

 nk  1)ak , fin P (nk )
(15)

j

 ak , fin  N k  yk , fin ( j  bk )  q fin ( j  bk )

(8)

Equation (11) due to (15) takes the form:

N

k

 yk , fin ( j  bk )  ak , fin q fin ( j  bk ) 

 n P(n) (16)

n j

k

Equation (10) due to (16) is written as:
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K

jq fin ( j )    Nk  yk , fin ( j  bk )  ak , finbk q fin ( j  bk )

(17)

k 1

In the recursive formula of (17), the values of
yk , fin ( j  bk ) are not known. To determine them, we use a
lemma of [46]. According to that lemma, two stochastic
systems are equivalent and result in the same congestion
probabilities, if they have: a) the same traffic description
parameters ( K , N k , ak , fin ) where k=1,…,K and b) exactly
the same set of states.
Our purpose is, therefore, to find a new stochastic
system, whereby we can determine yk , fin ( j  bk ) . The
bandwidth (channel) requirements of calls and the capacity
in the new stochastic system are chosen according to the
following two criteria: 1) conditions (a) and (b) are valid
and 2) each state has a unique occupancy j.
Based on the above, state j is reached via the previous
state j  bk . Thus, yk , fin ( j  bk )  nk  1 and (17) is given by:
1,

for j  0

1K
qfin ( j)  (Nk  nk 1)ak, finbk qfin ( j  bk ), for j 1,..., CX 2
j k 1
0, otherwise

(18)

In (18), the values of nk are unknown. The determination
of nk’s requires the state space determination of the
equivalent system, a complex procedure especially for large
capacity systems that accommodate many service-classes.
Because of this we approximate nk in state j, nk(j), as yk(j),
when Poisson arrivals are considered, i.e., nk ( j)  yk ( j) .
Thus, we determine q fin ( j ) ’s via the formula:
for j  0

1,
qfin ( j) 

1
(Nk  yk ( j bk ))ak, finbkqfin ( j bk ), for j 1,...,CX2
j k1
0, otherwise
K

(19)

where the values of yk(j)’s are given by:

 a k q ( j  bk )
for j  bk

q( j)
yk ( j ) = 
 0 otherwise


(20)

As far as the values of q(j)’s in (20) are concerned, they
can be determined by (4).
Having determined q fin ( j ) ’s we calculate the TC
probabilities of service-class k calls, Bk , as follows:

Bk 

CX 2



G1q fin ( j )

j CX 2 bk 1
CX 2

where: G   q fin ( j ) is the normalization constant.
j 0
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CC probabilities of service-class k, BCC,k, can be
determined via (21) where q fin ( j ) ’s are calculated (via
(19)) for a system with Nk - 1 traffic sources. As far as the
X2 link utilization, UX2, is concerned, it is given by:
UX2 



j 1

jG -1 q fin ( j )

(22)

The following algorithm summarizes the order of TC
probability and X2 link utilization calculations in the
proposed WLR-q model:
1) Determine q(j)’s via (4).
2) Determine yk(j)’s via (20).
3) Determine qfin(j)’s via (19).
4) Determine Bk’s via (21) and UX2 via (22).
IV.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we compare the analytical results of TC
probabilities, obtained by the proposed WLR-q model for
various values of velocity and cell radius. For comparison,
we also present the corresponding analytical results obtained
in the case of the WLR model.
Consider an X2 link of capacity CX2 = 50 channels that
accommodates calls (handovers in progress) of K=3 serviceclasses with channel requirements: b1 = 1, b2 = 5 and b3 =
12, respectively. Calls of each service-class arrive in the link
according to a quasi-random process and are generated by a
finite number of sources, Nk = 50, for k=1, 2, 3 (it is
supposed that, at any moment, the total number of active
users inside a cell -who are candidate to perform a
handover- along with those performing a handover, is
constant). Furthermore, let δ = 0.05 sec, and velocities v1 =
v2 = v3 = 30 km/h. In the x-axis of Figures 2-4, the velocity
of all users increases in steps of 2 km/h. So, point 1 refers
to: (v1, v2, v3) = (30, 30, 30) while point 11 to: (v1, v2, v3) =
(50, 50, 50).
Figures 2-4 present the analytical TC probabilities of
each service-class for three different values of the cell radius
R = 150, 200 and 250 m. Based on these results, we
conclude that: 1) TC probabilities are lower in the case of
quasi-random traffic (WLR-q model) compared to the
corresponding TC probabilities obtained in the case of the
Poisson process (WLR model). 2) The increase of velocity
increases TC probabilities, since it is more probable for a
call to make a handover. 3) The increase of R reduces TC
probabilities since it becomes less likely that a call will
make a handover.
V.

(21)

CX 2

CONCLUSION

We review a multirate loss model for the call-level
analysis of the X2 link in LTE networks. The X2 link is
modelled as a multirate loss system that accommodates
handover calls from different service-classes with fixed
bandwidth requirements. Handover calls are accepted in the
X2 link whenever available bandwidth exists. Otherwise,
call blocking occurs. Furthermore, we propose a multirate
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loss model for the call-level analysis of the X2 link when
the arrival process becomes quasi-random. We provide
recursive formulas for the calculation of various
performance measures including TC and CC probabilities.
As a future work, we intend to study the applicability of the
bandwidth reservation and the multiple fractional channel
reservation policies in the proposed model.

Figure 4. TC probabilities of the 3rd service-class.
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Abstract—The ranging method based on Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) widely uses indoor positioning
technology of Wireless Sensing Network (WSN) because of low
cost and low complexity. The primary challenge is how to
overcome some of the phenomena that affect signal
propagation in a real environment, such as multipath,
diffraction, and absorption. Also, it makes the positioning
method more accurate. We are interested in the fact that
influences on RSSI measurements from indoor propagation
environments can be another ranging error source. In other
words, to improve the ranging accuracy, the factors
influencing RSSI measurements should be minimized or
compensated. In this paper, we propose a method using
bimodal Gaussian distribution to get more accurate estimated
RSSI. The proposed method uses RSSI measurements with
bimodal Gaussian distributed characteristics in a reference
position. The experimental results in the proposed method
show that more precise results are achieved compared with the
existing method.
Keywords— RSSI; bimodal gaussian; attenuation log model.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, wireless network technologies, such as
Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Bluetooth, iBeacon have been rapidly
developed and widely used [1][2][3]. According to the signal
transmission intensity attenuation, phase difference, time
delay based on wireless network positioning technology can
estimate the location of the mobile node in the wireless
network coverage area to provide positioning services. The
indoor positioning technology using RSSI measurements is
focused in this research area because of its high positioning
accuracy. It is also compliant with GPS (Global Positioning
System) in precise positioning area [4]. Due to the
complexity of indoor environments, the positioning error is
relatively large compared to that of outdoor GPS. Other
indoor positioning methods such as Ultrasonic [5], Ultrawideband [6] and so on, which are restricted by the cost and
application condition, are hard to meet the general demands
of indoor positioning.
Ranging algorithms are divided into two categories
according to the method of distance measurement in wireless
sensor networks. One is a ranging-based algorithm, and the
other is a range-free algorithm. The former method measures
RSS (Received Signal Strength), (Time of Arrival), TDOA
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(Time Difference of Arrival), etc. and calculates or estimates
the distance between node and reference [7]. The latter one
utilizes the relationship of geometric location information
between receiving nodes and the transmitting nodes to
estimate the distance.
The positioning algorithm based on more precisely
calculated or estimated distance information can provide
higher positioning accuracy. The RSSI attenuation log
model, which is easily influenced by various factors in
propagation environments, is generally used for distance
estimation.
A suitable method that not only efficiently improves the
positioning error but also expands the measurement range of
indoor positioning is needed.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, the RSSI-based ranging method is introduced. In Section
III, the statistics of RSSI measurements are analyzed. In
Section IV, a new attenuation log model using RSSI
measurements with bimodal Gaussian distributed
characteristics in a reference position is proposed and its
experimental results are given in Section V. Conclusions are
given in Section VI.
II. RSSI-BASED RANGING METHOD
In positioning theory, one of the techniques related to
ranging is to estimate the distance between two points by the
signal strength between the transmitting point and the
receiving point. Most devices can currently obtain RSSI.
WSN does not require additional hardware support, and it
does not affect the energy consumption, the size of the nodes
and the cost of the nodes. Therefore, WSN technology and
RSSI technology are very suitable for rough ranging.
In free space, RSSI is inversely proportional to the square
of the distance d between the receiving point and the
transmitting point. The relationship can be expressed using
the famous Friis formula [8]:
(d) =

(4π)

λ

(1)

In Equation (1), (d) is the received power, and the
unit is watts.
is the transmit power, and the unit is
watts.
is the transmit antenna gain.
is the gain of the
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receiving antenna. λ is the wavelength of the transmitted
signal and the unit is meter. L is a loss parameter that has
nothing to do with the propagation environment. In fact, the
system loss parameters represent the total loss of the actual
system hardware. It includes transmission lines, filters, and
antennas.
In general, L is greater than one. However, if we assume
that the system hardware has no loss, we can let L = 1.
From (1), we can observe that the attenuation of the received
power is exponential with the distance. So, the free-space
path loss can be directly derived from Equation (1) without
any system loss.
(d)[dB] = 10 log

= −10 log

(d)[dB] = 10 log

= 20 log

(4 )

If we ignore the antenna gain and let
Equation (2) can be written as:
4

=

(2)

= 1,

III. STATISTICS OF RSSI MEASUREMENTS
The relevant research shows that the relationship
between the RSSI and the transmission distance of the
wireless signal is closely related and stochastic
characteristics of RSSI measurements follow a particular rule
pattern.
From the point of view of the probability density
function property，the measured RSSI data were analyzed.
We collected RSSI measurements every two meters and
analyzed them by comparing with the stochastic distribution
model. After thorough analysis, we can find that most of the
RSSI measurements at a fixed location conform to Gaussian
distributions or bimodal Gaussian distributions. At the same
time, there is a small part of abnormal RSSI values. Figures
2-5 give the probability density distributions of RSSI
measurements at 1m, 5m, 9m, and 13m.

(3)

In a free-space model, the average received signal is in a
logarithmic relationship with the distance d between the
transmitter and the receiver in all environments. In fact, a
more general path loss model can be constructed using the
environment-dependent signal attenuation factor to change
the free-space path loss model. The mathematical expression
of signal attenuation log model is as follows:
( ) = PL(

) + 10

+

(4)

where
represents the distance from the transmitting
node to the receiving node, and the unit is m.
is the unit
( ) is the path loss after
distance and usually takes 1m.
a distance of d, and the unit is dBm. PL( ) is the path loss
after the unit distance, and the unit is dBm.
is Gauss
random number for a mean of 0, and its standard deviation
range is 4~10. When the
value is smaller, the signal
attenuation in the transmission process is smaller, and the
signal can spread farther away. The range is generally
between 2 and 4. Figure 1 shows the signal attenuation
model for indoor positioning.

Figure. 2. Probability density function of RSSI measurements at 1m

Figure 3. Probability density function of RSSI measurements at 5m

Figure 1. Signal attenuation model for indoor positioning
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Thirdly, according to Equation (7), we weigh filtered
RSSI measurements which comply with bimodal Gaussian
distribution to get the RSSI estimate at the reference point.
Finally, we propose a new RSSI attenuation log model,
which is valid for up to 15m range.
We take out this part of the RSSI value. Then, we
calculate the estimated RSSI value according to the selected
RSSI measurement values at a fixed point. We obtain
estimates based on bimodal Gaussian distribution or
Gaussian distribution respectively by processing 240 RSSI
data from 1 meter to 15 meters. The equation of mixed
Gaussian distribution is expressed as:
Figure. 4. Probability density function of RSSI measurements at 9m

F(x) =

1

√2

(

)

ℎ

+

(

1

√2

, ( > 0)

The maximum value of the first peak is
maximum value of the second peak is
. If

)

,

(5)
, and the

+
(6)
2
Mi is the minimum value between two peaks in
Equation (6). At this time, the 240 RSSI measurements we
have obtained are Gaussian distributions. Otherwise, they are
bimodal Gaussian distributions.
≤

=
Figure. 5. Probability density function of RSSI measurements at 13m

IV. A NEW ATTENUATION RSSI LOG MODEL
The existing RSSI attenuation log model utilizes the
mean value of the RSSI measurements at a reference point
for its derivation. Relevant research shows that the RSSI
mean value is close to the representative RSSI value at that
point. Although this value is close to the representative RSSI
value, we find that there is some difference caused by some
error sources in indoor environments. For its analysis, we
collect 240 RSSI measurements at every reference point.
By analyzing Figures 2-5, after removing a small part of
outliers, we can find that the RSSI values measured at 1m
and 13m show Gaussian distributed characteristics and those
at 5m and 9m conform to the bimodal Gaussian distribution.
Therefore, we propose a new RSSI attenuation log
model, which can provide more precise ranging information.
The derivation procedures are presented below.
Firstly, we conducted an analysis based on the nature of
the collected RSSI values, then filtered out the abnormal
value, which produces a big difference with the average.
Secondly, according to Equation (5), we can get a
Gaussian distribution model and Bimodal Gaussian
distribution model of the RSSI measurements at a reference
point.
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where

=

+

∑

≥ 0.04 and

+
∑

+
≥

(7)

(8)

We use the above method to get the estimated value of
RSSI at the reference point.
A new attenuation log model can be composed using the
estimated RSSI values obtained from 240 RSSI measurement
values at a reference point in linear regression model.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In experiments, we use ipTIME N3004 as a node and
place those nodes at the height of 0.2m on the ground. To
reduce the impact of ground reflection on the received RSSI
value and the ranging error, the reference node is also placed
at 0.2m height. Broadcom 802.11 wireless network card
built-in notebook computer is used as a mobile node and is
located 1m away from a fixed node for measurement start.
The considered reference points are 2m apart sequentially to
each other. At each reference point, 240 times measurement
processes are executed. The experiments were carried out in
the third-floor corridor of Kyungpook National University
IT1 Building, as shown in Figure 6.
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF THE DISTANCE MEASUREMENT ERRORS OF THE
PROPOSED METHOD AND MEAN FILTERING METHOD

Distance
(m)

Measure
Distance
Mean Filtering
Method(m)

Measure
Distance
The Proposed
Method(m)

Improved
The
Range
Error(m)

Reduction
rate
(%)

1m

0.234

0.105

0.129

12.9%

3m

1.724

1.4621

0.2617

8.73%

0.311

6.23%

1.564

1.2521

7m

1.5

0.9076

0.5924

8.46%

9m

5m

Figure 6. Kyungpook National University IT-1 building

We compare the performance of the proposed RSSI
attenuation log model with that of an existing attenuation log
model.
We calculate RSSI values at reference points using mean
filtering and bimodal Gaussian filtering for 240 measurement
samples at each reference point. Then, we can obtain an
existing RSSI attenuation log model and the proposed RSSI
attenuation log model like below
Parameters of existing RSSI model: A = -23.84, n = 2.206
Parameters of proposed RSSI model: A = -21.81, n =
2.326
The attenuation log model curve is fitted according to
filtered RSSI values at reference points. After that, we can
obtain a proposed RSSI attenuation log model, which is valid
in range of 1m to 15m, as shown in Figure 7. The red line is
the proposed RSSI attenuation log model.

5.746

4.3488

1.3976

15.53%

11m

1.613

0.909

0.704

43.7%

13m

2.667

1.802

0.864

32.4%

From Table 1, we can find that the proposed RSSI
attenuation log model provides more accurate distance
information compared with an existing RSSI attenuation
model. Experimental results show that the range error
decreases more evidently beyond the range of 10m, which
indicates that the proposed method can extend the applicable
range. At the same time, the proposed method reduces the
distance error at 11 meter reference point by 0.704m.
From the comparison results, we can conclude that the
proposed method improves the ranging accuracy to a certain
extent and reduces the influence of more substantial ranging
errors due to other factors, such as obstacles.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel RSSI attenuation model
based on bimodal Gaussian filtering. The proposed method
produces more accurate distance information and is
applicable for more extended ranging case compared with an
existing RSSI attenuation log model method, which is based
on simple mean filtering.
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) devices are resource
constrained. Therefore, many IoT applications rely on multicast
in their transmission to preserve IoT node resources. However,
security is a main concern in critical applications such as
actuators control. Consequently, the multicast traffic has to be
secured. Multicast security requires an efficient and scalable
Group Key Management (GKM) protocol. In case of IoT, the
situation is more difficult because of the dynamic nature of IoT
scenarios. This paper introduces a new model for GKM based on
using a context aware security server accompanied by a group of
key distribution servers. The model efficiently distributes group
encryption keys to IoT devices to secure the multicast sessions.
The proposed solution is mathematically evaluated relative to the
Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) protocol. The comparison shows
that the proposed model efficiently enhanced the performance for
both the members and the key servers regarding load and key
storage cost.
Keywords—Internet of Things; Group Key Management;
Context Awareness.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to billions of
interconnected smart objects equipped with sensors or
actuators. Existing and evolving communication protocols are
used to enable services to such smart objects and allow them
to communicate among each other and with backend users of
the Internet during different activities of sensing and
controlling. IoT networks, without intelligence, are just
wireless sensor networks. Intelligence in IoT is achieved using
context awareness. Context awareness, as defined in [1], is the
ability of a system to provide information or services to users
using information of a certain entity where the entity can be a
person, place, piece of software, or an object.
On the other hand, the IoT is naturally a resourceconstrained network regarding Central Processing Unit power,
memory, and energy. Therefore, many of the IoT application
scenarios rely on multicast operation to preserve bandwidth
and enhance the sensing and control operation among the
sensors and the actuators. For example group communication
is used in; smart meter applications, in building safety, in
home
automation
and
intelligent
transportation
systems.Multicast transmits data efficiently between one
sender or multiple senders to multiple receivers. However, the
constrained nature and the massive size of the IoT network
make it vulnerable to many security attacks.
In order to multicast information among a certain group
securely, the traffic should be encrypted. So, a common group
key should be shared among all members of the group.
Whenever membership changes, the group key should be
updated.
Hence, during the registration process, it is
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necessary to have strong authentication mechanisms to acquire
the identity of the participants prior to distributing the key
material. Thus, the main concern is around key management,
key distribution, and access control for the key material [2].
Group Key Management (GKM) protocols are divided into
three categories: centralized, decentralized, and distributed
key management protocols [2]-[4]. Nevertheless, all the
conventional GKM protocols under the above mentioned
categories do not suit the dynamic nature of the IoT scenarios
and applications. Consequently, many research directions are
carried out to adapt these protocols to IoT networks [5]-[7].
Yet, most of the research related to GKM focuses on adapting
these protocols by working on just one or two of the IoT
aspects such as mobility, scalability, constrained nature of
devices, application nature, network access technology, or
addressing. They ignore that the majority of IoT scenarios
need to work on most of these aspects combined together and
they lack the ability to address the resulting issues of such
combination.
In this paper, a new GKM security model is proposed, i.e.,
CASMA (Context-Aware Secured Multicast Architecture), to
work with different IoT applications and to suite the dynamic
nature of the IoT scenarios. CASMA relies on adding
intelligence to the security operation by using a Context
Aware Security Server (CASS) that is responsible for
managing the secure multicast session and group key
distribution operation. The key distribution operation itself is
carried out through a set of Key Distribution Servers (KDS).
The CASS collects context information from both members
(sensors or actuators) and KDSs, and analyses it to assign
those members to the appropriate KDS that will be able to
serve them best, while controlling load balancing which
improves both performance and scalability.
The solution advantages can be summarized in the following:
• CASMA is an open model that is not tied to a specific
protocol or algorithm and can deploy any of the current or
future protocols or algorithms.
• The allocation process is based on context-awareness, which
improves both performance and scalability.
• It can be deployed for both private and public application
scenarios.
• It provides load balancing control among key servers.
• It overcomes key servers’ failover.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes background information related to the secured
multicast operation and the protocols used to achieve it along
with an overview of the current related research directions
concerning GKM in IoT scenarios. Section III covers the
proposed GKM model architecture and operation. Section VI
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presents a mathematical evaluation and analysis of the
proposed GKM model performance. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper and proposes future research directions.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. Secured Multicast Operation
In order to secure multicast traffic, a security policy is set
up by Group Owner (GO) and passed to a trusted entity; the
Group Controller and Key server (GCKS), which will manage
the group security operation. Next, the group members register
with the GCKS. Their registration is accepted only if they
meet the security parameters defined in the security policy set
up by the GO. At this time, group members are eligible for
keys download.
The aim of such process is that all authorized users
download the same key that is used to encrypt and decrypt
multicast data messages. This shared key is called Traffic
Encryption Key (TEK). In order to preserve the secrecy of the
multicast data and to achieve forward and backward secrecy,
the TEK needs to be updated periodically or each time a
member joins/leaves the multicast group according to the
rekeying mechanism defined in the group security policy [2][4]. Each authorized member that shares the TEK may need to
download additional Keys, called Key Encryption Key (KEK)
and Group Encryption Key (GEK), which facilitates the
update of the TEK.
B. Group Key Management Protocols
Protecting group information is achieved by defining the
security policy by the GO and enforcing it among group
members. This is accomplished by using protocols such as
Group Security Association Key Management Protocol
(GSAKMP) [8] or Group Domain of Interoperation (GDOI)
[9]. The GO creates the security policy rules for the group and
expresses them in a policy token that is passed to the GCKS.
The GCKS enforces such a policy by granting access only to
members that fulfill the security policy. In this case, members
will have the right to download the group keys. Whenever
membership changes, the keys need to be updated according
to the mechanism defined in the security policy. In general,
protocols used in group key management update can be
classified into centralized, decentralized, and distributed group
management protocols.
In centralized group key management protocols, there is
only one GCKS responsible for group key distribution and
update. The GCKS shares a pairwise key with each member of
the group and distributes group keys to group members on a
point-to-point basis. Examples of protocols working in
centralized fashion are Group Key Management Protocol
(GKMP), Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH), LKH+, One-way
Function Tree (OFT), Centralized Flat Table (CFT), and
Efficient Large-Group Key (ELK) [2]-[4].
In decentralized group key management protocols, the
large group is divided into small subgroups. A group key is
shared among all group members and every subgroup has its
own subgroup key. The GCKS serves all members of the
group. On the other hand, every subgroup has its subgroup key
sever, which manages the subgroup key. Examples of
protocols working in decentralized fashion are Scalable
Multicast Key Distribution (SMKD), Iolus, Dual-Encryption
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Protocol (DEP), MARKS, Kronos, and Intra-Domain Group
Key Management protocol (IGKMP) [2]-[4].
In distributed group management protocols, many
members in the group are responsible for new group key
generation and distribution. It has no group controller. The
group key can be generated in a contributory fashion, where
all members aid in generating the group key. However, this
process becomes difficult as group members increase or if the
key is generated by one of the members, which is not secure.
The distributed group key management protocols are the most
complex and difficult ones. Examples of distributed protocols
are Group Diffie–Hellman Key Exchange (G-DH),
Conference Key Agreement (CKA), Distributed Logical Key
Hierarchy (DLKH), Distributed One-way Function Tree
(DOFT), and Diffie–Hellman Logical Key Hierarchy (DHLKH) [2]-[4].
C. Related Work
Most of the research work carried out in this domain is
either very specific to an application or a rekeying protocol.
For example, in [5] Li et al. focus on Privacy Preservation in
Smart Buildings of the Smart Grid. It is based on Tree Group
Deffie-Helman (TGDH) evaluating fault tolerance and
performance. The paper assumed that the key server and the
trust center are always available; it doesn’t state how security
is maintained in case of their failure.
Similarly, Agrawal [6] works on Secure Key Distribution
Protocols in Smart Meter application focusing on preventing
man-in-the-middle attack. The paper introduces just a security
analysis with no performance evaluation.
In [7], a centralized approach to distribute and manage
group keys in ad hoc networks and Internet of Things is used.
The proposal is applied to Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications
in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks measuring the communication
cost. The paper proposes performing batch leave operation
based on a pre-determined leave time stated by members while
joining the group. The paper assumes that each member
knows the exact time to leave the group, which is not always
the case. Also, the paper ignores leave events due to
communication loss.
It is obvious that most of the research work carried out is
tied to a certain type of application such as smart grids,
Internet of vehicles, etc., none of which is generic. In addition,
those researches work on just one or two aspects of IoT
assuming that the conditions of the application scenario is
static which is not the case for IoT application scenarios which
have dynamic and varying nature regarding the network
access technology, type of application, state of members and
key servers and the load on them.
This raises the motivation to introduce our GKM model
that adapts to the dynamic nature of IoT scenarios regarding
application nature and scenario conditions.
III. THE PROPOSED GKM MODEL
This section presents the new proposed solution. In
subsection A, the new key management architecture, CASMA,
is introduced. Next, subsection B explains its operation.
A. CASMA Architecture
The CASMA model is based on the IGKMP protocol
architecture [2]-[4][10]. IGKMP is a decentralized key
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management protocol in which subgroups are called areas.
Each area has one subgroup controller called Area Key
Distributer (AKD). A common controller, i.e., Domain Key
Distributer (DKD), is responsible for generating the group key
and facilitating the co-ordination between AKDs. Each
member belongs to one area only and registers with one AKD
according to the location.
The CASMA architecture is shown in Figure 1. CASMA
follows the International Telecommunication Union IoT
architecture reference model defined in [11]. According to the
model, the architecture is composed of a Device layer,
Network layer, Service Support and Application Support
layer, and finally an Application layer.
CASMA is based on using a CASS server and a set of
KDSs. Here, The KDSs are the DKD and the Zone Key
Distribution servers (ZKDs). The DKD; as in IGKMP; is
responsible for TEK generation and update, while the ZKDs
replace the AKDs found in IGKMP. The ZKDs are the
subgroup controller of their zones, where the zone represents
the ZKD with its registered members. They are not tied to a
certain area or location as is the case for AKDs. All these
servers lie in the Service Support and Application Support
Layer of the IoT Reference Model, as shown in Figure 1.
The CASS server acts as the trusted entity that is
responsible for managing the security sessions, while the
KDSs are responsible for key distribution and update.
The CASS collects context information from both
members (sensors or actuators) and KDSs and stores it in its
database. The information collected from sensors includes
location, access network, multicast group to join, application
accessed and load on KDSs and their availability. On the other
hand, the information from KDSs is that related to the
supported multicast groups and the number of members
associated with each group.
The CASS server analyses the collected information and
uses it to assign those members to the appropriate ZKD that
will be able to serve them best, while controlling load
balancing. This information is periodically updated. Therefore,
the allocation process is based on intelligent contextawareness, which improves both performance and scalability.

CASS roles can be defined as follows:
• Acts as a Trusted Entity for security operation.
• Manages the operation of key distribution.
• Contains profile for context information of registered
member (status, location, access network, multicast
application running).
• Contains profile for context information of ZKDs
(status, location, multicast groups supported, number of
registered members in each group).
• Collects context information from members and KDSs
and stores it. This information includes:
• Access Network (Wi-Fi, Zigbee, 3G and
4G)
• Geographical location
• Multicast group to join
• Load on ZKD servers
• Analyses collected information and uses it to assign the
members to the appropriate KDS that will be able to
serve them best, while controlling load balancing.
• Receives members’ query-to-join requests.
• Assigns members (actuator nodes) to the appropriate
ZKD to register with according to analyzed context
information.
• Keeps track of active ZKDs.
• Assigns alternative ZKD to members in case of the
main ZKD failure.
• Adjusts periodic rekey time according to application
and network conditions.
ZKD roles are as follows:
• Communicates with CASS Server, DKD, and
members.
• Receives request to join messages from members.
• Each ZKD Creates a zone that contains itself and the
members that register with it.
• Shares a unique key; Member-Private-Key (MbrPKey)
with each accompanied member. This key is used to
provide a secure unicast channel between the ZKD and
the member.
• Shares a common Zone group Key (ZKey) between
itself and all accompanied members. This key is used
to assist TEK distribution from the ZKD to the
associated members.
• The MbrPKey and the ZKey as shown in Figure 2 are
both generated and downloaded from the ZKD to the
members during the registration process.
• Shares a unique key ZKDkey with the DKD. This key
is used to provide secure unicast channel between the
ZKD and the DKD.
• Shares a common Domain group Key (DGkey)
between the DKD and all ZKDs. This is used to assist
in the distribution of TEK from the DKD to all ZKDs.
• The ZKDKey and the DGKey as shown in Figure 2 are
both generated and downloaded from the DKD to the
ZKDs during the registration process between ZKD
and DKD.
• Updates members with TEK during rekeying.

Figure 1. CASMA Architecture
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Figure 3. Join Multicast Group Message Flow

Figure 2. Architecture Keys

DKD roles are defined as follows:
• Communicates with the CASS Server and the ZKDs.
• Shares the unique ZKDkey with each ZKD.
• Shares the common multicast DGkey with all ZKDs.
• Generates the TEK and transmit it to the ZKDs over a
secured channel.
• Notified by the CASS in case of membership change or
periodic rekeying.
• Updates TEK according to membership change or
periodic rekeying.
• Keeps track of key synchronization among ZKDs.
It is worth mentioning that within each zone, rekeying can
take place using the above mentioned MbrPKey and Zkey. It
can also take place using any of the centralized rekeying
protocols mentioned in Section II-B (LKH, LKH+, OFT, CFT,
and ELK). This solution can be implemented in either private
application scenarios, such as buildings automation, smart
home, and buildings safety or public application scenarios,
such as in smart cities and Internet of vehicle applications.
B. CASMA operation
The following explains the rekeying operation in CASMA
solution. This process takes place whether periodically or due
to member change.
Member Join:
With every new member joining the group, the group key
needs to be changed in order to assure backward secrecy (new
members have no access to previous secured data). The
messages flow is shown in Figure 3.
First, the new member (Actuator) sends a "Query-to-Join"
request to the CASS server. The CASS server analyses its
database and selects the appropriate ZKD according to the
scenario logic. The address of the assigned ZKD is sent to the
joining member in the "Query-Response" message.
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Second, the member sends a "Request-to-Join" message to
the assigned ZKD. The ZKD authenticates the joining member
and ensures that it meets the security policy specification. If it
succeeds, the ZKD sends an "Accept-Join-Notification"
message to the CASS server to update its database with the
context information related to the ZKD (number of
accompanied members relative to the multicast group) and to
the member (successfully registered with the assigned ZKD).
Third, the ZKD sends a "Join-Notify" message to the DKD
to update the TEK. Consequently, the DKD performs key
update and multicasts the new key to all ZKDs encrypted with
the DGkey. Finally, the ZKDs extract the TEK and multicast it
to their zone members encrypted using their Zone key.
Simultaneously, the ZKD with the new joining member
updates its ZKey and sends the new keys (TEK and ZKey) to
the new member encrypted with its private key (MbrPKey).
Member Leave:
When a member leaves a group, the multicast key and its
zone key need to be updated to assure forward secrecy (the
leaving member has no access to forthcoming data
transmitted). The messages flow is shown in Figure 4.
First, the leaving member (Actuator) sends a "Leave"
request to its ZKD. Second, The ZKD forwards the “Leave”
request to the DKD to perform TEK update. Third, the ZKD
sends a “Leave_Notification” message to the CASS server to
update its context information database indicating that the load
on this ZKD is decremented by the effect of the leaving
member. Fourth, the ZKD creates a new ZKey and sends this
key to each one of the remaining zone members encrypted by
each member private key (MbrPKey). This is represented by
the zone key download operation taking place on the zone
existing members throughout all ZKDs. Fifth, the TEK update
takes place when the DKD creates the new TEK and
multicasts it to all ZKDs encrypted by the DGkey. Finally,
each ZKD decrypts this message carrying the TEK, reencrypts it using its ZKey, and multicasts it to its zone existing
members.
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The LKH protocol is chosen for comparison as it is
considered one of the most efficient rekeying protocols. The
operation of LKH as shown in Figure 6 begins by building a
hierarchal key tree with members acting as leaves and the
GKCS acting as the root of the tree. Each node in the tree
represents a key in the key hierarchy. The root key is the TEK
used to secure the group data. The leaf key is the unique key
shared between the node and the key server. The intermediate
nodes represent keys that are a set of KEKs used to help in the
distribution and update of TEK. According to the tree
structure, each member stores all the keys in the path from
itself to the root. With members change, all the keys in its path
need to be changed to maintain forward and backward secrecy
[12].

Figure 4. Leave Multicast Group Message Flow

Periodic Rekeying:
The CASS server periodically informs the DKD server to
update the Keys to avoid security breaches. By keeping track
of the server status, the CASS informs the DKD about the
appropriate time for rekeying to avoid network and server
loading as shown in Figure 5. As a result the DKD creates the
new TEK and multicasts it to all ZKDs encrypted by the
DGkey. Each ZKD decrypts this message carrying the TEK,
re-encrypts it using its ZKey, and multicasts it to its zone
members. Furthermore, the CASS can adjust the time interval
needed for periodic rekeying according to application type and
strength of the encryption key.

In our evaluation, the LKH key tree is built as a balanced
binary tree where each node has just two children. The context
information that is used here by the CASS server for
members’ distribution among ZKDs is the load on these
servers. The members register with the first ZKD until a
threshold level is reached. Next, the members will begin to
register with the next ZKD. The threshold level used in this
evaluation is sixteen. In a balanced binary tree, this threshold
gives rise to five keys to be stored in each member per
multicast group. This is considered appropriate for such
constrained devices.
The evaluation studies two critical parameters for multicast
security in IoT: storage cost in members and key servers and
communication cost during the join and leave operations.
A. Storage Cost
Storage cost is defined as the number of keys stored in
each member and in the key servers.
Member Keys:

As previously mentioned in Section III-A, rekeying within
each zone can take place using one of the centralized key
management protocols. Consequently and in order to evaluate
the performance of CASMA, a comparison is held between
two cases. In the first one, LKH is used in the traditional
centralized way. In the second case, LKH protocol is used for
rekeying within each zone in CASMA.

According to the LKH protocol, each member stores
log2(n)+1 keys, where n represents the number of members
[12]. In our proposal, each zone implements LKH.
Accordingly, the number of keys stored in each member is
log2(nmz)+2, where nmz represents the number of members in
each zone. This number originates from the fact that, each
zone member stores log2(nmz)+1 keys according to LKH
(which covers the individual MbrPKey and Zkey).
Additionally, each member stores the global TEK.

Figure 5. Periodic Rekeying Message Flow

Figure 6 LKH Architecture

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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Figure 7 shows the members storage cost for both
traditional LKH and CASMA. In traditional LKH, as the
number of members increases, the number of stored keys also
increases. In our proposal, the members are distributed among
many ZKDs with a maximum number of sixteen members per
zone. This leads to a maximum of six keys to be stored per
zone member. As a result, much less keys are stored in
members using CASMA compared to the traditional LKH
protocol.
Server Keys:
In traditional LKH, there is only one key server that stores
2n-1 keys [12]. In CASMA, there are two types of servers: the
DKD and the ZKDs. For the ZKD, the number of keys stored
is 2nmz+2. This number originates from implementing LKH
within the zone, which gives rise to 2nmz-1 stored keys in each
ZKD. Additionally, each ZKD stores three extra keys; the
Zkey, the ZKDkey, and the TEK. Adding these three keys to
the existing 2n-1 keys results in 2nmz+2 keys stored in each
ZKD. For the DKD, the number of keys stored is nz+2, where
nz is the number of ZKDs. This number represents the
individual ZKDkey of each ZKD in addition to the DGkey and
TEK.
Figure 8 shows the key servers storage cost. For the single
key server in traditional LKH, the storage load increases
linearly with the addition of new members. For CASMA, the
load is nearly constant. This is due to the distribution of
members among several servers. CASMA is clearly much
more efficient as it balances the load among the servers and
avoids overloading a single server. Hence, it outperforms in
terms of scalability. Furthermore, members are re-assigned to
other servers in case their primarily assigned server fails
providing resilience and redundancy.
Table I summarizes the comparison of the key storage for
CASMA versus traditional LKH.
TABLE I. COMPARISON OF STORAGE COST
Member
CASMA

log2(nmz)+2

LKH

log2(n)+1

Key Server
DKD

ZKD

nz+2

2nmz+2
2n-1

Figure 8. Multicast Group Key Servers Storage Cost

Both Figures 7 and 8 show the great memory savings
achieved by the CASMA model.
B. Communication Cost
Communication cost is defined as the number of required
rekeying messages sent by the key servers during the join and
leave operations.
Communication Cost during Join operation:
In LKH, the number of join messages is 2*log2(n) with
single key distribution per message [12]. On the other hand,
when a new member joins the group in CASMA, the DKD
multicasts the new TEK to all ZKDs in one message. In the
unaffected zones, the ZKD multicasts this TEK to its zone
members in only one message as well. For the zone with the
new joining member, the ZKD updates the other members
with the new ZKey according to LKH with 2*log2(nmz)
messages. Additionally, it multicasts the new TEK to all zone
members using the new ZKey. Therefore, the total number of
messages transmitted by this ZKD is 2*log2(nmz)+1.
The number of Join messages versus the number of
members is shown in Figure 9 for both CASMA and
traditional LKH protocols. The number of messages sent by
ZKD in CASMA does not exceed 9, which is less than half the
number sent by LKH server in LHK. CASMA surpasses
traditional LKH in accommodating large groups of members
and is hence more scalable.
Communication Cost during Leave operation:
For a binary tree and a single key distribution per message,
the number of leave messages in LKH is (2*log2(n))-1
messages [12]. In CASMA, when a member in a certain zone
leaves the group, the ZKD in this zone updates the ZKey of its
tree using (2*log2(nmz))-1 messages. Next, the DKD multicasts
the new TEK to all ZKDs using one message. Finally, all
ZKDs multicast the new TEK to their zone members in one
message too. This includes the ZKD with the leaving member.
As a result, the total number of messages transmitted by the
ZKD with the leaving member equals (2*log2(nmz)).

Figure 7. Multicast Group Members Storage Cost
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Figure 10 shows the communication cost versus the
number of members for both CASMA and traditional LKH
protocols. Once again, the number of messages sent by ZKD
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servers in CASMA is less than half the number of messages
sent by LKH server in LHK. The new proposal surpasses
traditional LKH in scalability.
Table II summarizes the comparison of the communication
cost for the new proposal versus traditional LKH.
TABLE II. COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION COST IN
KEY SERVERS

CASMA
LKH

DKD
1

Join Messages
ZKD
ZKD*
1
2*log2(nmz)+1
2*log2(n)

DKD
1

Leave Messages
ZKD
ZKD*
1
2*log2(nmz)
2*log2(n)-1

ZKD*: ZKD with joining or leaving member

Both Figures 9 and 10 show the great reduction in the
number of messages during the join and leave operation in the
CASMA model.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces a new GKM security model;
CASMA. The model deals with the dynamic nature of IoT
application scenarios using a context aware security server.
This server assigns members to the appropriate key server to
register with and obtain the keying materials based on
collected context information. The proposal is evaluated by
measuring and comparing both communication and storage
costs of CASMA to the traditional LKH protocol. The
evaluation shows a significant improvement in performance,
scalability, resilience, and redundancy when CASMA is used
instead of traditional LKH.
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Abstract—Named Data Networking (NDN) is a widely adopted
future Internet architecture that focuses on large scale content
retrieval. The congestion control is one of the hot research
topics in NDN, and the rate-based congestion control method is
considered to be well suited.
From the viewpoint of
implementation, however, the rate-based method has an issue
that it requires the fine-grained clock management. This is hard
to implement in off-the-shelf computers. This paper evaluates
the performance in the case that consumers use a coarse-grained
clock system. We use the Stateful Forwarding as a target, which
is a rate-based method proposed by the group proposing NDN.
The simulation results show that a coarse-grained clock system
increases congestion. This paper also proposes a smooth
Interest sending scheme under a coarse-grained clock system,
which relieves congestion.
Keywords- NDN; Congestion Control; Rate Control; Clock
Management.

I. INTRODUCTION
Named Data Networking (NDN) [1] is widely adopted as
a platform for the future Internet architecture well suited for
large scale content retrieval. The fundamental adopted in
NDN is the name of required content, not the address of hosts
containing the content. NDN uses two types of packets in all
communications: Interest and Data. A consumer requesting a
content sends an Interest packet containing the content name.
A producer providing the corresponding content data returns
a Data packet to the consumer. NDN routers transferring the
Data packet cache the packet for future redistribution [2].
The congestion control is one of the hot research topics in
NDN [3]. It is also a hot topic in TCP, but the mechanisms in
TCP congestion control are limited to the congestion window
management at end nodes [4], and the explicit congestion
notification, which is recently introduced [5]. In contrast, the
NDN congestion control introduces a variety of techniques.
The receiver-driven window-based congestion control
method is similar to that in TCP. Here, congestion is detected
by timeout [6][7] or the congestion notification [8], and the
window for Interest packets are managed heuristically, e.g.,
through an Additional Increase and Multiplicative Decrease
(AIMD) mechanism. In NDN, the rate-based congestion
control method is also studied actively. Here, a consumer and
routers maintain a rate, by which Interest packets are
transmitted contiguously. The rate is determined heuristically
by use of congestion notification [9]-[11] or by the explicit
rate reporting [12]-[14].
In NDN, the Round-Trip Time (RTT) between an Interest
packet and the corresponding Data packet changes largely
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because of the Data packet caching at routers. The windowbased congestion control method needs to determine a
window size corresponding to the delay and bandwidth
product, but the delay changes in NDN. Therefore, it is
pointed that the rate-based method is more appropriate for
NDN congestion control.
From the viewpoint of implementation, however, the ratebased congestion control method has some problems. Since
the transmission speed in recent data links becomes high, such
as 1 Gbps and 4 Gbps, the fine-grained clock management is
required in the rate-based congestion control. For example, if
the Data packet size is 10,000 bits and the link speed is 1 Gbps,
the duration of one Data packet transmission is 10 micro
seconds. It is supposed that higher precision clock will be
required to control the Interest packet sending timing. On the
other hand, the fine-grained clock management is hard to
implement in off-the-shelf computers. TCP implementation
uses 200 msec and 500 msec clocks for the delayed
acknowledgement and retransmission, respectively [15]. So,
it is considered that implementing rate-based mechanism with
micro second order clock is extremely hard.
In this paper, we discuss how a coarse-grained clock
system influences the NDN rate-based congestion control.
We adopt the Stateful Forwarding [9] as a target system of
evaluation, because it is implemented in ndnSIM, which is a
widely used network simulator of NDN. Moreover, we
propose a method to send Interest packets more smoothly even
in the coarse-grained clock environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains the related work on NDN congestion control and
discusses clock management. Section III describes the
simulator base performance evaluation of the Stateful
Forwarding over the coarse-grained clock system. Section IV
gives our proposal of smooth Interest packet sending even if
the coarse-grained clock management is used. In the end,
Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Related work on NDN congestion control
As described above, the congestion control methods in
NDN are categorized as the window-based and the rate-based
methods. The Interest Control Protocol (ICP) [6] and the
Content Centric TCP (CCTCP) [7] are examples of the
traditional TCP like window-based method, where a
consumer sends Interest packets with the limitation of window
size, and window size is changed according to the AIMD
mechanism triggered by Data packet reception and congestion
detected by timeout. The Chunk-switched Hop Pull Control
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Protocol (CHoPCoP) [8] is another window-based method. It
introduces explicit congestion notification with random early
marking instead of timeout-based congestion detection, and
the Interest sending control is done at a consumer with the
window size changed by the AIMD mechanism. Although the
window-based methods are simple, the window size itself may
not be optimum when many Data packets are cached in
different routers.
On the other hand, the rate-based methods are classified
into the non-deterministic scheme, which uses the AIMD
mechanism to determine the Interest sending rate, and the
explicit rate notification scheme, in which intermediate
routers report the optimum rate to a consumer. The Stateful
Forwarding (SF) [9] is an example of the former scheme. SF
introduces a negative acknowledgment (NACK) packet as a
response to an Interest packet, which is generated when a
router detects congestion. A consumer and a router manage
the Interest sending rate locally by AIMD, and it decreases the
rate when an NACK packet is received. The Stateful
Forwarding with NACK suppressing [10] is a modification of
SF. It resolves a problem that SF suffers from excessive rate
reduction invoked by continuous NACK packets generated
within one congestion event. The Practical Congestion
Control (PCON) scheme [11] uses the CoDel active queue
management scheme [16], which watches out the delay of
packets in sending queues, to detecting congestion. When
congestion is detected, a router signals this to consumers and
downstream routers by explicitly marking Data packets. In
respond to it, the alternative path forwarding or rate reducing
is done by downstream routers or consumers, respectively.
In contrast with those non-deterministic methods, new
methods have emerged that enable routers to report a
maximum allowed Interest sending rate. In the Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN) based Interest sending rate
control method proposed in [12], a consumer uses a minimum
rate among the reported rates from all intermediate routers. In
the Hop-By-Hop Interest Shaping (HoBHIS) [13], routers
decide the maximum allowed Interest sending rate
independently and accordingly shape Interest packet. The
maximum allowed rate is also reported to a consumer and this
allow a consumer to send Interest packets without invoking
congestion.
The Multipath-aware ICN Rate-based
Congestion Control (MIRCC) [14] introduces a similar perlink Interest shaper at every router and rate reporting to
consumer. It takes account of the case that a flow uses
multipath transfer. In those methods, the maximum allowed
rate is calculated from the parameters including link capacity
and utilization, queue size, inflated Interest rate and average
RTT. They are able to control Interest transmission so as to
suppress congestion and to provide higher throughput
compared with other rate-based methods.
B. Discussions on clock management
Although the rate-based congestion control methods are
capable to provide better performance than the window-based
method, they have implementation issues. In order to control
the timing to send Interest packets, timers need to be
implemented that expire when Interest packets are sent out. If
the link speed is high and there are a lot of content retrieval
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flows, the timeout values of those timers become small and
the timeout timing will be random. In order to implement
those timers over off-the-shelf computers, the fine-grained
clock mechanism and multiple timers realized by timer
interrupt handler are required. However, they will introduce
large processing overhead and reduce processing throughput
drastically.
In order to avoid this problem, TCP protocol processing
uses very rough clock mechanism, as described above. The
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [17], a legacy scheme
standardized in the framework of broadband integrated
services digital network, uses rate-based control for sending
ATM cells. However, they do not use clock mechanism but
adopt a way that null cells are inserted between cells with user
data in order to pace user data cell flows.
Yamamoto [18] tackled a similar issue for high speed TCP
data transfer. He pointed out that the TCP over Gigabit link
requires the rate control as well as the window control but the
clock-based rate control provides large processing overhead
for terminals. So, he introduced pause packets over Gigabit
Ethernet, corresponding to null cells in ATM, that are used
only between end nodes and switching hubs. This approach
can be adopted only over the dedicated link and cannot be
applied to the shared media type link like high speed wireless
LAN.
Kato and Bandai mentioned the similar issue on the
processing overhead of fine-grained clock management for
the rate-based congestion control, but they took an approach
that exploits a hop-by-hop window control [19].
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH COARSE-GRAINED
CLOCK
Based on the discussions in Section II.B, we evaluate how
the rate-based NDN congestion control works when the clock
granularity is large. We adopt SF [9] as a target rate-base
scheme because it is implemented by its proposer over
ndnSIM version 1.0 [20], which uses C++ as a programming
language. This section discusses the performance when the
clock management becomes coarse-grained.
A. Experimental configuration
(1) Software implementation
Currently, ndnSIM has several versions; 1.0, and 2.0
through 2.4. Although SF is proposed by the research group
who is maintaining ndnSIM, we believe that SF is
implemented only in ndnSIM 1.0. Moreover, there are some
bugs and problems in ndnSIM 1.0. For evaluating the
influence by coarse-grained clock system, we added the
followings to the current ndnSIM software.
 Support of AIMD like rate control
SF mentions the rate control using AIMD as one
possible candidate, but ndnSIM does not implement it. So,
we have implemented it in the module managing Interest
and Data packets (the ForwardingStrategy class) in
the following way. The start value of Interest sending rate
is given manually. When a router receives a Data packet, it
increases the rate by one, under the limitation that it does
not exceed the link speed at the outgoing interface. When
receiving a NACK packet, it halves the current rate, under
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Figure 1. Implementation scheme of coarse-grained clock system.

the limitation that the minimum value of Interest sending
rate is 1 packet/s.
It should be noted that the intermediate routers do not
provide a shaping function that transmits Interest packets in
a fixed rate. Instead, it provides a policing function that
checks whether the Interest sending rate exceeds the limit
or not. In order to handle a variable sending rate, the
policing is performed by use of a leaky bucket.
 Use of constant bit rate (CBR) type consumer
ndnSIM 1.0 provides three types of consumers: rate
based (the ConsumerCbr class), window based (the
ConsumerWindow class) and batch type (the
ConsumerBatches class). We decided to use the
ConsumerCbr class and have added the AIMD like rate
control on it. This class uses a protected static variable
m_frequency as the Interest sending rate. We changed
the variable in the same way described above in the
OnData() and OnNack()methods, which are the
methods called when a Data packet and an NACK packet is
received, respectively.
 Emulation of coarse-grained clock system
In NDN, the rate control is implemented in the classes
Consumer and ConsumerCbr; the Consumer class is
the superclass of ConsumerCbr. The sending of Interest
packets with a specific rate is implemented in the
ScheduleNextPacket()
method
of
the
ConsumerCbr class.
In this method, the
SendPacket() method of the Consumer class is
invoked periodically, every 1.0/m_frequency seconds.
The SendPacket() method sends one Interest packet
actually.
We emulated a course-grained clock system in the
Consumer class in the following way (see Figure 1).
 A clock system with longer tick, such as 100 ms, is
implemented in the Consumer class. It calls itself
periodically with the Schedule() method of the
Simulator class.
 We also introduced a queue storing Interest packets
temporarily. This queue is implemented using the
list class.
 In the SendPacket() method, Interest packets are
stored in the queue, instead of being sent actually.
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When the longer clock tick is invoked, all the queued
Interest packets are transmitted actually.

(2) Experimental setting
We conducted the performance evaluation in the network
configuration shown in Figure 2, which is a linear
configuration where one consumer (C), two routers (R1 and
R2), and one producer (P) are connected via 10 Mbps link with
50 msec propagation delay. The length of a Data packet is
1250 bytes, and the link speed corresponds 1,000 packets/sec.
As described above, a consumer and routers maintain leaky
bucket for policing the Interest packet flow. The arriving
Interest packet is thrown into the leaky bucket conceptually,
and, if the depth of the bucket becomes larger than the
maximum value, a NACK packet is replied for the Interest
packet. In our experiment, the maximum depth is set to 50
packets.
Under these conditions, we evaluated the cases that the
coarse-grained clock is 50 msec, 100 msec, and 200 msec. In
all the evaluation runs, the consumer starts from 200
packets/sec as the Interest sending rate. Each evaluation run
takes 10 sec.
B. Perforamce evaluation results
Figure 3 shows the time variation of the sequence number
contained in the name of requested content. It corresponds to
the number of content request in a content retrieval flow. Each
value is plotted when the corresponding Interest packet is sent.
Figure 4 shows the time variation of the Interest sending rate
at the consumer. In this figure, each value is plotted when the
consumer receives a Data or NACK packet and it changes the
value of Interest sending rate.
Figures 3 (a) and 4 (a) show the results of the original SF
implementation. The sequence number is increasing steadily.
The Interest sending rate starts from 200 packets/sec and goes
to 1,000 packets/sec, the maximum value corresponding to the
link speed. These results show that the rate-based congestion
control works well.
Figures 3 (b) and 4 (b) show the results when the coarsegrained clock system is used and the clock tick is 50 msec.
The sequence number is also increasing steadily, but there are
several drops in the Interest sending rate. The rate starts from
200 packets/sec and goes to 1,000 packets/sec, but it drops to
500 packets/sec at 3.2 sec. This is triggered by a NACK
packet generated locally inside the consumer. That is, the
consumer also maintains the leaky bucket for policing the
Interest packet flow. When the Interest sending rate is 1,000
packets/sec and the clock tick is 50 msec, fifty Interest packets
are generated in one moment by the application, and rush into
the leaky bucket. Since the maximum depth of the bucket is
50 packets, all of them are stored in the bucket and leaked in
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Figure 4. Time variation of Interest sending rate
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1,000 packets/sec (actually they are transmitted to R1 in a line
speed). But in some timing, fifty Interest packets are
generated in the situation that there are some packets
remaining in the bucket. Then, a NACK packet is generated.
Figures 3 (c) and 4 (c) and Figures 3 (d) and 4 (d) show
the results when the clock tick is 100 msec and 200 msec,
respectively. In these cases, the increase of the sequence
number is suppressed, and the Interest sending rate is limited
up to 600 and 300 packets/sec, respectively. This is because
the number of Interest packets transmitted back to back is
increasing. These results show that, when the clock tick
becomes large in the coarse-grained clock system, the ratebased congestion control does not work correctly.
Table I gives a summary of the results. The Data packet
throughput is the total content size transferred during an
evaluation run divided by ten seconds. In the case of the finegrained clock (Original in the table), the throughput is 8.75
Mbps and there are no NACK packets transferred. In the case
of the coarse-grained clock with 50 msec tick, the Data packet
throughput decreases slightly, because the rate goes to 1,000
packets/sec and there are no contiguous NACK receiving.
However, the cases with 100 msec tick and 200 msec tick, the
number of NACK packets increases and the Data packet
throughput decreases largely.
IV. PROPOSAL TO SMOOTHEN INTERST PACKET SENDING
A. Proposed method
In the SF mechanism with the coarse-grained clock system
described in Section III, we supposed that Interest packets are
transmitted only in response to clock ticks. As a result,
Interest packets were sent in a burst and this triggered the
overflow in a leaky bucket.
Here, we propose an Interest control method that utilizes
the Data and NACK packet receiving timing. When a
consumer receives a Data or an NACK packet, the receiving
processing is triggered by a hardware interrupt mechanism,
and it does not give large overhead to computers, different
from the software based timeout mechanism. So, the
receiving timing is a good chance to proceed the Interest
packet sending. So, we have added the following mechanism
in the coarse-grained clock system described in Section
III.A.(1).
 When a consumer receives a Data or an NACK
packet, it processes the received packet and then tries
to send the Interest packets stored in the Interest
queue.
 This procedure is implemented in the OnData()
and OnNack() methods in the Consumer class.
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Figure 5. Time variation of Interest sending rate in proposed method

B. Perforamce evaluation results
We have conducted the performance evaluation of the
proposed method in the same configuration and conditions as
the previous section. Figure 5 shows the time variation of the
Interest sending rate at the consumer implementing the
proposed method.
Different from the results given in Figure 4, all the cases
when the clock tick is 50 msec, 100 msec, and 200 msec give
the similar results with the fine-grained clock system. That is,
the Interest sending rate starts from 200 packets/sec, goes to
1,000 packets/sec straightly, and keeps in this level. This
means that there are no NACK packets generated. These
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TABLE II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS WITH PROPOSED METHOD.
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packets

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

results mean that the proposed method is effective for
smoothening the bursty Interest packet sending caused by the
coarse-grained clock system.
Table II shows a summary of the results. There are no
NACK packets in all the cases of three clock tick values. The
Data throughput are also similar for three cases, and the value
is close to that of the fine-grained clock based SF.

[7]

[8]

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper described how the coarse-grained clock system
influences the NDN rate-based congestion control. Currently,
the rate-based congestion control is considered to be effective
in NDN. However, the rate-based control over high speed
links requires highly precious clock management and this
gives a serious processing overhead to off-the-shelf computers.
So, we think that commodity based consumers need to use a
coarse-grained clock system.
Even if the network did not cause any congestion, the
clock ticks 50 msec, 100 msec, and 200 msec generated some
NACK packets. Especially, in the cases of 100 msec and 200
msec ticks, the Data throughput decreases largely. These
results mean the NDN rate-based congestion control has some
problem when it is used with a coarse-grained clock system.
This paper also proposed a scheme to smoothen Interest
sending, which allows a queued Interest packets for sending
to be transmitted when any Data or NACK packets are
received. As the result of simulation evaluation, the proposed
method did not generate any NACK packets even if 50 msec,
100 msec, and 200 msec are used as clock ticks.
This paper uses a relatively large tick value, but smaller
tick values can be used in actual computers. Besides, this
paper uses a simple network configuration with a relatively
slow link speed. So, we need to evaluate the performance in
a realistic computer / network condition.
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Abstract— This paper presents a high level architecture and
functionality details of the monitoring framework that has
been implemented and integrated within the SONATA project,
in order to support the management of 5G services under the
Software Defined Networking / Network Function
Virtualization (SDN/NFV) paradigm. The innovative
framework, extending the functionality of Prometheus.io, is
unique in its support for multiple Points of Presence (PoP), its
extensibility using Websockets, and its availability as opensource.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the next years, 5G infrastructure will become a
ubiquitous, flexible and programmable network that will be
in the core of every social, business and cultural process,
enabling both economic growth and social prosperity. In
order to achieve this goal, the 5G vision poses significant
technical challenges that must be fulfilled, including the
concept of agile programmability and supporting the
introduction of management mechanisms for the efficient
instantiation of innovative services across heterogeneous
network components, virtualized infrastructures and
geographically dispersed cloud environments.
One of the important issues to be addressed in this new
era of 5G service management is related to network and
service monitoring, demanding for collecting data and
metrics on the performance and usage of the resources
involved in the lifecycle management of 5G services.
However, the already available monitoring tools do not
achieve the requirements stemming from the services
envisioned in the 5G landscape, since they are in most of the
cases: (i) intrusive and heavy-handed for short-lived,
lightweight network function instances, (ii) not able to
follow the fast pace of management changes enforced by
continuous dynamic scheduling, provisioning and autoscaling, (iii) not covering the requirements of all the involved
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emerging technologies, including deployments in both
hypervisor-based and containerized manner, as well as
monitoring data collection from different cloud
environments. This paper presents the monitoring framework
that has been implemented within the SONATA project,
providing an interactive monitoring framework capable of
offering real-time data collection, processing and alerting to
all involved stakeholders of an SDN/NFV-enabled service
platform, i.e., service developers, service platform operators
and end-users, under heterogeneous cloud-enabled
computing environments.
In Section II, we present the related state of the art, while
in Section III the monitoring requirements for 5G services
are discussed. Section IV includes the high-level architecture
and functionality of our monitoring framework. Section V
discusses the scalability of the proposed implementation,
while Section VI includes our conclusions and future work.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

Network monitoring has been an active research topic for
more than three decades. Well-established protocols such as
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [1] and
Internet Protocol Flow Information Export (IPFIX) [2] are
already successfully applied for gathering network metrics
through either passive or active measurements. However,
network metrics in isolation are not very useful in servicesoriented systems; they have to be aggregated and
consolidated with service- and resource-related information
to produce an integrated picture of the performance of the
provided service. Hence, another category of monitoring
tools is mostly focusing on computation, storage and
memory resources of the infrastructure or the deployed
service/application, such as Nagios [3] and Zabbix [4]. One
of the most advanced and modern monitoring tools is
Prometheus [5] that is an open-source service monitoring
system, based on a time series database that implements a
highly dimensional data model, where time series are
identified by a metric name and a set of key-value pairs.
Moreover, Prometheus provides a flexible query language,
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allowing slicing of collected time series data in order to
generate ad-hoc graphs, tables, and alerts. Most importantly,
Prometheus provides probes that allow bridging of thirdparty data into Prometheus in a “pull” fashion, but also
supports “push” through an already implemented gateway.
Recently, the concepts of SDN and NFV in combination
with the advent of Cloud Computing and containerization of
services, has dictated the implementation of monitoring tools
in conformance with the respective technologies that will
allow the retrieval of SDN-based, per-flow information
directly via the Application Programming Interface (API) of
the Openflow controller (e.g., OpenDaylight Statistics REST
API [6]), the collection of monitoring data within Docker
containers via cAdvisor tool [7] as well as the performance
monitoring of cloud infrastructures and instantiated services,
such as Monasca for OpenStack [8]. Following these trends,
the programmability of 5G software network infrastructure
will require a flexible and expandable monitoring tool to
complement the management of the deployed innovative
services, integrating the benefits of the abovementioned tools
in a unified framework. During the last years a remarkable
effort has been made on the development and integration of
such monitoring frameworks under different viewpoints: In
[9], the authors introduce a management solution for cloud
federation that automates service provisioning and achieves
seamless deployment of services across a future internet
cloud federation; however, this framework lacks inherent
support for NFV deployment. In [10], the challenges of
proper NFV monitoring are discussed, focusing on the
process of collecting NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) metrics and
processing them at Virtualized Infrastructure Management
(VIM) level. Finally, in [11], the authors present a
monitoring and discovery framework for self-organized
network management in virtualized and software defined
networks that, is relevant to the management of 5G services
under the SDN/NFV paradigm, but lacks proof in terms of
scalability.
III.

MONITORING FRAMEWORK REQUIREMENTS FOR 5G
SERVICES

This section presents the requirements related to
monitoring arising from the use case scenarios of SONATA
EU-funded project [12], acting as drivers for the monitoring
architecture design that has been followed (Table I).
TABLE I.

REQUIREMENTS FULFILLED BY THE SONATA
MONITORING FRAMEWORK

Req. name

Description

KPIs

VNF status
monitoring
VNF
placement
and metrics
modification
during
runtime
Timely
alarms for
SLA
violation

Provide a high level state for
each VNF

Provide a dashboard
displaying status data
SLA/QoS metrics
related to deployment
time, cost, etc and
interfaces for
modification of
metrics and thresholds.
Proven performance
and scalability of the
message bus and
websocket creation

Allow the user to deploy
VNFs at arbitrary points into
the network and modify
metrics parameters in
runtime.
Provide alarms for SLA
violations in a timely
manner.
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Req. name

Description

VNF realtime
monitoring

VNFs will generate in real
time information useful for
monitoring and response.
Metrics generation and
degradation detection of
network traffic, should be
supported and reported.
Scalable to support multiple
and heterogeneous
infrastructures and a high
traffic load.

Quality of
service
monitoring
Monitoring
Framework
Scalability

KPIs

Monitoring frequency,
time to process alerts.
Traffic QoS, packet
loss, delays.
Support for multi-PoP
and multi-tenancy
federated environment.

Although not specifically mentioned in the abovementioned requirements, it is required that monitoring
system must collect data from Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) deployed on virtual machines and containers in
different infrastructures. Additionally, in order to facilitate
the resource orchestration process, SONATA monitoring
system must collect and offer information related to the
available resources of the infrastructure, as mandated by
VNF placement. Thus, monitoring system must be able to
collect data from the underlying infrastructures comprising
the SONATA ecosystem. Moreover, the monitoring system
must be able to accommodate VNF-specific alerting rules for
real-time notifications. Also, the presented SONATA
monitoring framework will offer the capability to developers
to define service-specific rules, whose violation will inform
them in real-time. Finally, there is one requirement related to
the Quality of Service that demands special attention with
regards to sampling period and monitoring accuracy and
another one, directly related to scalability of the SONATA
monitoring framework with respect to the Service Platform
and respective infrastructures.
IV.

HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY
OF MONITORING FRAMEWORK

In a nutshell, the SONATA monitoring framework
collects and processes data from several sources, offering the
developer the ability to activate metrics and thresholds in
order to capture generic or service-specific behaviour.
Moreover, the developer can define rules based on metrics
gathered from one or more VNFs deployed in one or more
NFVIs in order to receive notifications in real time. In
general, the developer is able to subscribe to a message
queue or he can get the alert notifications by email and/or
SMS on his smartphone. Most importantly, monitoring data
and alerts are also accessible through an API or directly
accessing a websocket URL. The internal architecture of
Monitoring Framework is depicted in Figure 1 and explained
in the next subsections.
A. Collecting data from several sources
It is of paramount importance to collect monitoring data
from as many as possible sources. In the implemented
framework, there are four different types of sources for
collecting data: 1) container probe which runs inside the
container-based VNFs to collect data related to their
performance, 2) VM probe that collects data from Virtual
Machines (VMs) hosting VNFs, 3) OpenFlow probe which
is a Python software that utilizes OpenDayLight API to
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collect data from the OpenFlow controller, and 4) OpenStack
probe that has also been developed as a software module (in
Python language) that uses OpenStack API to collect data
from all OpenStack components.

runtime, 3) the reconfiguration of Prometheus server, 4) the
ability to define the notification methods in case of alert
generation, 5) the definition of a new websocket to get data
in real-time and many other features.

B. Push Gateway
This component is part of the open source Prometheus
monitoring solution [5] that has been adopted and extended
to cover the needs of SONATA Monitoring Framework.
Push Gateway is utilized so that the probes/sources use
HTTP POST method to “push” monitoring data to the Push
Gateway, while Prometheus server collects the data in a
predefined time interval. The advantage of this approach is
that in the case of the deployment of a new service, there is
no need for the Prometheus monitoring server to search for
data related to the newly deployed VNF, but rather collect
them from the PushGateway.

E. Alert Manager
As previously discussed, the Alert Manager is
responsible (along with the implementation of a message
queuing mechanism, such as RabbitMQ) for sending
notifications about firing alerts to the subscribed users. After
this notification, the user can take advantage of the API to
further investigate the fault or activate a websocket to
receive real-time monitoring data.

C. Prometheus Monitoring Server
Prometheus is an open-source service monitoring system,
based on time series database that implements a highly
dimensional data model. A time series entry is identified by a
metric name and a set of key-value pairs. Prometheus has a
sophisticated local storage subsystem (LevelDB), which is
essentially dealing with data on disk and relies on the disk
caches of the operating system for optimal performance.
Prometheus server is responsible for collecting the data and
communicating with the time-series database for retrieving
data upon request.

F. Websocket server
The implementation of websockets (Tornado web server)
allows the user to collect streaming data from VNFs that
have been deployed in the Service Platform. This is highly
beneficial to the developers, as they would be able to
monitor the performance of a new service in real
environment. Prior to the establishment of a new websocket,
the user must be aware of the metrics collected per VNF, the
VNFs comprising his deployed Network Services and other
related information and this information is already provided
by the existing Monitoring Manager API framework, as
depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Websocket interactions.

After selecting the VNF and the respective metrics to be
sent, the user requests the creation of a new websocket from
the Monitoring Manager. After checking the validity of the
request, the Monitoring Manager communicates with the
Websocket server that creates and sends a new URL for the
user to connect to and where metric values are pushed.
V.

Figure 1: Monitoring Framework high-level architecture.

D. Monitoring Manager
The monitoring manager is a Django-based server that
offers APIs to the users with respect to the monitoring data
of their instantiated 5G services, including: 1) the relation
among services, network functions, NFVIs and users, 2) the
ability to modify rules and thresholds during service/function
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SCALABILITY AND DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE

One of the cornerstones of the monitoring framework
implementation was to deliver a carrier-grade solution that
would fulfill scalability requirements in a multi-PoP
environment. As noticed from Figure 3, several components
of the Monitoring Framework had to be distributed across
the SONATA PoPs. First, each PoP must have its own
websocket server to accommodate developers’ demands for
streaming data, although the management of websockets is
handled by the Monitoring Manager instance in a centralized
way. Second, Prometheus Monitoring servers follow a
distributed (cascaded) architecture. The local Prometheus
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servers collect and store metric data from the VNFs deployed
in the PoP, while only the alerts are sent to the federated
Prometheus server for further processing and forwarding to
the subscribed users. Moreover, the alerting rules and
notifications are based on monitoring data collected in
different PoPs and thus the decision must be made on a
federation level. Another scalability requirement concerns
the large flow of data from the monitoring probes to the
Monitoring Server and its respective database that might
affect the service performance in extreme cases. In this
respect, an architectural decision to address this scalability
issue was to support a distributed architecture regarding the
monitoring server and its database, working in a cascaded
fashion along with proper modifications on component level.
In particular, the functionality of the monitoring probe will
change so that it will not send data to the monitoring server
in cases where the value difference is less than a threshold
defined by the developer.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The innovative SONATA monitoring framework builds
further on state-of-the-art technology including RabbitMQ,
Prometheus and Websockets, enabling a multi-PoP
framework with extensible and user-friendly monitoring of
NFV services involving both containers and Virtual
Machines, empowering service management components to
dynamically react on triggered monitoring alerts. As a future
work, in the context of 5G-TANGO EU-funded project [13],
the described Monitoring Framework will be further
enhanced by introducing the concept of autonomic
management, as described in the respective European
Telecommunication Standardization Institute (ETSI)
documents [14].
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Abstract—Cloud Computing is a fast-growing technology,
which can do everything from running applications to storing
data off-site. It means a person can save his work around the
globe, retrieve, update, delete and use the data/information
stored in the cloud from anywhere in the world at any time.
The popularity of cloud in the business world has resulted in
its data centers growing at an unprecedented rate. While there
are so many benefits, there are always risks involved with
sharing resources, which leads to privacy and security
concerns. Therefore, usage of Cloud Computing is still not at
par with businesses particularly; businesses who have critical
data that they cannot afford to lose or have stolen. This paper
investigates issues and challenges related to the authentication
security of cloud computing. Further, in this paper, a new
solution is proposed to enhance user authentication in Cloud
Computing using biometrics with multifactor authentication
techniques.
Keywords-Cloud Computing; Security; Security threats;
Biometric; Multi-factor authentication.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the modern world, the Internet is growing at an
exponential pace. With this pace, many new technologies
came into existence and caught the attention of people from
different backgrounds, as well as industries. One of the
most popular tools is Cloud Computing (CC), which is
growing at an unprecedented rate. Cloud Computing is a
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (i.e., networks, servers, storage, application, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management efforts or services provider
interaction [11][15]. Cloud Computing is a way to store any
data, such as images, videos, codes, and sensitive data on a
remote location other than the local device. Before Cloud
Computing came into existence, people used to save their
data on their local drives, where the data was not always
accessible. This was one of the main drawbacks, which
drove the development of a technology that gives access to
data at any place and that can be saved other than on local
drives. In addition, CC is a service that is provided by some
vendors to users offering options for storing, updating,
deletion of data, and developing different applications.
Moreover, the data will be stored at the remote location,
which gives users an option to retrieve and share data at
any time and any place. Every action has a reaction, and
similarly, when a new technology comes into existence, it
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has some benefits as well as drawbacks. It is affected by
downtime, security and privacy issues, it is vulnerable to
attacks, and it has a limitation of control and security.
However, CC also helps in minimizing the infrastructure
cost, as it is cheaper than the cost incurred in the
infrastructure upgrades. It also eliminates the requirement
of upgrading infrastructure related to storage.
In the paper, the focus is on the authentication in
Cloud Computing and security issues that may arise or
exist during authentication. It is organized into four sections:
Section II talks about the Cloud Computing concept,
Section III addresses literature review, Section IV talks
about the research methodology, and Section IV concludes
our work.
II.

CLOUD COMPUTING CONCEPT

Cloud Computing has various features and the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defined the
most essential five characteristics of Cloud Computing (CC)
[15].
A. Essential characteristics of Cloud Computing
1. Broad network access and shared infrastructure
CC provides access to thin or thick client platforms (for
example, mobile phone, laptops, and others) through
standard mechanisms. As a part of doing business, cloud
providers invest in and build the infrastructure necessary to
offer software, platforms or infrastructure as a service to
multiple consumers. Capabilities are available through
shared networks with multitenant customers. Provider’s
resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a
multi-tenant model.
2. On-demand self-service
With on-demand self-service, the cloud consumer will
be able to purchase and use cloud services as the need
arises. Moreover, a consumer can unilaterally provision
computing capabilities, such as server time and network
storage, as needed automatically without requiring human
interaction with each service provider. To make this
possible, a cloud provider must obviously have the
infrastructure in place to handle consumers’ requests. Most
likely, this infrastructure will be virtualized, so different
consumers can use the same-pooled hardware.
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3.

Elastic and scalable
Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released
to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with
demand. It allows providers to add or remove features,
without interruption and, at runtime, to handle the load
variation. From a consumer point of view is to have the
ability to expand and reduce resources according to their
specific service requirement. This service capability
provides an elastic and scalable Information technology (IT)
resource. Consumers pay for only the IT services they use.
Although no IT service is infinitely scalable, the cloud
service provides the ability to meet the consumer's IT needs
creates the perception that the service is infinitely scalable
and increases its value. In the consumption-based pricing
model, providers charge the consumer per units consumed.
For example, cloud vendors may charge for the service by
the hour or gigabytes stored per month.
4. Dynamic and virtualized
The need to leverage the infrastructure across as many
consumers as possible typically drives cloud vendors to
create a more agile and efficient infrastructure that can move
consumer workloads, lower overheads and increase service
quality. Many vendors choose server virtualization to create
this dynamic infrastructure.
5. Measured Services
CC automatically controls and optimizes resources used
by leveraging a metering capability at some level of
abstraction appropriate to the type of service [11].
B. Cloud Computing Deployment Models
In addition, researchers have categorized four basic
cloud deployment models for delivery purpose and they are
as shown in Figure 1 [11]:
a. Public Cloud
Public cloud infrastructure is made available to the
public and is owned by organizations selling the cloud
service that are responsible for infrastructure, maintenance,
controlling the data, and for the operation of CC. Examples
of the public cloud include Google App Engine, Microsoft
Azure, and Amazon EC2 [11]. All major components are
outside the enterprise firewall, located in a multi-tenant
infrastructure and access the cloud through a secure IP.
b. Private Clouds
This cloud infrastructure is operated solely by the internal
IT of the organization; the organization may choose to
manage the CC in-house or contract it to a third party. The
computing infrastructure may exist on premises or off
premises. Examples of a private cloud include hospitals and
universities.
c. Community Cloud
The community cloud shares the characteristics of both
the public and private cloud. It has restricted access to the
private cloud and shares its resources with many
organizations like the public cloud. A good example is a
healthcare industry cloud. The infrastructure is a composition
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of two or more clouds (private and public). Community
cloud involves sharing of computing infrastructure between
organizations of the same community. For example, all
government organizations within the state of California may
share computing infrastructure in the cloud to manage data
related to citizens residing in California.
d. Hybrid Cloud
The hybrid cloud infrastructure is a composition of two
or more clouds (public, private, or community). This is very
attractive to smaller businesses for which the security is an
important concern. Hybrid Cloud Organizations may host
critical applications on private clouds and applications with
relatively fewer security concerns on the public cloud. A
related term is cloud bursting. In the cloud, bursting,
organizations use their own computing infrastructure for
normal usage but access the cloud for high/peak load
requirements. This ensures that a sudden increase in
computing requirements is handled gracefully [4].
C. Cloud Service Models
NIST defined three types of services for the cloud model
a. Software as a Service (SaaS)
b. Platform as a Service (PaaS)
c. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

Figure 1. Cloud service model

a. Software as a Service (SaaS)
SaaS is an ever-increasingly popular option for software
distribution. The Cloud Provider (CP) provides service to
customers in the form of software, specifically application
software running on and accessible in the cloud. The
applications are accessible from various client devices
through simple interfaces such as web browser. Some
examples of services are Google Gmail, Microsoft 365, and
Cisco WebEx [11].
b. Platform as a Service (PaaS)
PaaS cloud provides service to the customer in the form
of a platform on which the customer’s application can run. A
PaaS cloud provides useful software building blocks and a
number of development tools that assist in deploying new
applications. In effect, PaaS is an operating system in the
cloud. For example. Google PaaS offers to build and host
web applications on the Google infrastructure.
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c. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
With IaaS, the customer has access to the resources of
underlying cloud infrastructure. IaaS cloud provides virtual
machines and other abstracted hardware and operating
systems. IaaS offers customers processing, storage,
networks, and other fundamental computing resources so
that the customer can deploy and run arbitrary software.
Some examples of IaaS are Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2), Microsoft Windows Azure, Google
Compute Engine (GCE) [9][11].
III.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Cloud Computing overgrows many computing paradigms
like grid computing, global computing, and Internet computing
in various aspects of on-demand self-service, broad network
access and shared infrastructure, elasticity and scalability,
guaranteed QoS (Quality of Service), and autonomous system
and virtualization [13][14], etc. A few states of the art
techniques that contribute to Cloud Computing are:
Wang et al. [1] proposed in their paper a new Cloud
Computing model named as a hybrid model with respect to
authentication and data security. In that article, a number of
methods were discussed in regards to assure data security to
protect user data. Authentication for the data based on public
key infrastructure, virtualization, and single encryption are
some methods discussed in their paper. Hemalatha et al. [2]
did a comparative analysis of security issues and encryption
techniques in cloud computing. The author of the article
discussed the two delivery models for addressing the issues
in Cloud Computing and they are cloud classification and
encryption mechanisms. In addition, to assure the privacy
and security of data over a cloud, authors did a comparative
study based on encryption techniques. Xin et al. [3]
discussed user authentication and unauthorized user access.
They did their research on data security model based on
multiple dimensions and proposed a three-layer defense
model. In that model, each layer has their own role to
perform.
R. Massod et al. [6] did their research on implementing
Honey encryption to address brute force attack. A brute force
attack is done to get the user password or Personal
Identification Number (PIN) by the trial-and-error method.
For doing this, an automated software is used which can
generate many consecutive guesses. Brute force attack can
be of two type. The first is when a security analyst is testing
an organization’s network security. This type of attack helps
the analyst to point the gaps from where any attack for data
is possible. The second one is when a criminal uses brute
force attack to get encrypted data. The Honey Encryption
(HE) technique is used with Secure Repository Manager
(SRM) who creates a secure repository at server and client
systems. With every attack using the wrong cipher key, HE
will yield a fake plain-text or honey messages. This message
may seem legitimate but will be incorrect. This way the
attackers will have a bunch of fake plain-texts all looking
like actual text. So even if the attacker has the actual text
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they will have to narrow it down from the haystack of false
texts.
After implementing honey encryption, it is almost
impossible to get any information or data of any user from
the server, because of honeypots. Use of honeypots is useful
as it generates new words named as honey words that looks
like the valid data but difficult to differentiate between the
original data and the data with honey words, which is
invalid. If the data is of large size, then a large number of
chunks are used to secure the data, and if the data is small,
then a small number of chunks are used. SRM first encrypts
the data before uploading the data to the cloud then performs
other functionalities to provide the security and privacy of
the encrypted data [4].
Hang et al. [5] proposed a public key encryption method
for integrity and authentication issues in cloud computing.
While data in transit over an internet, which is a type of
unsecured circuit, an unauthorized person, may access the
data, which is the main security issue in Cloud Computing
services. It is the cloud provider’s responsibility to provide
the security and integrity of the data to the end user.
Therefore, they use a public key to encrypt as well to
decryption the data. In a public key encryption method, the
only way to set back the data to its original form and make it
understandable is to encrypt or decrypt the data with two
secret keys (private key and public key). The private key
remains with its respective owner as confidential and a
public key is available to everyone through a directory or
public repository. Private and public keys are related
mathematically in a specific way; if the data is encrypted
using a public key, it decrypts only with its corresponding
private key. On the other hand, if data is encrypted using the
private key, then it should only be decrypted by the
corresponding public key to make the data intelligible.
Public key encryption is implemented in the cloud as:
 The user uses its own private key to encrypt the data.
 Cloud Computing infrastructure units, tools for
virtualization, and all other elements in the system have
their own keys.
 To perform the authentication, all elements of the
system uses private and public key at first place.
 All events occurred in the cloud have their own unique
key. Therefore, public key encryption method assures
the safe and secure exchange of data over the cloud.
 It is also advisable to the cloud provider that they can
design features of the public key infrastructure, which
is helpful to improve the security of data over the cloud.
 Data moving in or out should be encrypted or decrypted
to assure the security.
 A hardware security model should be used to store the
keys and performing decryption and encryption of data
to make it intelligible for the intended user and
unintelligible for the others.
Akashdeep et al. [16] reviewed the multifactor
authentication technique to address the security issues in the
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Cloud Computing system that users are facing. They put
forward an idea using of at least two separate identifiers for
the validation of information instead of using one identifier
that is an ID and password, which helps in enhancing
security to get an access by introducing numerous barriers
for the user. Using this technique will reduce the chances for
any hacker to get access to the system by using stolen
passwords to have any critical data that he is not intended to
retrieve. To assure the safety and security of user data stored
in the cloud, use firewalls, multifactor validation, and load
balancers to withstand data center infrastructure and security
system technique from the hackers and other security
threats. Multi-factor authentication technique provides the
user with access passwords/keys to gain access to the cloud
system. If the user is unable to provide the password or keys
correctly, then IDS system will alert about the issue.
He et al. [8] likewise presents new security issues
because the information administration and proprietorship
are isolated, and the administration is worked on a
virtualized stage. In his paper, a novel Dynamic Secure
Interconnection (DSI) mechanism is proposed to disengage
the distributed computing framework into a few elements of
dynamic virtual trust zones with various security approaches
actualized for various clients in order to improve security.
There are three different types of components in DSI,
namely, DSI clients, DSI server and virtual bridges. The
DSI server is the focal controller for taking care of the
administration and security approaches. At the point when a
VM is introduced, it is associated with the DSI server to
enroll and begin to work within the framework. At the point
when the VM state changes, e.g. suspend, restart, float or
eliminate, it will educate DSI server to redesign the VM
state. Therefore, the DSI server keeps up all VM properties
what's more, states, for example, the virtual MAC (vMAC)
and virtual IP (VIP) locations of VMs, the VM proprietor,
the relating virtual scaffold, the ongoing VM state, and so
forth.
Likewise, DSI server keeps up the VM correspondence
conventions, strategies, and exercises. On the off chance
that VMs remain inside the same network, they can
converse with each other utilizing vMAC and VIP. On the
off chance, that VMs remain in the various nearby system,
particularly behind network gadgets, vIP based passages
will be set up to associate VMs. In the meantime, suitable
activity control approaches will be actualized amid the
association bootstrapping stage, for example, encryption
calculations, key administration convention, and movement
redirection. The DSI clients are a large number of VMs. The
properties of each DSI client includes vMAC and vIP
addresses, VM state, VM owner, corresponding virtual
bridge, host, and its own virtual trust zone ID. Virtual
bridges are in charge of performing and implementing the
communication protocols and policies. The communication
between two DSI clients is performed in a peer-to-peer
mode [8].
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IV.

BIOMETRICS ENHANCED CLOUD SECURITY

Literature survey and reviews point out the researcher’s
addressed problems related to cloud security and privacy
issues. Researchers proposed some solutions regarding the
security issues in a Cloud Computing system, which
addresses some problems. However, there is still need to do
more research in the Cloud Computing area to guarantee
security and privacy of end-user data. Usage of Cloud
Computing is still not at par with businesses particularly;
businesses such as financial institutions which have critical
data that they cannot afford to lose or have stolen.
Implementation of biometric features (fingerprint
scanning, iris scan) will turn into a helpful tool for protecting
the data from threats like identity threat, shared technology
issues and many more. The proposed solution with a
multifactor biometric feature enhances the security one level
ahead than the previous solutions proposed by other
researchers. Multifactor authentication is responsible to
provide authentication to access with the public and private
key provided to the user by the cloud provider. If by chance
an unauthorized person gets the keys to access the cloud of
another user, without biometric access (unique to a user that
cannot be stolen by anyone), a person with bad intentions
would not be able to gain access.
The biometric feature is not new in the market. It is used
in many organizations for employee registration or
attendance, in visa formalities. This biometric feature also
serves as a beneficial and unique feature to attract
corporations and organizations to convince them to use the
cloud system to process and store their data on the cloud
system.
The implementation of the proposal of biometrics with
multifactor authentication in this paper is unique and
different from other researchers.
There have been many developments in the field of
biometrics, which means things are more reliable and costs
are down. Biometrics offer high-level identification
management security operations that have several
advantages over traditional means and now they are
available to you at lower costs. Currently, the new
smartphones and laptops have the feature of scanning
fingerprint to unlock phones and applications and taking a
picture of the iris. For the systems that lack the feature of
biometric scannings, such as older desktops, cheap
instruments are available in the market to add. In addition,
some major banks have added the option of using fingerprint
technology as the login password for the user as it is hard to
remember the complex password, which is hard to hack.
Biometric log-ins mean a person can be directly connected to
a particular action or an event. In other words, biometrics
creates a clear, definable audit trail of transactions or
activities. This is especially handy in case of security
breaches because you know exactly who is responsible for it.
As a result, you get true and complete accountability, which
cannot be duplicated [17].
In general, there are four biometric types of physical
qualities that are utilized or can be utilized as a part of end
user verification:
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Unique mark examines (fingerprint scanning), which
have been being used for a long time by law
implementation and other government organizations and
is viewed as a solid, extraordinary identifier.
 Retina or iris checks, which have been utilized to affirm
a user’s identity by examining the course of action of
veins in the retina or examples of shading in the iris.
 Voice acknowledgment, which utilizes a voice print that
investigations how a user says a specific word or
arrangement of words extraordinary to that person.
 Facial acknowledgment, which utilizes one of kind
facial elements to distinguish a person.
The biometrics feature is undoubtedly a more effective
method for verification than the more regular methods used
for authentication like passwords, smart cards, or a mix of
the two. Conceivably, the user would not need to recall
secret and complex passwords to get to data. Additionally,
passwords have lapse dates that require a new task of
passwords and more work for technical employees hired for
support. Organizations, enterprises, and medicinal suppliers
have found that too often clients forget their passwords, and
attempting to explore through a process consisting of
multiple steps to get the required data.
Biometric technology also ensures the data security and
assures that there will be no manipulation done by any other
employee under any circumstances. In addition, it binds the
person to be at the place when needed, no other person can
take his or her place as the unique physical attribute is used
for verification, which cannot be hacked, stolen or copied by
others.
V. MULTIFACTOR BIOMETRIC
AUTHENTICATION IN CLOUD COMPUTING
The multifactor two-layer authentication is presented as
follows:
1. Registration Phase: Client registers with the cloud
application by providing all biometric information
required for authenticating the users
2. Login Phase: Client uses login form to access the
cloud application and its services. This accepts
username and password.
3. True Random Number Generator (TRNG) phase:
Use TRNG to generate a random number from 1-4
4. Biometric authentication Phase: Once the TRNG
number generated, the client will be requested to
provide the biometric identity identified by TRNG.
5. Full access phase: once the client provides the
biometric identity, it will be compared with the
stored user’s biometric information. The client will
have full access if it is matched, otherwise will be
granted basic access, which is accessing not
sensitive and valuable data. Figure 3 shows the
algorithm steps for successful authentication.
The new proposed methodology is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.

Biometric with multifactor authentication technique

A. Advantages
Advantages of this method include that there are
two levels of access. The first level is a basic level to
access basic data using the regular user id and pw. In the
second level, the user has to provide one of his
biometric identities based on true random generators to
be able to access all sensitive data or to configure his
cloud. This method is better suited for customers with
more sensitive and valuable data. By using this case,
malicious intrusion and brute force attack will become
worthless at the very first step, such as the first layer of
authentication because biometric identity is unique for
everyone. By using biometrics, it would take care of
remembering additional passwords or carry extra
badges, documents, or ID cards. Moreover, using
biometric technology with public key encryption makes
the methodology more secure and better protected.
B. Disadvantages
The drawback of this method includes that users have to
use better equipment, which is capable of providing
biometric identities. These technologies are available and
affordable.
C. Algorithm
The following graph shows the process and algorithm
for implementing the multifactor biometric authentication
model.
Here is an algorithm that proposes for multifactor
biometric authentication implementation with a True
Random Number Generator (TRNG) to access the cloud
computing.
 Proposed Algorithm
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Register new user with biometric templates Saved
Templates = {template1, template2, template3, template4}
Step 3: Registration successful
Step 4: Initiate authentication to Sign In using ID & PW
Step 5: Use a TRNG to generate a random number m
Step 6: Pick the template from 1 to 4, based on m
Step 7: Request the user to input the template identified by
TRNG
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Step 8: Verify if the user input matches the template in the
system
Step 9: If there is a match, the user will have full access to
the cloud
Step 10: End

Cloud
Computin

Authentication
Server

1. Fingerprint

2. Voice Recognition

need to have a specific level of education to be eligible for
using the cloud. It eliminates the dependability of data stored
at one location that cannot be accessible from anywhere,
anytime. With multifactor biometric authentication to the
cloud, users can access data from any place at any time,
location independent. In addition, it helps in reducing the
cost of infrastructure if any upgrade of hardware is required,
which has new device purchasing cost, installation cost,
maintenance cost.
This methodology helps in avoiding security issues like a
malicious intrusion and brute force attack, which are the
major threats that need to be addressed first. This
methodology works as a catalyst for convincing businesses/
to use the cloud in their organization for the critical data too.
By using multifactor biometric authentication, it would take
care of remembering more passwords, carry extra badges,
documents, or ID cards to access sensitive data.
For future research, with all the available solutions in the
cloud, more research is still required to make accessing data
automated and transparent to the user. This method is a
subject for my second paper and future research including
the conversance of cloud NFV and other technologies.

4. Facial
Recognition

3. Iris Scan
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Abstract—Upcoming 5G mobile networks strongly rely on
Software-Defined Networking and Network Function Virtualization that allow exploiting the flexibility in resource allocation
provided by the underlying virtualized infrastructures. These
paradigms often employ platform abstractions designed for cloud
applications which have not to deal with the stringent timing
constraints characterizing virtualized network functions. On
the other hand, various techniques exist to provide advanced,
predictable scheduling of multiple run-time environments, e.g.,
containers, within virtualized hosts. In order to let high-level
resource management layers take advantage of these techniques,
this paper proposes to extend network service descriptors and
the Virtualization Infrastructure Manager. This enables Network
Function Virtualization orchestrators to deploy components exploiting real-time processor scheduling at the hypervisor or host
OS level, for enhanced stability of the provided performance.
Keywords–MANO; TOSCA; NFV descriptors; OpenStack, LXC,
Sched Deadline; Linux kernel; Real-Time scheduling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The 5G system architecture has been introduced to provide
new services more tailored to specific user needs and Quality
of Service (QoS) requirements. These features will allow Telco
operators to develop new business cases, able to overcome the
current uncertainties that risk compromising their business. In
the context of 5G functions, some fundamental requirements
have been recognized as of utmost importance for upcoming
telecommunication systems [1]:
•
•

•

the ability to support a wide range of services [2];
an efficient handling and allocation of resources,
through a run-time monitoring and control of resources usage and deployed services;
the run-time control of the Quality of Service (QoS),
including throughput and operational deadlines, so as
to comply with a possible Service Level Agreement
(SLA).

A feature that is gaining attention in this context is the one of
resource slicing, the capability of providing strong isolation
in resources access, allowing for a precise control of the
interferences among different functions/services.
It seems widely recognized that recently proposed Network Function Virtualization (NFV) infrastructures, leveraging
on principles of flexible and fully automated infrastructure
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Figure 1. 5G network management proposed by the NGMN Alliance.

management typical of cloud environments, enriched with
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) techniques employing
fully automated and dynamic management and reconfiguration
of the network, constitutes the ideal fit for handling the complex requirements of the envisioned upcoming 5G scenarios.
To deploy end-to-end SDN-NFV solutions, there is an
increasing interest in the use of edge micro-servers. These
allow for the provisioning of a virtual, elastic infrastructure
that can readily be adapted to time-varying workload patterns.
On top of them, network functions can be instantiated and
elastically made to grow and shrink, as needed, in a completely
automated way, leveraging high-level SDN/NFV function orchestration coupled with appropriate monitoring capabilities.
Possible exploitation of these features is the 5G network
management approach proposed in [3] by the Next Generation
Mobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance as shown in Figure 1. It
presents an architecture that exploits the structural separation
of hardware and software, and the programmability offered by
SDN-NFV to support multiple use cases, value creation, and
business models.
A. Problem presentation
An efficient management of the underlying physical infrastructure, able to achieve high saturation levels and energy
efficiency, calls for time-sharing of the available physical
resources (e.g., available CPUs, network links, data stores)
across a number of deployed functions, exploiting the unlikely
occurrence of synchronous workload peaks for a multitude of
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functions, often from different vendors/operators, that are colocated on the same physical elements. Increasing the level
of sharing of the physical infrastructure introduces unpredictable behavior in the hosted virtualized functions, where
the virtualized infrastructures carved upon the physical one
suffer from one major drawback: the impossibility to keep a
stable processing/networking performance, due to the several
unpredictable interferences among co-located functions.
Therefore, an uprising trend in NFV infrastructure management, is the one to employ, within the physical NFV
infrastructure, proper mechanisms for resource slicing, preventing applications to interfere with each other applying
strong isolation in resources access and use [4]–[6]. In this
context, it is noteworthy to mention that traditional ways to
control the stability of the performance exposed by a shared
infrastructure, and specifically a cloud infrastructure, include:
1)
2)

3)

employing elasticity loops able to adapt dynamically
the provisioned virtual infrastructure size to the dynamically changing workload;
dedicating individual physical resources to individual
virtual resources, e.g., employing a 1-to-1 mapping
among virtual cores of the virtualized infrastructure to
physical cores of the underlying physical machines;
dedicating individual physical machines to individual
virtual resources and/or virtual functions, like in a
bare-metal provisioning model, where a single function or service is deployed onto a whole physical machine, either encapsulated within a virtual machine,
or an OS container, or directly deployed on the bare
hardware.

The above mentioned point 1) has the drawback that, albeit
on average it is possible to control the provisioned virtual
infrastructure capability to match the workload requirements,
occasional, unpredictable spikes in a function workload, as
well as interfering workloads form other co-hosted/co-located
functions, make the instantaneous performance of individual
virtualized resources (e.g., single VM/container) highly unstable. The resulting effects can be processing queues temporarily
filling up with adverse consequences on the overall end-to-end
latency of the realized function/service chain. To avoid such
problems, it is possible to couple the technique with the use
of dedicated physical cores, as mentioned in point 2) above,
where interferences due to time-sharing of multiple functions
over the same CPUs are avoided. Still, in a multi-core server
as usually used in these contexts, temporal interferences can
occur among virtual functions deployed onto different physical
cores, as due to their sharing of, and temporary saturation
of, such resources as the available memory in the Last Level
Cache (LLC), the available transfer bandwidth between the
CPUs/LLC and the memory banks in the platform, the available bandwidth on shared network adapters, etc. Therefore,
it is sometimes necessary to recur to the use of dedicated
whole physical machines, as from point 3) above, to ensure
predictable performance of the hosted services.
Unfortunately, employment of the techniques in points
2) and 3) above lead to lower the level of sharing of the
infrastructure, decreasing the potential economical advantage
arising from the adoption of a flexible on-demand provisioning
model, corresponding to a use of the underlying infrastructure
that becomes more and more inefficient and power hungry.
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Figure 2. Intra-PHY split (Option 7-1) and placement of the corresponding
NFV functions.

In this paper, the point is made that recent advances in
scheduling technologies from the realm of soft real-time systems can nowadays be deployed on general-purpose operating
systems and hypervisors, allowing for the provisioning of realtime virtualized processing infrastructures whose performance
can be controlled at a fine granularity level (see Section III-A).
Therefore, it is critical to expose such capabilities at the highest
level of the NFV infrastructure management stack, as described
by Cucinotta et al. [7]. This approach will improve isolation
and predictability of deployed VNFs, with more efficient use
of resources and management of the VNF functions more
independent of the underlying infrastructure allocation.
B. Paper organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the Radio Access Networks scenario and outlines
how computational resources are handled by NFV orchestrators. Section III describes how to exploit innovative scheduling
algorithms to provide CPU reservations across co-hosted Linux
containers and presents a proposal regarding the integration of
CPU reservations in high-level NFV descriptors. Section IV
concludes the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Virtualized Radio Access Network
A typical NFV application scenario is the Virtualized
Radio Access Network (VRAN), a paradigm that tries to shift
computational elements within the networking stack of the
access network away from the radio head(s), deploying them
in edge micro-server infrastructures. Such a paradigm is also
aligned with the increasing need for reducing power consumption in VRAN deployments, which is strongly depending on
the radio access network [8], through a wise redistribution
of the processing functions. This has the potential to bring
tremendous power savings.
This redistribution needs rediscussion of the overall architecture of the network stack, and the optimal split of its
components across the hardware elements. The evolved NodeB
(eNB) can be divided into two elements: the Central Unit (CU)
with a centralized deployed and the Distributed Unit (DU)
positioned near the antenna. Regarding the LTE stack, a set
of possible functional split solutions are conceivable and still
under discussion [9]. Among them, a promising one is the
IntraPHY split called Option 7-1 that allows deploying on the
DU only the Radio Frequency and part of the Physical layer,
while assigning the remaining part of the stack to the CU,
as shown in Figure 2. When performing such allocations, it
is crucial to consider the timing constraints like the stringent
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one (4ms) imposed on the acknowledgment of packets by the
Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) [10] protocol.
The problem of storage and network slicing and isolation
has been thoroughly addressed in the literature, primarily
driven by data center optimization. For example, Giannone
et al. [11] studied the impact of virtualization on the latency
in the fronthaul connecting CU and DU for the scenario presented in Figure 2 implemented using OpenAirInterface [12].
Garikipati et al. [13] proposed a new scheduling policy to
be applied within a single VNF of a VRAN, but their work
deals with dedicated physical resources and the integration
with VMs/containers is left as future work. Instead, slicing
and temporal isolation at the CPU access level are not yet
suitable for RAN purposes and requirements, and the management and orchestration of available SDN-NFV solutions apply
simple partitioning strategies only. In this paper, a proposal
is presented to bridge the gap between low-level mechanisms
for real-time scheduling of VNFs and high-level orchestration
layers of a SDN-NFV stack.
Other approaches for dealing with QoS attributes in
TOSCA specification can be found, e.g., [14]; however, a
comprehensive literature review is out of the scope of this
paper.
B. NFV Orchestration
Since NFV involves a consistent number of virtualized
resources, its handling demands a significant effort concerning
software management, that is named orchestration. Orchestration oversees the required resources from the underlying
physical platform for the NFV services. Telco operators apply
NFV orchestration to promptly deploy services and Virtual
Network Functions (VNFs), exploiting cloud software on
COTS hardware platforms.
To address this needs, the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) has defined the Network Functions
Virtualization MANagement and Orchestration (NFV-MANO)
architecture. Inside the MANO architecture is possible to
see three main functional blocks: the Virtual Network Function Manager (VNFM), the Virtual Infrastructure Manager
(VIM), and the Network Functions Virtualization Orchestrator
(NFVO).
The VNFM is in charge of managing the lifecycle of VNFs
from creation to termination, dealing with scaling up/down of
resources, and handling faults, monitoring, and security.
The VIM manages the NFV Infrastructure (NFVI), including physical resources (e.g., server, storage), virtual resources
(e.g., Virtual Machines) and software resources (e.g., hypervisor). In the NFV architecture is possible to have several NFVI,
each one handled by a VIM, which is in charge creating/maintaining/removing VMs, maintaining knowledge on VMs
allocation to physical resources, monitoring performance and
fault management of all resources in the infrastructure.
NFVO deals with the challenges connected with the management of resources and services in the NFV architecture.
It coordinates, authorizes, acquires and discharges NFVI resources within one or more PoPs, interfacing with the VIM
instead of directly handling NFVI resources. NFVO interconnects independent VNF functions to provide a coherent end
to end service by directly coordinating with the corresponding VNFMs, to avoid talking to every single VNF. Service
Orchestration maintains the topology of the service instances.
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The TOSCA NFV profile defines a precise NFV data
model, allowing to catch in a template all the requirements
concerning deployment and operational behaviors. These VNF
descriptors are collected in a catalog to make them available
for selection, and each one includes three kinds of components
(called nodes) that are Virtual Deployment Units (VDU),
Connection Points (CP), and Virtual Links (VL). In particular:
•

•

•

a Virtual Deployment Unit describes the features of
a virtualized container (e.g., virtual CPUs, memory,
disks);
a Virtual Link is a logical connection between VDUs
that are deployed dynamically on top of the physical
infrastructure. It represents the logical entity to provide connectivity among VNFs;
Connection Points model how Virtual Links connect
to Virtual Network Functions and represent the virtual
and/or physical interfaces of the VNFs.

Every node can be characterized by type, capabilities, attributes, properties, and requirements, as defined in [15]. When
OpenStack [16] is used as Virtual Infrastructure Manager, the
descriptor of each VDU node is used to generate a Heat
Orchestration Template (HOT) file. The HOT file is supplied to
the OpenStack compute service, Nova [17], to express a VNF
requirements on the needed virtualized computing platform.
III. P ROPOSED APPROACH
In what follows, we describe our proposal to employ realtime deadline-based scheduling to temporally isolate VNF in a
NFV infrastructure. We highlight the advantages of real-time
scheduling for VNFs, and describe how we plan to extend
high-level MANO descriptors to support the new scheduling
capabilities at the hypervisor layer.
A. CPU reservations for NFV
As presented in Section I, the virtualization of network
functions has stringent requirements regarding CPU slicing.
In particular, some decoding and demodulation activities that
are virtualized by executing them in software (possibly in a
VM or a container) must complete within a well-specified time
(e.g., the Hybrid ARQ timeout for the acknowledgeof MAC
packets), otherwise the connection risks to be interrupted.
Moreover, some of those virtualized functions might be
computationally intensive, and risk to starve other services
and functions if not properly handled. It is therefore important
to properly schedule the virtualized functions and services so
that each (virtualized) software component is provided with
predictable and well-specified QoS (expressed as the probability to respect a max response-time), and cannot consume
more than a given fraction of CPU time. While many modern
operating systems provide some way to comply with the
second requirement (for example, the Linux kernel provides a
throttling mechanism), satisfying the first requirement is more
difficult, and requires a more theoretically-funded approach.
For example, CPU reservations [18] can be used, for which
stochastic analysis can be applied to ensure that each component respects its timing requirements [19]. A reservation-based
scheduler generally associates 2 scheduling parameters Q and
P to each task, and guarantees that the task is allowed to
execute for Q time units every P . Q is generally known as
maximum budget, or runtime, and P is generally known as
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B. Real-time scheduling of single-threaded NFV components
The SCHED_DEADLINE scheduling policy has been
shown to be able to provide stable and predictable performance
for a number of use-cases [26], including single-threaded
NFV functions [19] [27]. For example, whenever submitting a
Poissonian traffic to a packet processing server, it is possible
to have a precise control on the QoS experienced by the
processed packets, when scheduling the processing server
under a SCHED_DEADLINE policy. Indeed, the latter allows
for granting a budget Q every period of P time units to
the functions, regardless of other possible workload deployed
onto the same system and specific CPU. Indeed, it has been
shown [19] that, under said scheduling parameters, and within
reasonable ranges for the choice of the period P (which do
not impose an excessive rate of context switches within the
platform), a M/M/1 processing function with average arrival
rate λ and average processing rate µ behaves approximatively
like an equivalent M/M/1 queue with a server having a
processing rate µ̃ reduced to a fraction Q/P of the original
one: µ̃ = Q
P µ. This can be shown by observing the responsetimes distribution and statistics of such an M/M/1 system.
For example, we ran an experiment on a Freescale
LS2085A RDB (ARM8) board, with 8 cores running at
1.8GHz and 16GB of RAM, equipped with a Yocto Linux
distribution with a Linux kernel 4.1.8. We deployed a synthetic
Poisson workload with parameters mimicking the typical strict
requirements of a LTE processing function, where an aggregated input traffic with average rate of 15000pkt/s was spread
across 8 worker threads, resulting in an input rate at each server
queue of λ = 15000/8 = 1875pkt/s. We tuned our synthetic
processing function for an average rate of µ = 5300pkt/s
(sequential processing rate obtained by the single server in
isolation on a dedicated CPU). In this scenario, we expected
a response-time 99th percentile below 2ms. The latter timing
requirement maps in a natural way into the period P to be
used for the scheduling reservation, while the budget Q can be
decided in function of the expected input workload and desired
output QoS. Running a set of experiments with varying budget
Q above the minimum stability threshold Q/P ≥ λ/µ '
35.4%, we get output response-time distributions whose main
statistics are summarized in Figure 3, where the statistics of
interest for the scenario are the higher-order percentiles, such
as the p99.
Theoretical results [19] in this case lead to an (approximated) exponential distribution of the response-times with a
cumulative distribution function (CDF) FR (·) of:

Q
− P µ−λ t
,

FR (t) = 1 − e

(1)

where, imposing the condition to respect a percentile of φ
below the R∗ threshold, gives us:
h
i
Q
1
ln(1 − φ)
≥
λ−
.
P
µ
R∗

(2)

For example, for φ = 0.99 and R∗ = 2ms, we get
Q/P ≥ 78.8%, coherently with the obtained experimental
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Figure 3. Various statistics on the experimental response-time distribution of
a processing M/M/1 system scheduled using SCHED_DEADLINE.
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reservation period. While these techniques were traditionally
implemented in research projects [20]–[22] and not supported
by commonly used OSs, the mainline Linux kernel scheduler
includes SCHED_DEADLINE [23] today, a CPU reservation
mechanism based on EDF [24] [25].
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Figure 4. CDF of the response times for three real-time tasks scheduled in a
properly dimensioned CPU reservation.

results in Figure 3, where we can see that the 2ms responsetime percentile requirement is indeed met for Q/P ≥ 0.8.
C. Real-time scheduling of multi-threaded NFV components
If NFV software components are executed in a KVM-based
virtual machine [28], then it is possible to directly schedule
the KVM vCPU threads with the SCHED_DEADLINE policy;
however, to reduce the virtualization overhead people often
tend to use container-based solutions (also known as “OS
virtualization”), such as lxc [29] on Linux. In this case, the
SCHED_DEADLINE policy cannot be directly used, because
the same CPU reservation must be used to schedule multiple
tasks (all the processes and threads in the container). Hence,
a hierarchical extension for SCHED_DEADLINE has been developed, allowing to create two-levels scheduling hierarchies:
•

•

at the root level, a CPU reservation (implemented as
a SCHED_DEADLINE scheduling entities) schedules
the various containers (basically, lxc VMs);
at the second level (inside the container), a fixed priority scheduler (based on SCHED_FIFO or SCHED_RR)
schedules the real-time tasks inside the container.

This solution allows to assign a runtime Q and a period P
to a set of tasks scheduled with fixed priorities, guaranteeing
that the tasks will never consume a fraction of the CPU time
larger than Q/P , but also allowing to provide performance
guarantees to the tasks. Such guarantees can be provided by
using hierarchical real-time analysis [30].
As an example, three periodic real-time tasks
(15ms, 70ms), (33ms, 150ms) and (27ms, 250ms) (where
(Ci , Pi ) indicates a task with execution time Ci and period
Pi ) have been scheduled with fixed priorities (assigned
according to Rate Monotonic [24]) inside an lxc container.
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Figure 5. CDF of the response times for three real-time tasks scheduled in a
smaller CPU reservation.

topology_template:
node_templates:
VDU1:
type: tosca.nodes.nfv.VDU.Tacker
capabilities:
nfv_compute:
properties:
disk_size: 10 GB
mem_size: 2048 MB
num_cpus: 2
cpu_allocation:
cpu_policy: reservation
cpu_runtime: 60 ms
cpu_period: 100 ms
Figure 6. Proposed VDU template

When the container is associated to a runtime Q = 10ms
and a period P = 100ms and one single CPU core, the
container does not consume more than 10% of the core
time, showing that the implemented scheduling algorithm
provides temporal protection (even if the three tasks require
15/70 + 33/150 + 27/250 = 54.23% of the CPU time).
When the runtime and the period are changed according to
hierarchical real-time analysis so that the three tasks have
response times smaller than their periods, the measured
response times are distributed as indicated in Figure 4. As
it can be noticed, all the temporal constraints (response time
smaller than period) are respected, consistently with the
theory; hence the scheduler works correctly.
The implemented algorithm supports multiple CPUs / cores
and allows to provide performance guarantee to software
modules scheduled with a global fixed priority algorithm [31].
It uses the Linux “control groups” software interface, and is
hence usable to serve lxc-based VMs. Basically, the configuration for an lxc VM is extended with two additional attributes
indicating the runtime Q and the period P assigned to the
real-time tasks running inside the VM. These two low-level
parameters are exported to Nova, and OpenStack has to be
modified to properly map high-level descriptions into them. A
first step in this direction is represented by RT-OpenStack [32],
but more work is still needed.
It is also important to properly dimension the two parameters Q and P : while hierarchical schedulability analysis
provides the theory needed to exactly control all the response
times, this kind of analysis can result in an over-allocation
of system resources and a more relaxed approach can be
used as shown in Section III-B. For example, returning to
the previous example the runtime and period dimensioned
according to hierarchical scheduling analysis are Q = 10ms
and P = 15ms; if the runtime assigned to the lxc container is
decreased to Q = 9ms, then the distribution of the response
times changes as shown in Figure 5. This is consistent with
the fact that a runtime Q = 9ms does not guarantee that all
the response times of all the tasks are smaller than the period,
but shows how changing the scheduling parameters allow to
control the response times.
D. MANO descriptors and real-time reservations
Standard MANO descriptors from the TOSCA specification allow one to specify processing requirements
of a VDU to be deployed, in the form of properties
within the nfv_compute descriptor, which is of type
tosca.datatypes.compute_properties. This type
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allows for the specification of such properties as num_cpus,
mem_size, cpu_allocation. The latter is a map allowing
the specification of:
•

•

•

socket_count, core_count, thread_count:
additional details on the desired topology of the
needed computational elements;
cpu_affinity: differentiates between virtual cores
pinned down onto dedicated physical cores, or left free
to migrate among shared physical cores;
thread_allocation: specifies how to map virtual
cores onto hyper-threads of the underlying physical
host.

We are working on extending the cpu_allocation
map of type tosca...CPUAllocation, adding additional
properties that allow for the specification of our scheduling
parameters, namely a cpu_runtime and a cpu_period,
used to instantiate a resource reservation within the underlying
hypervisor (or host OS, in the case of Linux+KVM) scheduler.
A sample VDU template showing our proposed syntax is
visible in Figure 6, where we are requiring the use of an
underlying container with 2 cores, scheduled under a real-time
reservation of 60ms every 100ms.
In case heterogeneous processing physical machines are
available within the infrastructure, we plan to use a processing
requirement specification (the runtime value) in terms of some
generic architecture-independent unit, for example expressed
in terms of CPU capacity [33], a metric used in the Linux
kernel scheduler in the context of heterogeneous platforms,
e.g., big.LITTLET M ones.
An implementation of the proposed mechanism, based
on Tacker with an OpenStack binding as VIM, exploiting
our hierarchical variant of the SCHED DEADLINE real-time
scheduler for Linux, is under way at the moment.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
The current standard for NFV orchestrators manifests limitations in the context of the challenging scenarios posed
by VRAN. This paper has shown that the level of detail
in describing computational resources is not sufficient to
efficiently allocate them while providing strong real-time processing guarantees. To address this issue, an extension to the
NFV descriptor has been proposed to exploit experimental
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reservation capabilities available in a hypervisor CPU scheduler. This solution enables the seamless integration of current
infrastructures with dedicated nodes able to deal with timing
requirements of specific NFV components.
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Abstract— Smart device and Internet of Things (IoT) require
high Quality of Service (QoS). A centralized network emerged
as the most suitable alternative network and it is expected to be
the leading future network. At this moment, the most popular
centralized network is Software Defined Network (SDN) which
can be separated into control plane and data plane in terms of
software. SDN reduces complexity in distributed networking
and manages network resources easily. Due to these
advantages, SDN is undergoing a drastic increase in
networking deployment. However, despite these merits, SDN
still has problems with congestion. The congestion problem
with inevitable performance decrease affects the QoS of the
end users. In our study, we propose ALTP based on the Open
Network Operating System (ONOS) controller to provide high
QoS to users through adaptive monitoring and forwarding.
For implementing the traffic estimating subsystem in SDN
controller, we used Time Series Analysis (TSA). We got the
meaningful benefit of performance while increasing overhead
slightly by implementing the adaptive control of ALTP system.
Keywords- SDN; QoS; ONOS; Adaptive Life-cycle

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, with the great increase in the smart
device’s distribution rate, various communication networks
have been constructed and managed globally. Moreover,
various kinds of services, leading real-time services, such as
video streaming, are provided using these networks. About
these communication services, users require high Quality of
Service, which guarantees high throughput reliability.
Network providers satisfy these demands and guarantee
continuous and high throughput or control the network QoS
parameters such as throughput, delay, jitter, bitrate and so
on. But, in today’s legacy network at the congestion
situation, throughput decline is occurring rapidly. By
reducing the window size through congestion control in each
end host [1], it is controlled a little bit. However, it is
impossible to quickly recognize the whole network state and
respond to unstable situations. Because of these points, the
legacy network structure has the limitation to guarantee
consistent high rate throughput required by present users. To
solve this limitation, the network infrastructure should
handle the traffic in a more flexible way.
SDN developed by Berkeley and Stanford University is a
relatively new paradigm. SDN proposed a solution of Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)’s limitation through centralized
management hierarchy. At the same time, in contrast to
traditional IP networks, it provides a separate data plane and
control plane of the network [2]. In SDN, network control
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such as routing table is processed on the controller. It sends
instructions to the data plane. It reduces duplicate and
unnecessary calculation. It suggests complete control of the
network at the controller. SDN infrastructures have a major
advantage from the abundant availability of computing
resources in the control plane layer which is typically hosted
on high-performance commodity servers [6], reduce the
complexity of distributed configuration and ease the network
management tasks programmability [5]. Due to these
advantages, the 5G network architecture is proposed based
on SDN. However, the current controller lacks a system
implementation that takes advantage of the benefits of the
central control. It only consists of the existing method based
on software. For example, topology-based methods such as
cloud distributed routing on Quagga [6] are used instead of
SDN-specific routing. Also, although it provides reactive
forwarding, link connectivity only reacts based on periodic
link level discovery protocols or link events. This is a nonreactive control that reflects network conditions.
In this paper, we focus on the Open Network Operating
System Controller system which assures high quality using
Adaptive Life-cycle of data plane based on Traffic Prediction
(ALTP) in SDN environment.
The paper is organized as follows. Section Ⅱ gives an
overview of SDN and ONOS [3] controller. Section Ⅲ
introduces reasons for the need for adaptive life-cycle control
in network congestion. Section Ⅳ highlights significant
related work. Section Ⅴ describes the proposed ALTP ONOS
system. Section Ⅵ analyzes the results achieved with ALTP.
We conclude and outline future work in Section Ⅶ.
II.

BACKGROUND

Figure 1. Compare with between legacy and SDN architecture.
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Figure 2. ONOS subsystem structure.

A. SDN Overview
SDN [7], developed by Berkeley and Stanford University
in 2008, is a new paradigm for controlling and managing
networks [8]. Unlike other centralized networks such as
OSPF, SDN has a unique concept, which is the separation of
network control and data plane, as shown Figure 1. Network
management functions based on software are centralized.
SDN can help more scalable vendors independently. This
means providers need not consider expensive vendorspecific devices and protocols when expanding the network,
and easily recognize the whole network’s state [7]. In the
network configuration, these ease the network management
tasks and control forwarding rules of the whole switch more
efficiently [5]. For this reason, SDN lets network managers
configure, manage, store, and optimize management
parameters directly as basic operations [6]. Overall, SDN can
become intelligent, responsive, and programmable [7].
B. ONOS subsystem structure and OpenFlow specification
The ONOS subsystem of the control plane is composed
of several elements shown in Figure 2. The provider
component is the interface with data plane. The provider
communicates with the data plane through south-bound
protocols such as OpenFlow [7]. The manager component is
the main body of the controller. It is composed of manager,
service, store, and registry. The manager is the core, which
operates to combine all components of manager body. The
service interface has functions, which help to use methods to
other components and through calling. It can receive another
component's sensing or query data. Store saves methods
which need to utilize and determine to synchronize or persist
manager component's methods. The register interacts with
the provider. The application component is network service
function such as forwarding service, firewall and so on. By
using the service of the manager component, applications
can be more flexible. Any application has its own listener
which helps receive control signaling and use the service
parameter. In the overall control plane, the provider
communicates with several switches, and the manager
processes stats to command query and the application
operates network functions.
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III. CONGESTION AND HIGH QUALITY-SERVICE IN SDN
The dissatisfaction with high quality service is the delay
caused by link congestion. If congestion occurred in the
network, the end host’s window size is decreased through
congestion control whereby the average delay is high in the
traditional network. Furthermore, link congestion brings QoS
degradation through the re-routing process handled by traffic
engineering at the point of network management, which can
bring a delay also. In this aspect, for high quality service, it is
important to improve the re-routing process speed for the
average delay when congestion occurred and to avoid
congestion. In ONOS system, re-routing happens when the
flow-table and topology are refreshed or when the switches
links status is changed. Therefore, network status table, flow
table, meter table and topology table should be refreshed to
implement new QoS operations. In other words, updating the
meter table fast and flow entry is very important for fast QoS
operation. However, this frequently updating come from
message communication in controller and switch in SDN
environment. So, for more accurate and faster management,
the controller must communicate with the switch frequently.
This process triggers an increase in messages and leads to
link congestion between controller and switch. Hence, the
tradeoff between controller management messages and
control plane resource usages will be considered.
To solve this problem, we propose the ONOS system
using a method to predict the traffic variation for increasing
the updating life-cycle more only on congestion switch
candidates. But, though we recognize the traffic trend, it was
hard to manipulate because traffic is varied too much
irregularly. However, if we predict traffic a few later times in
SDN environment, controlling congestion can be proactive
in advanced. We suggest TSA [10] to solve this problem.
TSA is one of the mathematical methods to find the trend of
data flow. In this paper, we do not deal with TSA. If we find
a proper trend and suggest a suitable model, forecasting
future traffic models could be predicted. In other words, TSA
is one of the proper methods for this study because it uses
recent data and can predict instantly.
IV.

RELATED WORK

There are numerous research studies of predicting flow’s
fluctuation. Bozakov et al. [5] studied how to estimate the
autocorrelation of network flow from monitoring data. To
gather data, they use random sampling, i.e., random interquery times. As a consequence, this trial could increase the
quality of the whole network successfully without exceeding
the control plane overhead issue. And there were develop a
system for traffic matrix estimation using the sampling of
OpenFlow counters [11]. But these studies just focused on
reducing message overhead without specific network
function of controller’s query message. Fast recovery after a
node or link failure is very important in any routing protocol.
In the legacy network, the authors of [12] discussed node
recovery efficiency using Lagrange multipliers and
suggested ‘pop-routing’ which is applied in OSPF. But this
approach runs only legacy environment, not a centralized
network, and focused on making the recovery faster and
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reliable. Therefore, this new routing policy cannot help to
reduce the link's own congestion phase. There was an
approach of SDN’s polling command and query, namely
[13], where they used a polling scheme and changed
dramatically based on real-time traffic in the whole network.
But, the fast response of traffic change is a very important
issue and real-time based scheme cannot fulfill in burst
traffic due to the bottleneck effect. There was a suggestion of
adaptive scheme in SDN environment. Authors of [14]
studied the avoidance of congestion in SDN by re-routing
when link utilization is more than 70%. Authors of [15]
studied for control idle flow timeout using several time
interval data. That operated like a Round Trip Time (RTT) in
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), but compared with
RTT, they don't use weight function and just used raw arrival
rate. Despite the fact that the study does not consider link
bandwidth and congestion, the concept of adjusting interval,
using special network function, is meaningful enough.

Figure 3. ALTP ONOS subsystem structure

Figure 4. Overall mechanism of ALTP.
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V. IMPLEMENTATION
For improving the present SDN environment, we propose
the new ONOS subsystem structure satisfying high quality
service. This system’s characteristic can be roughly
categorized into two genres. First, we have the Traffic
prediction using Time-Series Analysis, and second we have a
more rapid response to congestion by the re-configuring life
cycle of the network topology for Adaptive Life-cycle based
on Traffic Prediction (ALTP) mechanism.
A. ALTP ONOS Subsystem Design Concept
Rapid responding to congestion is essential for satisfying high
QoS. In this paper, two measures are suggested for rapid responding
to congestion. The first is the fast re-routing when congestion
occurred, and second is applying QoS to each flow when link
condition is varied by congestion, and consequently reducing delay
as much as possible.
B. Design Requirement
Two measures stated above, the accuracy of meter entry
showing link status and flow entry in charge of routing are needed
on SDN controller management. These can be executed by the
frequent update of those two entries. However, the frequent update
occurs inevitably message overhead between switch and controller.
To improve this overhead problem in meter entry updating, updating
must be executed selectively in the switches which have congested
link or predicted link congestion. Also, flow entry time-out updating
must be executed selectively when congestion occurred or high
probability of congestion is expected.
As a result, the ALTP ONOS subsystem requires two functions,
like below.
1) The Function recognizing switches and links where a risk of
congestion is high or congestion occurred.
2) The Function applying for adaptive meter entry and flow
entry to selected switches and links, which makes message overhead
become the least.
C. ALTP ONOS Subsystem Sturcture
We assume that no packet loss occurs at links and do not assume
link down. Packet loss occurs only in case of congestion. Also,
increasing message overhead between controller and switches only
reduces controller’s handling time by control plane congestion, but
no control packet loss occurs between controller and switch. In this
structure, shown in Figure 3, we modified the manager component
and services to get the information about switches and links where
congestion occurred or predicted the probability of congestion is
high. In addition, to manipulate updating frequency of entry, the
provider component has modified MeterStatCollector and the
application component has modified ReactiveForwarding.
1) Overall Mechanism of ALTP ONOS Subsystem
The diagram which is shown in Figure 4 simply schematizes the
mechanism proposed ALTP ONOS subsystem structure. First, for
the flow path which the service requiring high service level
agreement used, the ALTP ONOS subsystem calculates congestion
potential using TSA for all switches using network status database
updated by periodic polling messages. Congestion potential refers to
the bandwidth utilization of the link interface mentioned in [14]. The
utilization of the link interface is defined as currently used bit rate per
ports divided by the maximum bit rate per ports. It selects the switch
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wherein congestion occurred or congestion risk is high. Congestion
occurred means link utilization is over 90% or packet drop has
occurred. In this case, topology graph except that interface is
requested immediately. In the case of a single path for that service,
diverting other flow using the same link is derived by setting the
weight of the link high. The flow entry is immediately refreshed.
High congestion risk means that predicted link utilization exceeds
100% by TSA in the path meter polling. In this case, it sets the meter
pilling interval and flow entry timeout to half. This is to compensate
for imperfect predicted value. The system reacts more quickly in
congestion situations by using more control messages. The setting
parameters are changed to default after the predicted utilization of
link is 50% or less in a sequence of the system. It is also applied
when current link utilization is 50% or less. Then, adjust flow entry
updating speed according to the flow that passes pertinent switches.
Similarly, by adjusting meter entry updating speed for pertinent
switches, responding to the congestion can be faster.
2) Flowchart of interactions between Subsystems
Figure 5 presents the flowchart showing how subsystems
provide the adaptive updating rate of flow entry and meter entry to
switches by using exchanged data between subsystems. Table I
represents which data is exchanged between subsystems and what is
this data’s meaning. DeviceService provides port state information
of all existing ports of topology to TrafficPredictor. Next,
TrafficPredictor expects the potential of congestion phase of each
port by using TSA and transfers the list of ports which has expected
to be congested to LinkService in the mechanism of ALTP ONOS
Subsystems.
LinkService returns the list of links which is connected to
received port list information and is already congested. This means
that LinkService returns the list of links which is expected to be
congested or is already congested and transfers this list to
ReactiveForwarding and DeviceService. ReactiveForwarding
adjusts the life-cycle of flow entry. DeviceService, by using the
information of the list of links, returns the list of devices which has
the congestion-expected link or has congested link and transfer it to
MeterStatsCollector. MeterStatsCollector, by using this information,
adjust the updating rate of meter entry and monitoring rule.
For ALTP ONOS subsystem we proposed, we added and
modified five classes in ONOS system, as follows.
Traffic predictor (Added): Traffic predictor is newly added
device service function, which is involved in Manager Component.
The autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) of TSA
models [16] is used and predicts the traffic transition. Traffic
predictor collects all the amount of present traffic-bandwidth usage
calculated in [14] from each port of each switch in current topology.
According to this collected data, it predicts if the congestion will
occur or not in that port. At this moment, for accurate prediction of
traffic bandwidth usage amount, at least past 50 usage amount data is
needed. So, the predicted value will not be returned before
accumulate 50 data and only return present traffic bandwidth. Using
predicted value, traffic predictor returns the list of ports that have a
high probability of congestion, and it transmits the info to the
LinkService and DeviceService.
LinkService (Modified): In modified LinkService, the
transmitted port list which has high congestion probability from the
Traffic Predictor is used. If any link is connected to the congested
port interface, it decides predicted congestion link or has congestion
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now for all links in topology now. We get the list of links that have
congestion or has a high probability of congestion.
DeviceService (Modified): Modified DeviceService recognizes
devices expected congestion for all links. We can get the list of
switches expected to be congested and already congested.
ReactiveForwarding (Modified): In modified ReactiveForwarding, when the congestion occurrs, ONOS controller processes
the re-routing by using this class. When we want to make this rerouting time faster, we should update the flow entry, which sets the
path of each flow faster. So, by getting the links which are the
member of flow`s path, SDN controller decides the potential of
congestion of links of that path using the proposed system. This also
means deciding the possibility of re-routing. If the path is expected to
be re-routed, it should increase the updating rate of flow entry for
reacting faster to this situation. This can be executed by reducing
flow timeout of flow entry.
MeterStatsCollector (Modified): In modified MeterStatCollector, when the congestion and re-routing occurrs, the new path is
set and the link state that the flow uses as the path is changed.
Therefore, it is necessary to provide changed QoS to each flow by
updating the meter entry faster. Therefore, by increasing the updating
rate of meter entry for switches that are expected to be congested or
are already congested, we should provide changed QoS as fast as
possible. By doing this, ALTP ONOS controller can react to
congestion phase faster.
TABLE I.
Data
1

Port statistics

2

Port list

3

Link list

4

Device list

5

Monitoring rule

6

Forwarding rule

THE MESSAGE DESCRIPTION OF ALTP
Description
For every period, compute whole port statistics
Attain and transfer port list which expected to be
congested through port statistics
Transfer link list which expected to be congested
through the port list
Transfer device list which expected to be congested
through the port list
Command adjusted meter entry polling interval to
selected switch
Command adjusted flow timeout to every flow
which passes the selected switch

Figure 5. Flowchart of interactions between sub systems
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controller by increasing message overhead as small as
possible.
TABLE II.

Figure 6. Topology setting for simulation

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we describe the analysis of the result of the
experiment showing how much ONOS controller’s
performance is improved when ALTP ONOS controller we
suggested is used. We use the ALTP ONOS controller based
on ONOS version 1.5.2 with OpenFlow version 1.3. To
verify the fast reaction of ALTP ONOS controller for
congestion, we set the simple topology as experiment
environment shown in Figure 6.
We generate the traffic from host 1 to host 2 in Poisson’s
distribution which has average 2Mbps velocity while link1
has 1Mbps bandwidth. This is for deliberate congestion
occurrence. Link2 and link3 on the re-routing path have
10Mbps bandwidth, respectively. By setting like this, when
the routing path is changed, which means ALTP changes the
life-cycle time interval of flow entry and meter entry form 10
seconds (default life-cycle time interval) to 5 seconds when
congestion is expected, we can observe how much delay is
improved by faster updating meter entry. Because in case of
meter entry that is applied by prior routing path, it cannot
guarantee 2Mbps to each flow. However, after the meter
entry update, it can guarantee 2Mbps to each flow, so the
delay would be considerably improved. In other words,
ALTP ONOS controller can provide High-QoS by reacting
faster in case of congestion occurrence.
In Table II, by increasing the Life-cycle interval of
selected switches’ entries, two important factors that have a
dominant effect on high QoS are considerably improved.
However, this result is reasonable because it is ached by
increasing message overhead between controller and
switches.
However, when we compare the results of the cases
which increasing updating rate is applied to selected switches
or not, we can find that the performance we can achieve by
increasing adaptive message is much bigger. Table II
indicates the performance and message overhead in three
cases. The first case is applying the default life-cycle rate in
the traditional ONOS controller. The second case is applying
the faster life-cycle rate to selected switches in ALTP ONOS
controller. The last one is applying the faster updating rate to
all switches in the traditional ONOS controller.
We achieve better performance of updating entries more
frequently for all switches (not selective). However, the
messages are increased too, which lead to an overhead of
control plane. This indicates that ALTP ONOS controller has
better performance compared to the traditional ONOS
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RESULT DATAWITH ADPTIVE LIFE-CYCLE RATE

(Life-cycle interval)
updating rate

Default (10)
Life-cycle
(non-selective)

ALTP (5or10)
Life-cycle
(adaptive)

Double (5)
Life-cycle (nonselective)

The average number of
message in control plane

3766

4114

4775

Message Increase rate

-

9.2%

26.7%

Average Flow Delay(s)

2.5356

2.1011

2.03976

10.24%

8.03%

7.76%

51.598

43.969

42.844

Average Packet drop
rate
Average Re-routing
Convergence time(ms)

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, to provide high QoS in IoT services, we
design ALTP ONOS controller which predicts or recognizes
congestion phase and executes a fast response to congestion
phase. The method for congestion phase estimation is
performed by TSA. Moreover, the method for fast response
to congestion phase is updating flow and meter entry more
frequently. In the experiment, it is verified that traffic
prediction by using ARIMA model in TSA is sufficiently
reliable. By using these methods, the components such as
traffic delay, throughput, and drop rate which have a
dominant effect on high QoS are improved. This result
indicates that the suggested methods perform fast response in
congestion phase. Also, adjusting entries process is
performed only on selected devices. So, we can minimize
message overhead increment between controller and switch
due to frequent entry update.
The proposed ALTP ONOS controller induced
performance improvement successfully. However, in case of
ARIMA model used in ALTP, it is strong for trend analysis
but weak for burst analysis. So, to perform burst analysis
more accurately, an additional prediction model would be
beneficial for further performance improvement. Long-term
analysis can be one of the alternatives, and it is possible to
predict burst potential by accumulating data for various time
periods. Therefore, adjustment of flexible monitoring rule is
possible. Deep-learning can be helpful for trend analysis by
accumulating data.
In brief, the suggested method in this paper is capable of
managing congestion with minimized message overhead.
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APPENDIX

Public Iterable<Link> getInActiveLinks(){
Return list of links its state is inactive; }
Public boolean RecognizeLinkisCongested(Link link){
If (link is connected to getCongestionExpectedPort()’s port list)
Return true;
Else{ Return false; }
Public Iterable<Link> getCongestionExpectedLinks(){
for(all existing links){
if(RecognizeLinkisCongested(link)==true);
return link list which is connected to congested port;}
Public Iterable<Link> getAllCongestionLinks(){
Return list of links which is already congested + lists of links which is
expected to be congested;}
DeviceService (Modified)
Public Iterable<Device> getAllCongestionDevices(){
Return list of devices which has congested link + list of devices expected
to be congested;}
Public Iterable<Device> getCongestionDevices(){
For(all existing devices)
If( RecognizeDeviceCongestion(deviceId)==true){
Return list of devices;}
Public Iterable<Device> getCongestionExpectedDevices(){
For(all existing devices)
If (RecognizeDeviceisExpectedCongestion (deviceId)==true){
Return list of devices;}
Public boolean RecognizeDeviceisExpectedCongestion(DeviceId deviceId){
For(all links of this device)
If ( RecognizeLinkisCongested(links)==true)
Return true; Break; return false; }
Public boolean RecognizeDeviceCongestion(DeviceId deviceId){
For(all links of this device)
If ( link state is inactive
Return true;
Break; return false; }
ReactiveForwarding (Modified)
Flow Time out = DEFAULT_TIMEOUT;
phase or already has congestion
For(all links which are members of selected path){
If( link is in getAllCongestionLinks){
FlowTimeout = DEFAULT_TIMEOUT / 2;}}
InstallRule;
MeterStatsCollector (Modified)
Public void run(Timeout timeout){
adaptvieInterval = DEFAULT;
if(this device is in getAllCongestionDevices){
adaptiveInterval = DEFAULT / 2;}
timeout.getTimer().newTimeout(adaptiveInterval); }

Traffic predictor (Added)
Public boolean TrafficPredictor(port, currentspeed, maxspeed)
Make list of fifty current speed samples. If the list is not set, return
currentspeed;
Expected speed = getArima(current speed list);
If (expected speed > max speed)
Return true; Return false; }
Public List<Port> getCongestionExpectedPort(){
For(about all existing ports in topology);
Get current speed, maxspeed, port number from each port statistics using
DeviceService’s getPortstatistics;
If(TrafficPredictor(port,currentspeed,maxspeed) == true)
Return the list of ports;}
LinkService (Modified)
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Abstract — Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
represents a novel and strong technology to support the
development of flexible and customizable virtual networks in
multi-tenant and multi-domain environment. Open issues still
exist for architectural, interoperability, design and also related
to implementation and experimental aspects. This paper
presents two experiments in which a virtual firewall and a
graph of virtual routers have been integrated in two different
topologies and have been tested using SONATA framework.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) is an emerging
powerful concept, as well as a technology. It aims to solve
some of the current telecommunication world limitations,
problems and challenges, like large number of proprietary
hardware appliances dedicated to specific services, lack of
flexibility and dynamicity, low interoperability, high capital
and operational expenditures: capital expenditure (CAPEX),
operational expenditure (OPEX), energy consumption and
installation space issues [1][2]. NFV decouples the
hardware appliances from the network functions that are
running over them, by using generic hardware (servers,
storage and switches) and running the network functions
over virtual machines installed on this generic equipment.
Based on virtualization, NFV allows faster development
and deployment (compared to traditional approach) of
services composed of network functions that can be
implemented in virtualized way. Different virtualized
network functions can be deployed or moved using the same
infrastructure, created, modified and deleted without
needing to physically visit a site to change the hardware
supporting those network functions.
The CAPEX and OPEX can be reduced, due to software
development (taking advantage of the growing IT industry).
Energy consumption reduction is also possible, if a clever
power management and migration plan for the virtual
machines (VM) is designed.
Software Defined Networking (SDN) [3] is a
complementary technology to NFV. The main concept of
separating the control plane from the data plane creates high
flexibility, programmability and network technology
abstraction. This approach offers powerful capabilities for
the management and control functions. While independent
of each other, SDN and NFV can cooperate in order to
construct powerful and flexible systems in cloud computing
and networking areas.
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According to ETSI [4][5], the NFV architecture is
divided into four main functional blocks: Network Function
Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI) which contains the
physical resources and their abstraction (virtual resources
constructed by a virtualization layer); Virtual Network
Functions (VNF) which defines different functions that can
be composed in services; Management and Orchestration
(MANO) which provides the orchestration and the lifecycle
management of the network functions and infrastructure;
Operations and Business Support Systems (OSS/BSS).
Numerous studies, realizations, projects, proofs of
concepts, demos are currently developed in NFV, SDN
areas [6][7]. There are still open issues which exist for such
technologies and these are related to architectural aspects, to
use cases, service creation and composition, manageability,
virtualization methods, performance obtained in dynamic
and mobile environment, scalability, implementation aspects
and selection of the software technologies applicable, multidomain features, security.
In terms of Development and Operations (DevOps), [8]
several problems are recognized to exist, like: SDN/NFV
infrastructures are not yet stable; Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) are not sufficiently interoperable with orchestrators;
multi-vendor environments are not certified; the number of
services for which the SDN/NFV framework brings very
strong benefits in marketplaces is not yet so large;
SDN/NFV combination is difficult and does not offer easy
E2E multi-site support; frequently, there is a need for some
additional development; key features like network slicing
are not yet completely clarified; auto VNF scalability, SP
recursiveness, VNF intelligent placements, security, etc., are
other open research issues.
Therefore more extensive experiments with SDN/NFV
frameworks are necessary to further clarify different
development aspects.
The EU H2020 project Service Programming and
Orchestration for Virtualized Software Networks
(SONATA) [9] is a relevant example and offers a
framework allowing DevOps oriented to SDN/NFV area.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop
experiments based on SONATA framework in order to
understand the capabilities of the framework, to test its
scalability for using it to develop and test some custom
VNFs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II is an
overview of related work. Section III shortly presents the
architecture of SONATA framework. Section IV contains
the results of the experiments done with SONATA
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framework and all the steps taken. Section V presents
conclusions and future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

This section shortly presents a selective view on some
related work dedicated to service development and
orchestration in virtualized networks and its relation to
SONATA architecture, when applicable. It is split in brief
overview firstly on EU-funded collaborative projects,
opensource solutions and commercial solution provided.
UNIFY [10] (EU-funded Collaborative Projects)
architecture is similar to those of ETSI-MANO and Open
Networking Foundation (ONF)-SDN. Its objective is to
reduce operational costs by removing the need for costly
onsite hardware upgrades, taking advantage of SDN and
NFV. Across the infrastructure one can develop networking,
storage and computing components, through a service
abstraction model. The UNIFY global orchestrator consists
of algorithms used for optimization of elementary service
components across the infrastructure. The project exposes
the fact that all the resource orchestration related
functionalities existing in a distributed way in the MANO
SONATA framework, can be logically centralized, when
there is an abstraction combination of compute, network and
storage resources.
Even if the main idea of a recursive service platform is
specific both for UNIFY and SONATA, the implementation
is different. First, the recursiveness in UNIFY is obtained as
a repeatable orchestration layer for each infrastructure
design, while within SONATA is implemented as a repeated
deployment of a complete SONATA platform. Another
difference is related to the service specific functionality: in
UNIFY it is added by developer inside a Control Network
Function (NF), as a dedicated part of the Service Graph,
running in the infrastructure; in SONATA the service
functionality is obtained using plugins in the service
platform which means that it is mandatory not to be on the
same infrastructure where the Virtual Network Function
(VNF) is running.
OpenStack [11] is an open source project, mainly
written in Python, that provides an Infrastructure as-aService solution through a variety of loosely coupled
services. Each service offers an API that facilitates the
integration. Due to its variety of components, the current
version of the OpenStack not only provides a pure Virtual
Infrastructure Manager (VIM) implementation, but spans
various parts of the ETSI-NFV architecture. OpenStack is
made up of many different moving parts. Because of its
open nature, additional components can be joined to
OpenStack in order to meet specific needs. OpenStack
Keystone [12], for instance, offers authentication and
authorization not only to the VIM part, but it can be
integrated to other services as well. OpenStack Ceilometer
[13] provides a pluggable monitoring infrastructure that
consolidates various monitoring information from various
sources and makes the available to OpenStack users and
other services. OpenStack Tacker [14] aims at the
management and orchestration functionality described by
ETSI-NFV.
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The overall architecture relies on message buses to
interconnect the various OpenStack components. To this
end, OpenStack uses the Advanced Message Queuing
Protocol (AMQP) [15] as messaging technology and an
AMQP broker, namely either RabbitMQ [16] or Qpid [17],
sits between any two components and allows them to
communicate in a loosely coupled fashion. More precisely,
OpenStack components use Remote Procedure Calls
(RPCs) to communicate to one another. The OpenStack
architecture has been proven to be scalable and flexible.
Therefore, it could act as a blueprint for the SONATA
architecture.
From SONATA’s perspective, OpenStack is used as
being supportive and complementary. For the SONATA
developers there is the need to have access to a running
OpenStack installation to use the capabilities of a VIM for
running services from the Service Platform.
Another option for service developers when it comes to
SONATA is the SONATA’s emulation platform to locally
prototype and test complete network service chains in
realistic end-to-end scenarios. The emulator of SONATA
supports OpenStack-like API endpoints to allow carriergrade MANO stacks (SONATA, Open Source MANO) to
control the emulated VIMs.
To raise their NFV holding, commercial vendors have
started to market solutions for the orchestration layer. Even
if they created their own NFV context, the first generation
of NFV Orchestrator (NFVO) is based off ETSI MANO
specifications. But there are also several orchestration
solutions developed by established network vendors to
further expand a larger NFV ecosystem [18].
From SONATA’s perspective, the NFV orchestration
concept meets the commercial solutions from the following
points: to the complete VNF and network service lifecycles,
including onboarding, test and validation, scaling, assurance
and maintenance. Vendor marketing material and white
papers present their upcoming products as holistic solutions
for both service and network orchestration, compatible with
current ETSI MANO specifications.
These orchestration solutions are commonly part of a
fully integrated NFV management platform, including
NFVO, VNFM, NFVI and extended services such as
enhanced monitoring and analytics. For example, IBM’s
SmartCloud Orchestrator can be integrated with its
counterpart solutions, SmartCloud Monitoring and IBM
Netcool Network Management System, providing an end-toend offering.
III. SONATA FRAMEWORK
In order to make this paper self-contained, this section
very shortly presents the SONATA framework architecture
[19] along with its objectives, use cases and features.
SONATA main goal is to develop a NFV framework
that provides to third party developers a programming
model, a suite of tool for virtualized services integrated with
an orchestration system. SONATA allows to achieve a
reduced time-to-market of networked services, to optimize
and reduce the costs of network services (NS) deployment.
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Figure 1. SONATA Framework [19].

The general architecture of SONATA framework, as it
can be seen in Figure 1, contains the following components:
Software Development Kit (SDK), the Service Platform
(SP) and different catalogues in which one can find different
system artefacts.
The SDK helps the third-party developers to create
complex services composed of multiple VNFs, with a set of
software tools and also supports service providers to deploy
and manage their created NSs on multiple SONATA SPs.
The Service Platform (SP) is responsible for
management and control of network functions and services.
It is a modular and customizable environment in which the
platform operators can create specific platforms appropriate
for their business model, by replacing components of
MANO plugins. This environment is also flexible from
service developers’ perspective which can customize their
own services through Function Specific Managers
(FSMs)/Service specific managers (SSMs). Service platform
is a component where the users are created and authorized,
NS and function descriptors are validated and stored.
The Catalogues consist of network function and services
information like code, executables, configuration data and
other requirements. These catalogues are divided into
private, service platform and public catalogues.
SONATA runs directly on the top of an infrastructure
which may belong to the service platform operator or to a
third-party operator. To assure the communication between
SP and infrastructure, the Virtual Infrastructure Managers
(VIMs) are used (example: OpenStack) whose role is to
abstract the infrastructure resources.
IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH SONATA
This section presents NFV experiments whose purpose is
to test the functionality of different VNFs in various
topologies using SONATA framework.
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These topologies are represented as custom emulated
networks which use Docker [20] containers as compute
instances to run VNFs. Moreover, these experiments are
developed around SONATA framework and using some
specific tools as:
a) Virtual Machine (VM) : the experiments are running
on a VM of 80GB storage on a 64 -bit Ubuntu distribution
ready to use which has been downloaded from SONATA
repository [18]
b) Containernet [21]: it is a ramification of Mininet
network emulator which allows to create network topologies
using Docker containers.
c) Opensource utilities: to create and test the VNFs
needed in the proposed topologies, the following collection
of utilities has been used: “iptables”[22], “iproute”, “bridgeutils”, “traceroute”, “inetutils-ping”.
d) SONATA emulator (son-emu): this is a part of
SONATA SDK and it is based on MeDICINE emulation
platform. MeDICINE is intented for service developers who
can create network service chains and then test them in
realistic emulated environments.
A. Virtual Firewall Experiment
a) Main objectives: create a virtual firewall which has
the purpose to block the traffic between two hosts.
b) Topology: the topology explained in Figure 2
contains data centers (DC) in terms of point of presence
(PoP) which can be defined as specific emulated hardware
by installing docker images which contain the VNFs. In this
experiment three DCs have been used as following:
 Two hosts (dc1 and dc2)
 Firewall (dc3)
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Three routers (dc4, dc5 and dc6)

Figure 2. vFw Experiment Topology

The subnet 10.0.0.0/8 has been used together with the
“bridge-utils” utility on dc3 to make the communication
between dc1 and dc2 possible. Utility “iptables” has been
used to create the “DROP” rule for the traffic which is
forwarded by dc3.
c) Tests and results: first step was to deploy the
topology and then instantiate and start the VNFs on each
DC as can be seen in Figure 3:

Figure 6. vRouters Graph Experiment Topology

Figure 3. vFw Experiment compute list

Further, the “DROP” rule has been added for vnf3 and
the connectivity between the two hosts (vnf1 with 10.0.0.7
on interface vnf1-eth0 and vnf2 with 10.0.0.5 on interface
eth2) has been tested.
If the “DROP” rule is removed, it can be seen in Figure
4 that the two hosts can communicate with each other:

Routing tables (containing static routes) have been made
for the entire topology using “iproute” utility. The hosts are
assigned within the subnets 11.0.0.0/8, 12.0.0.0/8,
13.0.0.0/8 and the subnets between routers are 10.0.0.0/8
(dc4-dc5), 20.0.0.0/8 (dc5-dc6) and 30.0.0.0/8 (dc4-dc6).
c) Tests and results: after deploying the topology, the
VNFs were instantiated and started on each DC and the
links between them were also added as ilustrated in Figure
7:

Figure 4. vFw Experiment ping without “DROP” rule

When “DROP” rule is added then the whole traffic
between the 2 hosts does not exist anymore. This rule is
exposed in Figure 5:

Figure 5. vFw Experiment ping with “DROP” rule

B. Virtual Routers Graph Experiment
a) Main objectives: create a small network of virtual
routers which will forward traffic through a network graph
between three hosts from three different subnets.
b) Topology (Figure 6): it consists of six DCs using
two different docker images, one for the virtual routers and
another for virtual hosts.
 Three hosts (dc1, dc2 and dc3)
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Figure 7. vRouters Graph Experiment compute list

Another way to visualize, as in Figure 8, and monitor the
state of the topology and output of son-emu-cli is through
web-based emulator dashboard:
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V.

Figure 8. vRouter Graph Experiment emulator dashboard (partial view)

For dc4 vRouter there are two routes with different
generic metrics: the route via interface vnf4-eth5 has metric
20 and via vnf4-eth6 has metric 10. (same settings were
made respectively on dc6 since static routing is in place). A
shortest path route selection is supposed.
To verify the functionality of the experiment, a
traceroute between dc1 and dc2 hosts has been made and it
can be seen in Figure 9 that the traffic has been forwarded
through the route with the lowest metric (10):

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented two NFV experiments using
SONATA SDK framework in which it was tested the
functionality of two VNFs: a virtual firewall which blocks
and filters the traffic between two endpoints and a graph of
virtual routers configured to be able to route traffic
according to metrics in a static routing configuration.
For the development of these experiments, SONATA
architecture has been chosen for multiple reasons:
complexity framework, appropriate platform to develop
VNFs and to test, explore and emulate virtual networks and
topologies.
Beyond the results of these two experiments presented in
section IV, there can be proved also the fact that SONATA
can:
- offer an open source simulation environment which
can be transformed as well into a production environment
for the developers who have the need of it
- be a flexible and dynamic test platform and a good
support in NFV area
- be able to reduce costs by removing the need of
dedicated hardware
As future work, several other experiments will be done
using more complex topologies for testing the scalability of
SONATA framework. Other area of experiments
development is intended to use the emulator within the
SONATA NFV eco system to create multiple chained VNFs
and descriptors grouped as “network service packages”
which will be deployed and uploaded on the SONATA NFV
platform and emulator.
Following this direction, after the completion of the
proposed future experiments and getting a deeper
knowledge of SONATA framework capabilities, the final
scope would be to develop and test new VNFs.

Figure 9. vRouters Graph Experiment traceroute metric 10

If the interface vnf6-eth4 is down and the link between
dc4 and dc6 is stopped, it can be observed in Figure 10 that
traffic will be forwarded through the route with metric 20
(the only one now remained) when a traceroute between dc1
and dc2 is made again:
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Abstract- Network administrators prefer the Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) concept as it is cost-efficient and easy to
maintain. However, the new technologies based on this concept
might lead to security threats, such as denial of service attacks,
availability attacks, exploitation, malware injection, or other
undiscovered threats. Network Functions Virtualization
represents a very large paradigm shift in the development and
the deployment of network services. Many research works on
NFV address the virtual concept. It can be a cloud or a virtual
private server. The security is the most important thing since
the virtual environment can also be compromised by cyberattacks. The paper focuses on the problems facing NFV
implementation and offers ways of navigating through the
main security related problems stated above.
Keywords-Network Function Virtualization (NFV); Virtual
Network Function (VNF); Cloud Security Alliance (CSA);
Software-Defined Networking (SDN).

I.

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of cloud computing has led to an increase
in cyberattacks targeted towards individuals, corporations or
any vulnerable entity within the cloud system. The increase
in the attacks forces bodies such as the Cloud Security
Alliance (CSA) to convene and deliberate on the best ways
to secure the systems, making them impervious to cyber
attacks. One area facing the blow of cyber attacks is the
network function virtualization. In computing, the term
virtualization can be applied to storage devices, operating
systems, hardware platforms, computer network resources
and much more. The evolution of technology allows the
virtualization of nearly all computer software and hardware.
Basically, nearly all network functions can be virtualized. In
this article, we explore virtualization in network functions.
Moreover, there will be mentions of Software-Defined
Networks (SDN), which alter the network function behaviors
and allow dynamic changes in the configurations of a
network [1]. Network function virtualization, commonly
referred to as NFV, is a concept recently introduced with
numerous goals, like reducing overall cost, ease of
management, scalability, and also reducing the proprietary
hardware required during the launch or operation of network
services [2]. If the concept is implemented successfully, most
of the network services will launch and operate virtually
decoupling the functions of dedicated hardware devices in a
network, such as firewalls, routers, and load balancers.
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The concept relies on a hypervisor that controls the
network functions making it easier to run them on the
standard X86 servers. The implementation of the NFV
makes the network administrators work easier by eliminating
the need for dedicated hardware devices when building a
service chain, thus reducing the operating expenses (OPEX)
and capital expenses (CAPEX) since the services will run on
a virtual machine. Moreover, NFV gives the network
administrators agility and flexibility when troubleshooting
errors in the system or when performing the routine
maintenance. SDN and NFV are different, yet
complementary techniques applicable by network
administrators: the NFV infrastructure allows SDN to run,
enabling it to forward data packets to and from network
devices, while the control functions run on a Virtual Machine
(VM) [3]. The implementation of NFV creates various
challenges and complexities in the security controls of
networks.
According to Amogh et al. [4], the CSA addresses some
problems that exist when implementing NFV, regardless of
the benefits it conveys such as cost reduction, agility, and
flexibility. There are six problems evident according to the
authors, and they include (1) scalability of available
resources, (2) stateful versus stateless inspection, (3) service
insertion, (4) hypervisor dependencies, (5) dynamic
workloads, and (6) elastic network boundaries. The six
problems revolve around the security of network function
virtualization and if each of them is not addressed
individually, the incompleteness of configurations, lack of
integrity and lack of clearness defining security policies can
lead to attacks like denial-of-service. In NFV implemented
environments, stateful inspection of data-flow in the network
requires asymmetric flows which allow seeing every data
packet in transit, granting access controls to NFV, and
stateless inspection fails to see all the data packets in transit
making it difficult to grant access controls to NFV. The
problem brings about security issues since the NFV does not
know or have access to the data packets in transit. Service
insertion into the NFV relies on overlay models that fail to
coexist across the vendor boundaries, allowing the
implementation of NFV to be vulnerable to the security
breach. Insertion of services in NFV requires existing
layered services in the hypervisor, causing it to be difficult to
deal with asymmetries in the network, which arise from their
creation by redundant network devices and paths. To ensure
security is top-notch, vendors must all agree on standards
addressing security issues. The implementation of NFV
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makes the understanding of the underlying architecture
difficult for the vendors, leading to the production of
different hypervisors for different systems. It is imperative
for the vendors to come in unison to ensure the security
vulnerabilities are non-existent such as, patching vulnerable
code that risks security breaches. Recent changes in network
topology make it difficult for traditional security methods to
evolve as per the current demand; additionally, traditional
methods are static compared to NFV, which is dynamic and
agile in its capabilities. Unlike the traditional methods, NFV
has no defined boundaries; its capabilities can expand as far
as the network administrators can fathom. Traditional
methods are bound by cable lengths, location and much
more, creating a definite boundary. The lack of clear
boundaries puts the network systems at risk in matters
pertaining to security.
In the paper, the focus is on the security issues that may
arise or exist during or after the implementation of NFV. The
paper is organized into four sections: Section II discusses
literature review, Section III presents a comparative study,
Section IV performs an analysis and discussion, Section V
describes the proposed solution, while Section VI concludes
the paper and suggests possible future developments.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

According to research, NFV is a major milestone in the
networking and telecommunications sector. Stringent laws
govern the administration of NFV enabling the availability,
security, and superb performance of the concept. NFV
revolutionizes the telecommunications and construction
networks by reducing the costs incurred purchasing new
gadgets or hardware and increasing the automation of
systems. Some challenges of NFV implementation include
the reliability of additional software, the effective key
escrow for the functions of the hosted network, reduced
isolation of the functions in a network, and fate-sharing
resulting from multi-tenancy [5].
According to the article by Yang and Fung [6], a survey
on security in network functions virtualization. The authors
acknowledge NFV as an emerging innovation that focusses
on the removal of hardware equipment responsible for
various network functions. The removal of the hardware
equipment gives room for the implementation of virtual
machines running on cloud computing infrastructure that
takes on the tasks tasked with the hardware equipment. As a
result, there is a reduction in the energy consumption and
equipment costs. Additionally, the authors acknowledge that
the rate of innovation poses risks for the NFV and they focus
their paper on the emerging security challenges and issues.
Yang and Fung present various techniques for overcoming
the challenges by offering security products and solutions to
tackle the rising insecurities. They explore future works
applicable to the security issues accompanying NFV
implementation after conducting a survey on NFV security
use cases. The paper is in line with what our research entails
and therefore is a chief resource in our work. The use of
various research methods gives insight on the directions we
should take while tackling the topic. The authors suggest that
the main contribution of NFV is the realization of software-
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based NFs such as virtual gateways and firewalls, unlike the
traditional methods where hardware appliances were key to
the realization of networking.
The paper addresses most of our research and offers
research methodologies used in the conclusion of the
findings. Moreover, the paper focusses on the security issues
revolving around the implementation of NFV in the modern
systems and offers various ways of mitigating past the
security issues. The information is crucial to our research as
it gives us a guideline on how the paper should be and what
it should address unlike other related research papers
published by different authors. Yang and Fung conducted a
survey similar to what the paper will use to gain credible
data on the issue of security in the network function
virtualization implementation.
According to Raina et al. [7], the implementation of
NFV has resulted in the adoption of advanced security
measures to curb the rise in security vulnerabilities resulting
from the amalgamation of the traditional methods and NFV.
Virtualization addresses some of the deployed network
security functions focused on reducing the vulnerabilities
arising from the adoption of NFV [7]. The security measures
focus on malware protection, access control, denial-ofservice protection, access and identity management, intrusion
prevention and detection, and cryptography. Malicious
computer experts target systems with poor security measures
in the hope of accessing valuable information that they may
use to their gain or conduct fraudulent activities. For
example, a bank scenario where the bank has recently
adopted the use of NFV with little or no security measures
may compromise the personal information of its clients.
Malicious people may try to secure crucial data linked to the
customers’ accounts and transfer huge amounts of funds to
their accounts making the bank vulnerable to litigations,
customer distrust, or closure. The data presented is credible
to some extent since most the stated challenges are still a
challenge to date. The paper addresses the problems and
challenges related to the paper thus it is a vital reference
material.
According to Han, Gopalakrishnan, Ji, and Lee [8], the
introduction of NFV was to reduce the time taken to market
novel services and improve the flexibility of the provision of
the network system. NFV aids in the decoupling of software
implementations from underlying dedicated hardware. In the
article, the authors explain the architectural framework and
requirements of NFV and later discuss the challenges
experienced and the available opportunities for innovation.
In relation to the topic, we will look into the challenges of
NFV. The authors clearly state that network administrators
ought to be careful when implementing NFV in existing
systems to ensure security features are unaffected. Elements
such as hypervisors and orchestrators pose a security threat
to the network system when wrongly implemented and lead
to a rise in the intrusion. An increase in intrusion forces the
system to concentrate on intrusion prevention mechanisms,
which lead to an overload of the intrusion detection systems.
However, when correctly implemented, NFV makes work
easier for all concerned parties and allows the possibilities of
virtualized firewalls creation and domain protection thus
increasing the security of the network system. Virtualizing
network resources poses risks since applications and services
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rely on the virtual machine to complete commands, for
instance, when a service is bugged and requires certain
resources from the virtual machine, it can easily infect the
core of operations thus increasing the spread of the bug or
virus within the network.
According to T. Qasim [9], research on NFV machine
learning the huge population communication services is
leading to the heavy loaded signaling system. It uses
Signaling System No 7 (SS7). SS7 was protected due control
owned by state-owned telecommunication operators. SS7
and network function virtualization have introduced many
new security challenges. There can be some vulnerability in
a virtualized environment. There should be many methods
that mitigate machine learning techniques from gathering
network traffic [9]. The research done by A. Kalliola and S.
Lal developed security orchestration in NFV environment
and is crucial. It represents Distributed Denial of Services
attacks and other cyber-attacks. The most important finding
is that it can mitigate future variation of attacks. These are all
done by machine learning orchestrating virtualized network
functions around the affected components to isolate those
components and redirect, capture and filter the traffic for
further analysis. This would allow maintaining a high quality
of service to given network functions [10].
Network Function Virtualization security is a vast area of
concern in many forms. Most of the NFV researches done
with an example are scenarios, especially research conducted
for Distributed DoS attack mitigation [9]. It implements an
SDN enable network in the OpenStack environment and
demonstrates and explains the effectiveness with various
kinds of attacks [Figure 1]. The mitigation architecture was
designed and implemented for the cloud environment. It used
underlying software-defined network elements for attack
mitigation and view of traffic.

Figure 1. DDoS attack mitigation scenario.

SS7 network vulnerability detection of NFV using machine
learning [10] also uses proper simulation to present the
many attacks. Machine learning techniques are proposed as
a detection mechanism. The experimental setup has
implemented to provide proof of concept [Figure 2]. SS7
traffic is generated in a properly setup virtual environment.
DoS and man in the middle attacks are launched on the
network.
There are many advantages if it presents in a virtual
environment because real devices do not get the actual
effect of the attacks. Using automation software such
OpenStack provides real benefits to visualize the real attack.
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Figure 2. Simulation Setup.

According to F. Reynaud et al. [16], the network
functions come to resolve many network several issues
which come with the growth of the infrastructure, as power
consumption, difficulties to manage the environment,
elevated costs, low dynamism and scalability and
misconfiguration proneness. To break those paradigms the
virtualization and softwarization emerged. European
Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI) created it to
simplify the management and reduce costs of networking
hardware as well since before it the companies have to buy
one or more equipment for each network function. The
clearest advantage of using it is the reduction of costs, but it
has also many advantages as a facility on the network
management using a centralized programmable controller. It
reduces the complexity of management and allows more
flexible and fewer errors on network configuration.
However, there are some problems related to attack
vulnerabilities when using the standard. One of them is
DDoS, which brings many problems as opened ports and
direct denial of services running since the resources are not
really unlimited. The traffic can be identified, but it needs a
3rd party resource to work. Another Man in the Middle
attack which is possible when a proper authentication
mechanism does not exist is a case of an attack that will
fatally put the NFV down.
The last attack we refer to here is the Network Visibility
Poisoning, an attack that may come from several security
breaches as Host Location Hijacking, Link Fabrication
Attacks or insufficient protection from the northbound
applications. There is another 3rd application which can
work side by side with NFV and helps it to check the
integrity of the packets.
According to T. Dimitrakos [17], NFV brings even more
advantages to the users such as the increase of time to
market and services fast deployment, the scalability of
services that can be up or down rapidly as required. Based
on the document [17], the standard makes the virtualized
infrastructure go along with the market challenges
delivering good features, fast, reliable and easier than
traditional solutions. One of the main quotations of T.
Dimitrakos [17] is if the NFV standard can maintain
traceability to threats, challenges and customers, standards
and compliance requirements. Since we are very near to the
big expansion of Internet of Things (IoT), the NFV must
come as an interesting solution for decentralized
environments and networks, since it can be deployed inside
or together with the virtual machine and its components.
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Some of the NFV challenges according to him are that it
would be very hard to put high-end security functions, the
intelligent management of the specific traffic designated to
Virtual Network Functions. Another challenge is that, since
the SDN (controller) must intercept, steer and mirror traffic
for security inspection since it is asynchronous, maybe the
NFV function cannot work properly.
T. Thanh et al. [18] built a specification called MANO,
which consists in automatization of known NFV that makes
it more reliable when in use. MANO seeks to automate the
learning of NFV model and resolve many security problems.
The simple security framework consists of Security
Planning, Security Enforcement, and Secure Monitoring,
and every part of this schema feeds the other, making a
stronger and faster security solution for NFV. The Security
Enforcement and Monitoring work together mitigating the
risks and feeding the Security Planning layer for better
updates and deployments. They had some success making a
two-sided management system, which could work with
Access Control and Decision-making lists, using
OpenBaton, a toolkit that implements a current ETSI NFV
MANO. They provided virtual infrastructure and monitored
it using ZABBIX. They had great results using it with the
developed application and there were gains on Embed
Security Functions, a security protection that can be
embedded automatically and transparently to a virtual
infrastructure. Security Management Lifecycle Support,
which makes the security policy, adapts itself to application
lifecycle and Dynamic Security Incident Response that
adapts in case of DoS attack or other unforeseen events
(Zero-Day Threats).
The article does not address all the challenges we
identified arising from the implementation of NFV.
However, the paper gives a comparative study of the work
done so far and also gives the direction on the future works
possible from the implementation of network function
virtualization.

visibility
poisoning
of NFV
standard

2016

Side
Channel
Attacks to
the VM
frequency
[16]

2009

Denial of
Services
at
forwardin
g plane
level [16]

2018

Signaling
System 7
attacks in
NFV [9]

2017

Access
Control
Managem
ent in
NFV[18]

III. COMPARATIVE STUDY
A comparative study is presented in TABLE 1. The
table is showing different security problems in NFV and the
solution proposed as a summary.
TABLE I.
Year
2017

2015

Security
Problems
in NFV
Security
Adaptabili
ty of NFV
environm
ent [18]

Network

COMPARATIVE STUDY IN NFV SECURITY
Solutions

Challenges

A toolkit named
OpenBaton was used
which consists in
identifying network
threats, generating security
policies and makeing an
active monitoring of
network packets, adapting
the rules according to the
properties of packets on
the ports monitored.
Two 3rd solutions can be

Build a Hypervisor
using this feature
embedded and
transparent, it could
be expensive and
take some time to be
made.
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III.

used within NFV standard
to solve this problem. One
of those is Rosemary [19]
that is an SDN controller
that resolves the lack of
access control and
authentication for the
applications responsible
for the Link Deletion
attack by employing a
sandbox approach (App
Zone). Another solution is
TopoGuard [20] that uses
Topology Update Checker
to verify the legitimacy of
a host
migration, the
integrity/origin of an
LLDP packet and switch
the port property once
detecting a topology
update
To defend against this
attack it is required to
eliminate or reduce the
signal information
generated by the channel
or introduce some kind of
noise to the channel.
The feature FlowVisor
[21] reads the traffic in
slices, it learns and read
the packets over the
network and receive an
update from the network
controller and applies the
new rules to a specific
slice of the network. This
feature can prevent the
Denial of Services from
affecting the whole
environment since it can
block the traffic at a small
part of the packet or
sequence.
SIGTRAN protocol and
MTPSec, IPSec and an
enhanced firewall
combined with the
intrusion detection feature
are the proposed solutions
to identify and mitigate the
SS7 attacks.
ETSI NFV MANO
specifications can
automatically update the
system policies, making
the access control stronger
and self-managed into the
systems.

implementing the
two 3rd party
applications must be
a problem since no
Hypervisor is using
it.

Some organizations
already have this
functionality
embedded into their
systems. The only
challenge is to find
the most efficient
system in the market.
When receiving a
DoS attack it is hard
to differentiate
between the attack
packets and normal
packets.

The solutions for
signaling system 7
attack are quite
expensive and not
easy to implement in
the VM environment
making it
impracticable.
This is based on
theoretical logic and
did not process in
actual NFV
environment.

ANALISYS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the comparative study performed, we found that
SS7 attack in NFV is the biggest security challenge because
it is the newest released attack. Due to solution
implementation cost and configuration complexity, the
solution for SS7 becomes impracticable. This also has four
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big breaches divided into User Information, Eavesdropping,
Financial Thievery and Misuse of Service. Considering SS7
is a silent attack, it can leak multiple information and
protocols, for example, Logical Application Part (CAP).
When a Man-in-the-Middle attack is launched on the SS7
layer, the attacker intercepts the traffic and makes the router
busy in processing inconsistent packets while it sends the
attack packets to the full traffic. This action may steal data
in various levels of communication since it can capture
network packets and application layer packets as well.
IV.

capacity to ensure the origin and destination details inside
the packet can be a good option to ensure the environment
security.
In the future, the above features and protocols can be
tested inside the NFV environment to validate the
functionality and protect against the SS7 breach.
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